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A B S T R A C T 
After the tremendous success of his Dublin Trilogy in 
Ireland O'Casey came to be regarded internationally as 
a dramatist of great potential. O'Casey did fulfil 
this expectation by trying to extricate modern drama 
from its naturalistic stranglehold and commercialism. 
Professedly, like Yeats, he was opposed to the 
illusionist theatre which aimed at uncritical 
empathising by the audience with character and action 
on the stage. Yeats achieved It by moving into 
intellectual and abstract directions which meant 
sacrifice of a good deal of human Interest. O'Casey 
remained profoundly Interested in humanity and, hence, 
tried to bring in antl-llluslonism in drama through a 
variety of technical innovations. Studies on O'Casey, 
by and large, have remained concerned primarily with 
working out biographical details in his plays and 
relating the issues treated in his plays to the context 
of the history of Ireland during its period of 
nationalistic movement for Independence as well as its 
aftermath. A good deal of critical attention has been 
paid to political ideas presented in his plays and 
conclusions have been drawn that after the Dublin 
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Trilogy O'Casey moved towards the red horizon, i.e., he 
wrote pro-communistic plays. His satirical vision, 
too, has drawn considerable critical attention. 
What has been lacking in O'Casey's criticism so 
far is a serious grappling with his technical 
innovations. To the best of our knowledge there are 
only two books exclusively devoted to this aspect. 
They are Robert Hogan's The Experiments of Sean O'Casey 
(1960) and Ronald Ayling's Continuity and Innovation in 
Sean O'Casey's Drama (1976). These two studies have 
concentrated on only selected plays. Whereas Hogan's 
emphasis is In line with that of A.E. Malone and Una 
El 1ts-Fermor, that is, O'Casey, inspite of his denial, 
has all along been a naturalist, Ayling's 
interpretation tries to strike a balance between the 
views of the proponents of O'Casey's naturalism and of 
his admirers, like Nesta Jones (1985), have declared 
him to be an extreme experimentalist. Studies on 
O'Casey's technique are available in a number of 
scattered articles mostly appearing in Modern Drama. 
Rut they nre very limited in scope and deni only with 
single plays. The two journals, exclusively devoted to 
the promotion of research in Irish literature in 
general and O'Casey in particular -- O'Casey Annual and 
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The Irish Review — , have singularly paid scanty 
attention to the technical aspects of O'Casey's plays. 
Moreover, no worthwhiJe critica] attention has been 
paid to the one-act plays of O'Casey from the technical 
point of view. However, absence of critical attention 
to O'Casey's first play, The Harvest Festival is 
understandable because this pi ay was acquired by Berg 
Collection of New York Public Library along with other 
manuscripts of O'Casey and was allowed to be published 
only around 1980. 
The present study aims at filling up this gap in 
O'Casey criticism by closely analysing five full length 
plays and two one-act plays written upto O'Casey's 
leaving for good his native theatre and country for 
permanent settlement in England. In this context the 
whole episode ' of The Silver Tassie controversy, 
climaxing in O'Casey's rather unseemly tirade against 
Yonts, is too well known to be elaborated. The study 
embodies analysis of O'Casey's dramatic output upto The 
Silver Tassie and treats his entire dramatic output in 
summary form to establish that O'Casey's critical 
innovations had almost been completed upto The Silver 
Tassie. They had only later been modified and quite 
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often repeated. The tentative conclusions drawn are, 
first, that O'Casey, though rooted in naturalism 
throughout his career, Introduced technical devices of 
non-reallstlc nature in almost all his plays and not 
from The Silver Tassie onwards, as has been asserted by 
the majority of O'Casey critics, and, secondly, that 
these technical innovations were almost exhausted by 
the time he wrote The Silver Tassie. Some of the major 
technical innovations, worked out through the analyses 
of the plays, are: the use of juxtaposition and 
contrast; simultaneous use of oh-stage and off-stage 
actions; the intrusion of the comic in the serious and 
a prismatic formal patterning of events where 
kaleidoscopic focussing on disparate situations and 
objects is manoeuvred; use of dance and song for 
heightening dramatic effect and intensifying meaning 
besides denoting and departure from naturalism; 
suggestlveness and symbolism; structural inversion 
where the sub-plot gets primacy over the main plot; 
group or collective characterization; satire and irony, 
etc. 
The study comprises nine chapters. The first 
chapter--Introductlon-- deals with those biographical. 
social and political details which had formative 
influences on O'Casey's dramatic mind. The seven 
chnptorH which foJ.Jow contain detnllcd textual analyses 
of the plays written during the period of O'Casey's 
Irish phase. In the analysis of the plays we have 
played down concentration on biographical and 
sociological elements to highlight technical aspects of 
the plays outlined above. The final section--
Conclusion-- briefly recapitulates the generalizations 
we have arrived at during the analysis of the plays. 
The Select Bibliography contains only those references 
which were strictly relevant to the critical focus of 
the study. 
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P R E F A C E 
Sean O'Casey became famous internationally for his Dublin 
Trilogy written between 1921 and 1926. He ws both praised 
and debunked by his Irish reviewers and critics. After The 
Silver Tassie controversy in 1926, the Irish enthusiasts of 
O'Casey were inclined to write him off as a dramatist of not 
much worth. This is bacause they felt that O'Casey, being 
divorced from his original roots in Ireland, could not 
possibly be supported and patronised by an alien theatre and 
audience. This is true, to some extent, in regard to a 
number of plays O'Casey wrote during his stay of about four 
decades in England. But O'Casey kept on writing plays 
almost until the end of his life and kept on struggling to 
find favourable stage for them in England and across the 
Atlantic. But the boom of success that his Dublin Trilogy 
enjoyed at the Abbey in Dublin as well -as in England and 
America was not repeated with any set of his plays written 
during any particular phase of his dramatic career after 
1926. This was because O'Casey went on experimenting with 
dramatic technique throughout his life even at the cost of 
the plays' theatrical and commercial viability. If we 
consider the volumir.ous critical studies on O'Casey we find 
that this aspect of the experimental nature of O'Casey's 
dranaturgy has been, by and large, ignored. Instead, 
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excessive emphasis has been laid on the biographical 
elements in his plays, his attitude to religion and 
Establishment, and finally to his allegedly turning to 
Communism. Some recent critical trends show an increasing 
interest in O'Casey's feminism. 
The present study aims at bridging this gap between 
the largely thematic and biographical studies of his plays 
and an adequate attention to the dramatic techniques used by 
0'Casey. The critics who have taken pains to consider the 
technical aspects of O'Casey's plays have quite often given 
a generalized evaluation, e.g., that 0'Casey was 
naturalistic in his plays upto The Plough and the Stars and 
turned to expressionism from The Silver Tassie onwards. In 
the present study we have tried to show that seeds of 
non-realistic technical devices were present in O'Casey's 
plays right from the very beginning. That is to say that 
0'Casey has been an exprimentalist of dramatic technique 
from the beginning of his dramatic career. We have tried to 
establish that the plays written upto The Silver Tassie, 
which for convenience can be called the plays of his Irish 
phase, contain all those realistic and non-realistic devices 
which 0'Casey went on using selectively in his different 
plays all his life. This is why the plays upto The Silver 
Tassie have been analysed in detail and the other plays 
which v;ere necessary to illustrate his dra-atic techniques 
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have been given a summary treatment. Normally his one-act 
plays have been ignored in tracing the development or 
analysing the technical devices in his plays by most of the 
critics. We have tried to give adequate critical attention 
to such plays, too. 
The study is divided into nine sections. In chapter I 
(Introduction) relevant biographical details, the condition 
of tenements of Dublin, and a brief survey of scholarship of 
0'Casey's criticism have been discussed. The seven chapters 
which follow contain a detailed analysis of the plays 
written during 0'Casey's Irish phase. Chapter IX contains a 
brief summary of the general conclusions which have emerged 
from the analysis of the plays. In order to avoid 
repetition and conserve space, the general statements about 
0'Casey's technique, which have been eleborated in chapters 
II to VIII, have only been summarised. Finally a select 
bibliography has been appended. 
I am grateful to my supervisor Professor K.S. liisra 
for his guidance of the study. These words are the barest 
acknowledgement of the gratitude I owe to him. I wish to 
thank Professor A-2rLzuddln Tariq, Chairman, Department of 
English and other teachers in the Department for their help 
and encourage-ient in the preparation of the thesis. My 
thanks are also due to Dr. Sheo llarain Singh, Principal, 
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Shankar College, Sasaram (Magadh University), my colleagues. 
Professor R.K. Pillai, Dr. Birendra Pandey and other staff 
of Shankar College, Sasaram, for their kind suggestion, help 
and encouragement in the preparaion of the thesis. 
I must acknowledge my gratitude to my parents, elder 
brother, Mr. Akhtar Hussain Ansari and my Bhabi (Sister-in-
law), Mrs. Zahida Akhtar for their continuing encouragement 
without which my present study would not have succeeded. My 
thanks are also due to all my friends, specially, Shakeel 
Ahmad, Ashraf Ali Ansari, Faiz Alam and Mrs. & Mr. Qasim 
Khan whose cooperation went a long way in strengthening my 
will to work. I an also thankful to the staff of Maulana 
Azad Library, A.M.U., Aligarh, Banaras Hindu University 
Library, Varanasi, and Delhi University Library, Delhi who 
helped me in collecting critical materials. I will be 
failing in my duty if I do not thankfully acknowledge the 
prompt typing services rendered by Mr. Mohammad Ovjais Khan. 
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CHAPTER - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
O'Casey, perhaps, is one of the few dramatists in English who 
have written so much over a period of half a century of his 
life. He made his presence felt at the Abbey with the 
production of his play. The Shadow of a Gunman, which was 
followed by his two other plays, Juno and the Paycock and 
The Plough and the Stars. These three plays, usually called 
his Dublin Trilogy, made 0'Casey internationally famous. 
These three are the most frequently performed of all his 
plays. But,after his self-imposed exile in the wake of the 
controversy over his The Silver Tassie, his plays written in 
England had rather received a lukewarm stage reception. 
For this, two major reasons have been given. One is that 
0'Casey became too experimental in his technique • which 
could not be immediately welcomed by the commercial 
theatre-goers in England as well as in America. The second 
reason was his espousal of Communism which he treated 
thematically in his plays like The Star Turns Red and. 
Purple Dust. These two reasons are only partially true 
because, as we have shown in the following chapters, 0'Casey 
had been experimental from the very beginning of his dramatic 
career ard his sympathy for the poor working class and his 
satiric whipping of formal Catholicism are presented -in all 
his works right from the time he wrote his first play. Of 
course, O'Casey's stay in London cut him off from his native 
roots in the Abbey and he did not have any theatre in London 
which could encourage and patronise him. That is why 
majority of his plays have not attracted stage production. 
He has been hailed as the most important dranatist of the 
present century, yet adequate critical attention has not 
been paid to his works, especially from the point of view of 
their technical innovativeness. However, a lot of critical 
studies' on his plays are available which concentrate on the 
biographical elements in his works. David Krause, Saros 
Cowasjee, (1960), Doris Darin, (1976), Hugh Hunt, (1980), 
James Simmons (1983), Gabriel Fallen (1965) and Jules Kuslow 
(1966) are such critics. Six volumes of his auto-biography, 
two volumes of his letters, and the biographical account by 
his own wife have provided enough material on O'Casey's 
life,ideas and convictions. No wonder, therefore, that the 
most preferred area of 0'Casey study has been biographical. 
The sheer quantum of such studies is impressive. The 
interesting thing to note in such studies is that scholars 
have approached the plays either to portray the artist 
behind his works or to question his ideas and predilections. 
The artist's self-portrayal through his work is a worthwhile 
critical endeavour, no doubt. But in the case of O'Casey so 
much biographical information is already available that the 
textual study of the plays tend to be a Procrustean bed to 
fit in readily available details of his life. It is in the 
context of this wealth of information presented in relation 
to his plays that, perhaps, prompted a sort of critical 
complacency in critics like Heinz Kosok (1985): "Little has 
been left unsaid concerning his work." 
O'Casey criticism has gone on in two diametrically 
opposed directions. One group of critics, basing their 
judgement on the three Dublin plays, have regarded O'Casey 
as a plaj^wright of the first order. The second group of 
critics have debunked him for messing up the genres, devices 
and conventions in his plays. O'Casey critics can further 
be regrouped along a different parameter. One set of such 
critics have analysed his plays to establish his humane 
vision and sympathy for the down-trodden. The other set of 
scholars have been unhappy with his unorthodox attitude to 
Irish values and taditions in regard to both religion and 
politics. Even O'Casey's great American admirer, John Jean 
Nathan, has regretted his communistic views explicitly 
1. O'Casey, The Dramatist (Barnes and Noble Books, New 
Jersey. 1985), p.x. 
2. Roberc G. Lowery and Patricia Anglin, eds., George Jean 
Nathan uo Sean O'Casev, Letters and Articles. (Associated 
• U-niversity Presses, London and Torar.co, 1985), p.149. 
See also Encyclopaedia of Theatre Alfred A. Knopf, New 
York, 1940), p.286. 
expressed in some of his later plays, especially in The Star 
Turns Red. Stephen Spender, himself with a leftist leaning, 
felt that O'Casey's treatment . of communistic ideas has put 
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a regrettable limitation on his genius. The truth is that 
0'Casey has suffered from extremes in both camps of 
criticism-theatrical as well as literary. The 0'Casey 
Review gives us a clear picture of the continuity of the 
controversial nature of scholarly discussion of his works 
even during the recent past. Simmons'; remark (1983) in this 
context sums up the state of 0'Casey criticism even after a 
quarter century of his death: "The 0*Casey Review has an 
aura of football club rather than literary magazine. The 
contributors take sides and boo the opposition." The lack 
of balance in all kinds of O'Casey criticism- theatrical, 
dramatic, biographical, and sociological- is a strong 
pointer to the fact that his plays cannot be studied within 
the framework of a strait-jacket critical reference. A 
survey of O'Casey criticism- in itself an interesting area 
of study- is both fascinating and amusing: fascinating 
because of the diversity and amusing because of the quite 
often wild conclusions and critics' strayings into 
3. The New Statesman and Nation, XIX (1940), p.363. 
4. Sean O'Casey (Macmillan, London, 1983), p. 160. 
superficial irrelevancies. The target has been the plays 
beginning with The Silver Tassie. 
0'Casey's Dublin Trilogy has received an over-dose of 
critical attention. Robert G. Lowery in his preface to 
0'Casey Annual, I (1975) does not seem inclined to welcome 
articles on the Dublin plays for the subsequent issues 
unless they "substantially add to the existing body of 
knowledge." The Dublin plays of 0'Casey are the most 
performed pieces. Only his later plays have attracted a 
lukewarm interest by the theatre. The consensus of critical 
reasoning in this regard is that 0'Casey's ideas contained 
in these plays have either dated or at most have a narrow 
topical relevance. Simmons feels that this applies even to 
the early plays where the treatment-: of politics is not 
adequate and hence "no really stimulating critic is 
enthusiastic about O'Casey." Seamus Deane questions the 
wisdom of O'Casey in trying to deal with political themes in 
drama: "The medium through which politics is viewed is the 
one in which politics does not operate, the apolitical 
family unit." Jack Mitchell (1980) considers these plays 
as "weapons" in his struggle to emancipate the Irish people 
and all working peole from poverty, ignorance and 
5. O'Casey Annual No.l (Macmillan, London, 1982), p.XII. 
6. Sean O'Casey, p. 155. 
7. "Irish Politics and O'Casey's Theatre" in Thomas Kilroy, 
ed., Sean 0'Casey:A Collection of Critical Essays (Prentice-
Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1975), p.153. 
exploitation..^ In majority of such studies O'Casey's grasp 
of the ethos and problems of the Dublin slum-dwellers is 
appreciated and its source in his own life and experience 
highlighted. Raymond Williams's is a discordant voice in 
according recognition even to the popularly acclained Dublin 
Trilogy. He says that these plays are "substantial but 
precarious" and The Silver Tassie is "an extension of 
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naturalism." Here we notice, as in the later plays, 
O'Casey's "Elizabethan richness" in language and imagery 
which has been viewed by Williams as verbal inflation and 
occasional irrelevancies, and as "evidence of poverty: of a 
starved, showing, of imagination." 
Besides the sketchy summary of biographical, and 
sociological approaches to O'Casey, a number of critics from 
A.E. Malone through Ellis-Fermor to Robert Hogan have 
evaluated O'Casey, especially his early plays, in the 
context of the Abbey. A logical extension of this approach 
has led a number of critics to explore the technical 
deficiencies in his later plays when he wrote without any 
direct roots in or connection with the stage. These studies 
have gone round problems of verbal style and its excesses, 
confused yoking together of conventions, and the 
8. The Essential O'Casey: A study of the Twelve Major Plays 
of Sean O'Casey (Seven Seas Publishers, Berlin, 
lyaO), p.11. 
9. Drama From Ibsen to.Brecht (Chatto & Windus, London, 
iy/1), p.151. 
10. Ibid. 
high-pitched tone of his opinions. Essays contained in 
Thomas Kilroy, (ed). Twentieth Century Views on Sean 0'Casey 
(1975) and 0'Casey Annual, Volumes 1-4 can be mentioned in 
this regard. Here, too, the pattern of O'Casey criticism 
remains the same of polarisation which we have referred to 
above. For example, Ronald Ayling believes that O'Casey was 
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a vigorous realist. However, a number of critics have 
remarked about the experimental nature of 0'Casey's plays 
right from the first dramatic piece he wrote. 
If we have to roughly sum up, in broad terms, the 
areas of O'Casey study which have been the concern of 
critics up to the present day, the listing will be as 
follows: 
I. Discussion of his Irish plays as a social and political 
document: O'Casey's plays deal so definitely with social 
conditions that what he has to say on just one social 
problem, for example, housing could with advantage be 
read to the Dail and Dublin Corporation. O'Casey deals 
with social and political problems of our age rather 
than personal crises of individuals. The central 
motivating force in O'Casey's characters is one in which 
political ideas conflict with adverse natural 
conditions. (John Cunliffe, Michael Machiammoir). 
II. See Ronald Ayling (ed.), "Introduction" Sean O'casey: 
Modern Judgement (Macroillan, London, 1969), pp.13-16, 
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2. Biographical bias: Here O'Casey's personal life, views, 
attituSes, convictions and experiences form the basis to 
explore his vision of life. Sometimes the actual 
persons and events of real life are identified in the 
plays and attempts are made to evaluate O'Casey's own 
political and economic ideals and pass judgement on 
their reliability. ( David Krause, Saros Cowasjee, Doris 
Darin, Jules Koslow, etc.) 
3. The Silver Tassie controversy: O'Casey's self-exile, his 
separation from the theatre and the milieu to which he 
spiritually and naturally belonged; his writing about 
Ireland froa Davon; and the effect of all these on his 
post-Abbey plays. These have been discussed in articles 
and relevant sections of a number of booklength studies. 
4. Reception of O'Casey's plays by the theatre: a detailed 
study in this regard is available in Noel K. Thomas' 
Doctoral thesis, Birmingham, 1963. The Abbey theatre's 
response to his later plays, Nathan's efforts to promote 
O'Casey's plays in New York, and O'Casey's own criticism 
of the conventional play-ridden British theatres are the 
main areas of discussion by the theatre critics. 
As compared with the volume of studies mentioned 
above, not much has been said about O'Casey's technical 
innovations and craftsmanship. I'Hiatever'- studies - are -
available in this area, are concerned chiefly with O'Casey's 
theatrical craftsmanship based on specific stage 
performances and not with his dramatic technique. John 
Gassner's advice to critics- leave his communism and 
apprecite his plays as plays -is yet to be heeded to with 
seriousness. Three of the recent publications-James Simmons, 
Sean 0'Casey (1983), John O'Riordan A Guide to O'Casey's 
Plays (1984) and Heinz Kosok, 0'Casey, The Dramatist (1985) 
-demonstrate the persistence of the old 0'Casey critical 
tradition of socio-biographical study, with occasional, 
scattered, inconclusive debate on technique in the context of 
the theatre. Even the occasion of O'Casey's birth centenary 
did not initiate a new direction in the study of O'Casey's 
plays . David Krause and R.G.Lowery edited Centenary Essays 
(1980) contains articles which are a continuation of the old 
tradition of O'Casey study, i.e. socio-biographical and 
theatrical criticism. 
However, Robert Hogan's The Experiments of Sean 
O'Casey (1960), Ronald Ayling's Continuity and Innovation in 
O'Casey's Drama (1979), Carol Kleiman's Sean O'Casey's 
Bridge of Vision (1982), and Nesta Jones' O'Casey and 
Expressionism (1988) are the only booklength studies, to the 
best of my knowledge, which pay serious attention to 
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technique in 0'Casey's plays. At the time Hogan's study was 
published a number of works by 0'Casey were not available. 
Hence the discussion remains of limited applications. His 
main argument is that 0'Casey was a realist who extended the 
possibilities of naturalism by infusing into it diverse, 
alien devices to make it flexible and extensive, and that he 
never broke from it completely. In fact, there can never be 
an utterly new start with any technique. Hogan's general 
critical attitude is apreciative rather than evaluative. 
Ayling's study, a perceptive one, demonstrates the 
continuing use of naturalistic technique in conjunction 
with, in the later plays, expressionism, fantasy, and 
farce; Except for the important major plays O'Casey's 
minor mile-stones (the-one-act plays) have not been given a 
fair deal. Besides, the techniques have been analysed 
almost exclusively with reference to the theatre. Kleiman's 
study concentrates on bridging the two experimental 
theatres, the expressionist and the Absurd. The relevance 
of mask-like faces, ritualized processions, and choral 
speeches have been singled out for' detailed explication. 
O'Casey's vision of man has been presented as subsisting 
between idealism and absurdity. Here also only selected 
plays have been taken up for treatment, though there is a 
break from the exclusive theatrical criticism of O'Casey's 
11 
plays. Nasta Jones' monograph is extremely limited in 
scope. It summarises her interpretation of theatre 
directors' and set-designers' ingenuity in bringing out the 
expressionistic exploitation of certain isolated scenes 
(caught in camera) from O'Casey's major and frequently 
performed plays. The study does not, nor does it intend to, 
explore expressionism in content and or technique in 
O'Casey's plays in any systematic manner. Most of the 
critics from James Agate to our own day have complained of 
formlessness and ambiguity in O'Casey's dramatic technique. 
To such complaints O'Casey's own reply is pertinent to 
recall. In his letter to Lennox Robinson he said, "what 
could be more loose and vague than life itself. It is the 
subtle vagueness that constitutes the most potent charm in 
drama."^^ 
What is deficient in 0'Casey criticism, as it 
stands today, is a serious grappling with the problem of 
exploring his dramatic technique, not only in terms of the 
theatre but in terms of these plays as drama, as literary 
artefacts. Mere theatrical success of a play may not be a 
guarantee for its continuing popularity and worth. It is 
its artistic construction- organisation of material within a 
12. For the authorial elaboration of this point see The 
Green Crow (Braziller, New York, 1966), pp. 240-42. 
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living organism- which ensures continuing critical attention 
and interest by the posterity. There is, therefore, a need 
and scope for study of O'Casey's plays from the point of 
view of their being the product of an imaginative process-
as literature- as we approach a Sophocles or a Shakespeare. 
The proposed study aims at exploring 'and determining 
O'Casey's dramatic intentions, his technical experinentation 
and innovations. Since his themes have been approached in 
simplistic, topical or personal terms, the technical mixing 
up of conventions and devices has appeared sometimes 
laboured, formless and even fortuitous. It is only 
O'Casey's photographic, realistic and satiric icagination 
which has been widely acknowledged. The critical obsession 
has been with O'Casey's use of the expressionistic technique 
from The Silver Tassie onwards. In fact, seeds of 
expressionism existed earlier in O'Casey's boldly synbolical 
representation of his vision of life even in the Dublin plays. 
O'Casey's experiments are not new. Expressionism and 
symbolism were too well known to people to shock them with 
novelty. Farcical and melodramatic devices were used by 
Boucicault and have been popular on the English stage during 
the latter half of the nineteenth century. Fantasy, use of 
song and dance were all familiar devices. O'Casey's 
uniqueness lies in the fact that he fuses these devices in 
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an integrated and living organism. The need and extent of 
this fusion is determined and controlled by the material a 
particular play is intended to put across. The increasingly 
expanding innovations of 0'Casey in his later plays are 
dictated by the artistic requirements of his plays which 
encompass ever-expanding, varied, and complex vision of man. 
It will be wrong to view O'Casey's experimentation away from 
realism as an urge for experiment for its own sake, as 
critics have very often thought. The main thrust of the 
study will be to demonstrate the need for innovation because 
of the progressive widening of his vision, variety of moods 
and diversity of experiences and the dramatic material 
itself- from Ireland's troubles to the universal scope of 
human ssociety. It is because of this that recapitulations 
of themes, characters and techniques used by him earlier 
became an artistic requirement and are not symptomatic of 
creative poverty or technical deficiencies as has been 
believed by many a critic. 
O'Casey's plays demonstrate a development in his 
conscious innovation of techniques which makes the analysis 
of his plays in chronological order imperative. A clear 
pattern of naturalism, symbolic naturalism, expressionism, 
and artificial structure of poetic dream play- from The 
Harvest Festival to The Moon Shines on Klenamoe- emerge as a 
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continuing structural pattern. But uhe exigency of space 
has compelled the present writer to analyse only four major 
plays The Shadow of a Gunman, Ttie Plough and the Stars, 
Juno and the Paycock and The Silver Tassie-- two one-act 
plays- Kathleen Listens In and Nannie's Night out and the 
recently rediscovered The Harvest Festival. These plays 
were written while 0'Casey lived in Ireland and was closely 
involved with the Abbey Theatre. As we know, after leaving 
Ireland for permanent settlement in England in the aftermath 
of The Silver Tassie controversy, O'Casey was severed., from 
the stage which trained him as a can of the theatre. In 
England he had naturally to reckon with the growing 
commercial demand of the London theatre and would be 
required to write plays which could appeal to the English 
audience, if he intended to be a successful dramatist. The 
theatrical history of his plays written in exile amply 
confirm that his plays written after The Silver Tassie were 
to be different both theraaticallx', structurally and 
linguistically. Hence his Irish plaj's from The Harvest 
Festival to The Silver Tassie constitutes a workable unit 
for our critical focuss. Moreover, all the technical 
experiments which are associated with O'Casey are used in 
these plays. Hence these plays can be taken as epitome of 
the technical innovations which O'Casey kept on trying all 
his life. 
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The method followed in the following sections is one 
of textual criticism. It is proposed to play down as far as 
possible, biographical and social considerations. However, 
these considerations will be judiciously used only to the 
extent they throw light on the significance and meaning of 
certain situations of the plays. Where a play has been 
frequently used, its theatrical criticism will be taken into 
consideration to support my reading of that play. In the 
case of those plays which were not performed at all or were 
performed only once or twice, the approach will be to 
imaginatively construct the stage to see how it can go on in 
performance. The dramatist's own statements about his 
plays, contained in his letters, autobiographies and 
interviews will have primacy over the critical statements of 
critics. But this does not mean that O'Casey's statements 
will be the critical reference to analyse and evaluate his 
plays, or that they will be uncritically accepted. "The play 
is the thing" will be the central concern. The attempt will 
be not to fall into the trap of either camps of criticism-
idolatrous and deprecatory. I propose to be as objective 
in my discussion and evaluation as possible. 
Before we proceed to analyse the plays it will be 
relevant to have a brief- look at the bi'ograpliical sketch and major 
influences on 0'Casey which have gone into the making of his 
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plays. Sean O'casey was the son of poor working parents of 
the Dublin tenement. His father died when he was only six years 
old. After the death of his father O'Casey's family started 
facing poverty and difficulties- "And for the youngest 
child, who was six years old when his father died, the 
squalor of the tenements was to become the crucial 
13 
experience of his life." His early life was spent in 
poverty. He was brought up by his heroic mother "in most 
14 
unhealthy and unpromising circumstances." In his 
childhood his family was so poor that he and his mother even 
15 
starved. "They actually half-starved for nine years." 
Therefore, 0'Casey was compelled to work as a casual 
labourer for his livelihood. Frank J. Hynes has given a 
vivid description of O'Casey's personal life history thus: 
"O'Casey's personal history is one of tragic struggle 
against disease and poverty in an environment, sordid and 
hostile. That he emerged from such wretchedness a world 
famous dramatist is one of the greatest triumphs of the 
1 6 human spirit in our time." 
13,. David Krause, Sean 0'Casey: Man and His Work' (Collier 
Books, New York, 1962), p. 17-
14. N. Sahal, Sixty Years of Realistic Irish Drama 
(Macmillan India, Bombay, 1971), p.2. 
15. Ibid. 
16. "O'Casey at the Bat for Erin," Saturday Review XXIX 
(May 11, 1946), p.7. 
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The Dublin slum-dwellers, in general, led a very hard 
life. The tenements were dirty, giving out foul smell. In 
the tenement there were poverty, starvation, and diseases 
everywhere. Due to the fatal diseases the death rate was 
very high in the tenements. Moreover, the tenements were 
over-crowded. There lived seven or eight families in a 
single tenement. The condition was almost inhuman. Walter 
Starkie remarks, "In a great hallroom that must have 
resounded with joyful laughter when ladies in powdered wigs 
danced V7ith their cavalier, today, we find eight families 
17 living together." 
The inhuman condition of the tenements is confirmed 
by the report of the Government Housing Commission which was 
established to enquire into the housing condition of the 
working class in Dublin. The report says: 
Having visited a large number of these houses in all 
parts of the city, we have no hesitation in saying that 
it is no uncommon thing to find halls and landings, 
yards and closets of the houses in a filthy condition, 
and in nearly every case human excerta is to be found 
scattered about the yards and on the floors of the 
closets and in some cases even in the passages of the 
18 house itself. 
17. "Sean O'Casey," in L. Robinson, ed.. The Irish Theatre 
(Macmillan, London, 1939), p. 17. 
18. Dublin Housing Inquiry, in Parliamentary Paper, 7273, 
Vol.XIX, p.5., quoted by DaviH Krause in Sean~0'Casey: 
Man and His Wsork, p.21. 
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O'Casey himself has described the life in the tenements as 
follows: 
Then, where we live, with thousands of others, the 
garbage of the ashpit with the filth from the jakes was 
tumbled into big wicker baskets that were carried on the 
backs of men whose clothing had been soaked in the filth 
from a hundred homes; carried out from the tiny 
backyards, through the kitchen living-room, out by the 
hall, dumped in a horried heap on the street outside, 
and left there, streaming out stench and venom for a 
day, for two days, may be for three, till open carts, 
sodden as the men who led the sodden horses, came to the 
steaming mass away, leaving an odour in the narrow 
street that lingered till the wind and the rain carried 
trace and memory far into outer space or into the 
heaving sea. Hardly a one is left living now to 
remember how this was done, or the work remaining behind 
for the women to purify hall and kitchen so that the 
feet felt no crunching of the filth beneath them, and 
the sour and suffocating smelL no longer blanced. the 
nostrils. 
Inspite of poverty, suffering and hard life, the 
tenement dwellers were light-hearted people. They reacted 
to their miserable conditions sportively. They had 
developed a sense of acceptance of their lot. Their life 
was a juxtaposition of farce and tragedy. N. Sahal says, 
"The slum-people cannot afford to be always gloomy and 
19. Sean O'Casey, The Green Crow, p. 239. 
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dovrncast. Since death may visit them any moment in such 
troubled times, it is not half so tragic for them as it 
might appear to us. To some of them, death might even be a 
relief. Singing, carousing, quarreling, and joking are 
20 their trades in which they freely indulge. 0'Casey 
himself has said: 
the people of the slums and the tenements are 
significantly poor, the life there a tournament of 
poverty, flaunting and fearless before the rest of life, 
a testing place for body as for soul; highly coloured by 
sighs, shouts, a song, and by silence when the coffined 
old or young came out to the waiting hearse, sombre-gay 
in its black carvings, stately with plumed horses 
nodding a head or stamping a hoof on flinty pavement: a 
life always lively, even when death was there, at times 
21 
uproarious. 
The slum-dwellers were areligious. They did not care 
for the ordeals of religion. They drank alcoholic drinks 
and sometimes did things wihch were prohibited by religion. 
These people were not interested in politics. They were 
selfish and self-centered by nature, because their 
circumstances had shaped them so. It was so because of 
their poverty, or living reduced conditions. Their life was 
mixture of happiness and sorrow. There was a great variety 
20. Sixty years of Realistic Irish Drama, p.92. 
21. Sean O'Casey, The Green Crov.% p.223. 
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and contradiction in their nature. "These conditions left 
deep scars on the' body and mind of the young 0'Casey which 
22 he was never to forget. 0'Casey hirself had lived this 
life and had closely experienced it which he represented in 
his plays. Once O'Casey himself was very active in politics 
but later on he became disgusted with politics because of 
the selfishness and mutual distrust of the political 
leaders. O'Casey resigned from the post of the Secretary of 
the Irish Citizen Army in 1914 and becane alienated from his 
countrymen because of ideological differences. 
O'Casey was very much influenced by his mother who 
was a bold and courageous' lady. She encouraged him to face 
the difficulties of the world boldly. "From her he had 
received his spiritual as well as physical strength and his 
deep compassion- qualities which combined with the tempered 
the stubborn pride and fierce courage he had inherited from 
23 his father." From the very beginning O'Casey showed that 
he had versatile talents. He might have become a scholar, a 
musician, an actor or a painter. He acquired a good command 
over the Irish language. "Sean O'Casej^ was a member of the 
Gaelic League and learned well the Gaelic language, acting 
22. David Krause, Sean O'Casey: Man and His Work, p. 23. 
23. Ibid., p. 54. 
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9 / 
as a teacher." He also played Celtic bagpipes and wrote 
satiric songs and "was an expert mime and comedian and acted 
in plays at the club; he took up painting and drew city 
scenes and character sketches of his friends, although his 
poor eyesight forced him to abandon the paintbrush for pen 
and ink."^^ 
In his writing 0'Casey was very much influenced by 
Shakespeare and Dion Boucicault and this greatly contributed 
to the element of universality of his plays. In her 
recent book, Nesta Jones has emphasized Shakespeare's and 
Boucicault's influences on 0'Casey as a decisive factor 
which contributed to his dramatic technique of 'non-natural-
ism'. He was also influenced by the Continental 
dramatists, especially the German Expressionists. It is 
evident from his technical experiment in the direction of 
symbolism and expressionism. Of course O'Casey disclaims to 
have been influenced by any of the expressionist practi-
tioners. "I never consciously adopted 'expressionism', 
which I do not understand or never did. To ne there are no 
'impressionistic', ' expressionistic', 'realist', (social or 
24. Margaret Catherine, The Dramaturgy of Sean O'Casey 
(University of Wisconsin, Wisconsin, 1955), p.14. 
25. David Krause, Sean O'Casey: Man and His Work, p. 39. 
26. O'Casey's Expressionism (Chadwyck-Healey, Cambridge, 
1988), p. 121. 
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otherv7ise) plays: there are only good plays and bad 
1 ..27 plays." 
The bitterness and satire which we find in his plays 
are not only due to his inhospitable environment but also 
due to the unkindness of nature to him. His eyes were 
injured due to a fall from the staircase when trying to take 
out a book from the shelf. He had also a poor health and 
bad vision throughout his life. 
One important feature of O'Casey's plays is the lack 
of learning. As we know 0'Casey did not receive any formal 
education due to his poor health and bad vision. But he had 
great flair for reading which he had inherited from his 
father who was a great lover of books. In this regard 
Joseph Wood Krutch says, "his formal education was confined 
to a few weeks in a Catholic school, and from boyhood he 
worked at hard trades, nursing a fierce resentment.'"' and 
scraping together a few shillings to buy the books from 
28 
which he educate.d himself." 
O'Casey started his literary career as a journalist 
with The Irish Times. He contributed many articles to it. 
27. Letter to Ronald Gene Rollins (24 March, 1960) in Ronald 
Gene Rollins, Sean O'Casey's Drama (The University of 
Alabama Press, Alabama, 1979), p. 118. 
28. 'Modernism' in Modern Drama - Definition and Estimate 
(Russell & Russell, Inc., New York, 1962), p. lOU. 
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In his early writings we find the sure sign of a promising 
dramatic genius. His earlier plays. The Frost in the 
Flower, The Harvest Festival and The Crimson and the 
Tricolour did not help hira in appearing as a dramatist on 
the Abbey scene. Lady Gregory had been a continuous source 
of encouragement to him. She and W.B. Yeats advised him to 
write plays representing the life of the Dublin 
slum-dwellers. Before his first major plays appeared in 
1923 0'Casey had already written a number of one-act plays. 
But they were not performed at the Abbey then. 
O'Casey adopted the Anglo-Irish dialect of the 
slum-dwellers as a medium of dramatic composition. His 
choice of material for his plays was very clear. It was his 
desire to present the life of Dublin slum-dwellers. He 
chose the conventions of realism as a staple for his 
dramatic technique. Since he was presenting the world of 
immediate reality with its defined locale and time, the 
conventions of realism were a logical choice. Due to his 
choice of the subject matter, the medium and the dramatic 
convention, critics consider him as a mere footnote to J.M. 
Synge, but our analysis of his plays in the following 
chapters will show that O'Casey was a dramatist in his own 
right. 
CHAPTER - II 
THE HARVEST FESTIVAL 
The Harvest Festival was not O'Casey's first play. His 
first play was The Frost in Flov^ er vTritten in 1917. The Harvest 
Festival was written in 1918 and the third play which was 
written before The Shadov? of a Gunman was The Crinson in Tri 
Colour. All the three plays were submitted by 0'Casey to 
the -Abbey directors but they'were rejected. The first and 
the third plays are now lost and there does not seem to be 
any hope of their' recovery. The Harvest Festival was 
acquired by the Berg Collection of New York Public Library 
in 1969 alongwith other manuscripts of 0'Casey, not 
published until then. The play was not accessible to 
readers until 1979. This is why all the critical works on 
O'Casey until 1979 are silent on this play. The play was 
published in America in 1979 and in Ireland and Britain in 
1980 and is now included in the fifth volume of O'Casey's 
Collected Plays published by Macmillan in 1984. The play 
has not yet been performed anywhere. Even during O'Casey's 
life time the author himself was indifferent to seeing it 
performed on the stage. Critics like David Krause, Saros 
Cowasjee and others have merely approached the play to dig 
out autobiographical details like the protagonist's 
relationship v;ith his mother in the play echoing O'Casey's 
relationship with and attitude to his own no-her. Ronald 
Ayling in the introduction to the fifth volur^ e of O'Casey's 
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plays has rated the play, as O'Casey's immature accomplishment. 
He has given a detailed account of the play's loose 
structure and its structural disconnectedness. 
Characterization and dialogue have also been found fault 
with. Heinz Kosak goes to the extent of saying that: 
a distinct disservice has been done to his reputation by 
its publication. On the other hand it might equally be 
said that his achievement in The Shadow of a Gunman and 
the succeeding plays looks all the more impressive when 
the unauspicious beginnings of his career • become 
apparent. -^Jhichever the case may be. The Harvest 
Festival is proof of the Abbey directors' artistic as 
well as psychological judgement, much maligned both by 
O'Casey and his critics; it is all to their credit that 
they rejected a play like this and nevertheless went on 
encouraging the writer until he produced The Shadow of a 
2 Gunman. 
There is no doubt that The Harvest Festival is the 
fruit of O'Casey's early dramatic apprenticeship. But to 
assume that an early effort must, of necessity, be immature 
is not a valid approach to the dramatist. As our analysis 
below will demonstrate even in his earliest extant pXay 
O'Casey has amply evinced the promise of his future 
technical innovations. That the play is a propagandist 
1. "Introduction," to O'Casev's Collected Plays, Volume V 
(Macnillan, London, 1984), p.IX. 
2, O'Casey, The Dramatist op.cit. p.7. 
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piece and is written, as O'Casey himself has confessed, with 
a specific view to project Jim Larkin as a hero of the 
working class, is factually correct. But to say that 
propaganda subdued other dramatic niceties in The Harvest 
Festival is not correct. Frankly speaking, all O'Casey's 
Irish plays, from The Harvest Festival to The Silver Tassie, 
do contain ideas which the dramatist wants to convey to his 
readers and audience. There is nothing wrong in dramatising 
ideas. Even Shakespeare has done that. What is important 
is to see whether the ideas have been dramatised through 
living human agents and whether, as Shaw has done, the ideas 
are debated in a way that the debate produces friction to 
propel the action of the play. Of course if human elements 
are made subservient to ideas a play can be lifeless and 
deserves rejection as a propagandist piece. We will take up 
this point later in our discussion and propose to proceed 
with showing how the play has a combination of naturalistic 
devices and non-realistic technique, which was to be the 
cornerstone of 0'Casey's dramaturgy throughout his career. 
A deliberate Chekhovian disconnectedness has been used here 
as in O'Casey's masterpiece. The Plough and the Stars in 
order to focuss on the varying feelings and attitudes of the 
characters to a situation; object or event which in the 
present case is the harvest festival. 
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O'Casey has used the device of alienation in 
portraying the charaters in the play. We do not fully 
sympathise with any character in this play. In the 
beginning of the play we are attracted towards the Rector 
for his love and care for the poor working class. Later in 
the play we see that he shows humanity in allowing Jack's 
dead body to be brought into the church inspite of the 
opposition from the members of the Vestry. But towards the 
end of the play he bows down before the Vestry and rejects 
the workers' request to bring Jack's dead body into the 
church. At this moment our earlier sympathy with him tends 
to be withdrawn. The same is the case with the other major 
characters. As in all 0'Casey's Irish plays, in this play 
minor characters attract our sympathy more than the major 
ones. In fact, as we will see in other chapters of our 
study, all of O'Casey's Irish plays are anti-hero dramas. 
There is no any single hero from the very beginning who may 
claim our exclusive attention. In The Harvest Festival, 
too, we do not associate ourselves with any character fully. 
And O'Casey has maintained this device of alienation in 
drawing characters almost in all of his Irish plays. Other 
technical device which connects The Harvest Festival with 
the other Irish plays is the use of background action. As we 
will see in the following chapters, the background of The 
Shadow of a Gunnan is the Irish VJar of Independence in 1920, 
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the background of Juno and the Paycock is the Civil War in 
1922, the background of The Plough and the Stars is the 
Easter Rising of 1916 and the backgkround of The Silver 
Tassie is the First World War. The background of Kathleen 
Listens In is the post Independent Ireland and the fight 
among the various groups with vested interests to acquire 
supremacy and power in shaping the destiny of the country. 
Only in Nannie's Night Out there is no apparent political 
background. But Nannie's impoverished conditipn and 
alcoholism owe largely to the condition of economic 
depression in Ireland after its independence. In The 
Harvest Festival the background action is the preparation 
for the annual harvest festival as thanksgiving to God. The 
whole story of the play moves around this background action. 
There ^ re two strands which constitute the plot of the play 
and the two layers of drama. The outer layer is the story 
of the preparation for the harvest festival, intermediate 
impediments in its way through the disruptive activities of 
the striking workmen, and the eventual celebration of the 
festival. The inner drama of the play is the story of human 
sufferings brought out through the story of the strike in 
the face of the larger unsympathetic forces symbolised by 
the church and the employers. The two strands are 
inseperably interwoven and they intensify the meaning of 
each other. 
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_ , -. :The story of the play, however, is rather scanty vhich 
naturally does not admit a systematic plot development.' The 
preparation in the protestant church is going on for the' 
celebration of the harvest festival. The church is being 
decorated. At the same time a group of strikers, led by 
Jack Rocliffe, prepare for a general workers' strike. Jack 
who once was a strong follower of religion and a daily goer 
to the church has now gone against the church for its 
cruelty and oppression of the working class. Jack'belongs 
to the poor working class and is now fighting for the rights 
and improvement of the condition of his class. He is an 
educated socialist and tries to instruct his people iz the 
principles of socialism. He inspires working class people 
to fight for their rights. In the clash . between the 
strikers and the non-strikers, who are condemned as 'scabs'. 
Jack is seriously injured and consequently dies. His dead 
body is refused to be brought into the church for wake 
where the harvest festival is going to be celebrated. This 
indicates the cruelty, inhumanity and unchristian attitude 
of the protestant church which 0'Casey wants to condeirn in 
this play. Thus we see that the two stories- one cf the 
preparation for the festival in the church and the other of 
the strike of the workers - are going on in = parEllel 
manner in the play. The uniqueness of this play is tha~ the 
background has got its own story. While the prepcratic" for 
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the festival is going on, nany obstacles are brought in the 
way of the preparation by the strikers and when these 
obstacles are cleared off, the bell in the church rings for 
the festival to begin. Within these two stories we have _got 
many minor themes in the play. The theme of mother- son 
relationship in the context of economical hardships as Tscell 
as with reference to emotional bond has been treated in a 
brief but effective manner. The other minor issue is 
Jack-Rector relationship. The Rector is a gentlemarf and has 
sympathy for the workers. Jack in- turn also respects riie 
Rector which indicates the relationship between the workers 
and the church. If the church has sympathy with the working 
class, then the workers will also respect the church. "The 
workers are divided into two groups, the pro-strike and che 
anti-strike. There are many common workers for whom bread 
is more important than politics. They would ratier 
surrender to the reality of existence than support xhe 
strike which would cause them more hardship. There is a 
conflict • within the Vastry itself. All these minor i55^ ::es 
are interwoven throughout the play. The major theme of the 
play is the struggle for the survival of the poor worki-ng 
class against the oppression of the employers and rhe 
church. The conflict between the proletariat and rjie 
bourgeois thus becomes the -ain issue of the play. Z.:z 
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there are also other human issues interwoven in the play. 
As we will see the stories of Mrs. Duffy, Tom Nimmo, the 
bricklayer,are also at heart the tale of sufferings because 
of economic constraints. The predicament ot Mrs. Rocliffe, 
Mrs. Duffy and the bricklayer is apolitical and has a 
vibrant resonance of human feeligs, emotions and familial 
concerns. 
Act I is set in the "sitting-room of the Williamsons," 
which is "furnished" to show the "family dignity * in the 
plenitude of household goods." The props in the room 
indicate a bourgeois setting. There are "pictures crowded 
together on the walls", "curtains", "a piano", "a delph 
pedestal," "a flower pot", "loudly upholstered chairs", "a 
lounge", "a fire-place", "a marble clock", "a mantle shelf", 
etc. The setcing of the play is realistic. But 0'Casey goes 
beyond naturalism in exploiting the symbolism of the colour 
scheme used in the setting. The colours are "brilliant 
crimson", "brilliant yellow", "sky blue", "cream", "white", 
"pink", and "green". The loud colours show artificiality 
and ostentation characterising the life of the inhabitants. 
They also denote prosperity and abundance so that when 
contrasted with the living conditions of the workers they 
intensify the effect of the latter. As the play opens, Tom 
Nimmo is discovered repairing the house of the Williansons, 
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which is continually being watched and monitored by Mrs. 
Williamson, a representative of the bourgeoisie. The 
authorial description of Mrs. Williamson gives the clue to 
the main reason of the conflict between the proletariat and 
3 
the bourgeoisie. The conflict which develops in the play 
is between the unsympathetic and exploitative attitude of 
the ruling class, which is a combine of the church and the 
employers who have for themselves all the oppulance and 
abundance, and the starving working class which has only 
want and destitution to their share in the existing social 
and economic system presented in the play. 
The opening situation shows Mrs. Williamson in a 
happy, relaxed mood, singing the refrain of a hymn in the 
midst of Tom's busy repairing of the floor. Their opening 
conversation shows Tom's hostile attitude towards the clergy 
as well as underscores a satiric commentary on the clergy's 
ignorance and pretensions. When Mrs. Williamson goes out 
for a moment Tom settles down to a smoking leisure and 
comically deprecates her class: "Damn her and her Harvest 
Festival, an' I dyin' for a smoke.... Damn it, she never 
3. The Harvest Festival in 0'Casey's Collected Plays Vol. V 
(Macmillan, London, 1984), p.412. 
All subsequent textual references are fron this edition. 
4. Ibid., pp. 412-13. 
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took her eyes off me since I came into the room to do this 
bit of a job. Protestants is curious animals." His rather 
long soliloquy is a satiric commentary on the church. In 
this soliloquy Tom, besides helping the exposition of the 
main strand of the plot, acts as a choric commentator. 
However, Tom's soliloquy appears undramatic, because the 
arguments contained in it are not all worked out. But the 
ventilation of grievances over a number of christian cannons 
and practices which are incomprehensible to a common man is 
a satiric attack and has authorial echoes. This technique 
of exposing the ostentatious formalities of the church 
practices continues in Tom's humorous satirising of the 
church's rituals: 
Well, it seems all right to see priests an' altar boys 
movin' about between candles and pictures an' images, 
but it 'ud be a comical sight to see them walkin' 
between rows of cabbages an' heaps of potatoes, & to 
feel in the church instead of the scent of incense, the 
smell of celery, parsley an' thyme. I heard that 
Cromwell turned churches into stables, but it beats all 
to think of them turnin' churches into isarket gardens. 
God save us but Protestants is curious aniaals. 
5. Ibid., p. 413. 
6. Ibid., pp. 413-14, 
7. Ibid. , p. 415. 
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It is not a criticism of the Protestant church but of 
religious rituals. O'Casey is not against the church or 
religion but he is critical of the formal customs and 
rituals of religion which silhouette the causes and needs of 
the common man in the glaze of religious festivities. 
Tom's other choric commentary is on the :predicament 
of the working class who are caught in a dilemma which their 
economic compulsion will not permit them to resolve: 
It's easy for Jack to crow over it, he hasn't eight 
children and a wife to feed. If he had, may be, he 
wouldn't be so anxious to be goin' about half-mad with 
hunger an' anxiety listenin' to Labour Leaders roarin' 
at you that you were fightin' a battle for freedom and a 
better life. We never had a bit of peace since Jack 
come to the job. He's always stirrin' up the men with 
his talk of why shouldn't the workers go in motor cars, 
and their wives wear silks an' satins like the rich.... 
The employers persecute us if we are loyal to the 
Trades' Union; the Union persecutes us if we are loyal 
to the employers. We are slaves at work, slaves in our 
Union and slaves at home. If we come out on strike the 
police try to bludgeon us; if we stop in the strikers 
try to bludgeon us, & we are of all men the most 
miserable. 
The dramatist shifts his camera from the domestic and 
religious issues towards the larger political issue which is 
8. Ibid., p. 417. 
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the main thematic concern of the play. 0'Casey introduces 
an abrupt change in the topic of discussion between Mrs. 
Williamson and Tom. This change, unsupported by the causal 
principle, is certainly a structural weakness in the play. 
However, it brings out the attitudinal differences between 
the two groups and their response to the two layers of drama 
9 
mentioned earlier. The conversation between them sums up 
the whole situation of the conflict and exposes its nature. 
We see that before taking up the main plot 0'Casey gradually 
builds up the mood of the play and prepares the audience 
well to respond to the main plot. Now we fully understand 
the nain issue which the play is going to deal with. The 
workers are on strike against the exploitation of the 
employers. The strikers want to bring a socialistic system 
in the society in which both the employers and the workers 
will be equal. But the employers are opposed to this. Even 
the workers are not fully united in favour of the strike. 
The common workers understand the reality of their life that 
if the strike continues for a long time they would start 
starving. For the common ordinary workers neither religiorv 
nor socialism is important. Their main concern is how ^t'o 
get bread and butter for them and their families. They are 
against the strike. This view of the working people is also 
9. Ibid., pp. 415-16. 
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found in other Irish plays in which they are shown against 
any kind of disturbance but are unwillingly cought in chaos 
and disorder. In this play too, the common workers are 
unwillingly trapped in the strike. Here we see that, as in 
other Irish plays, 0'Casey makes a minor character to 
comment on the important and major issues of the play. 
Now the protagonist. Jack Rocliffe, appears on the 
stage. He has been fully introduced to us before his actual 
appearance on the stage. He is a socialist and the leader 
of the strikers. He is a protagonist in the Mnted 
conflict. In him O'Casey has projected an image of a 
political leader who is enthusiastic about the strike even 
in the face of the harsh realities of life. He has been 
protrayed in the image of Jim Larkin. In Jack's speech 
below, O'Casey has presented a futuristic vision which is 
achieved in The Star Turns Red: 
If this strike develops much more there will be a 
Harvest Festival in Dublin, in which the Labour Leaders 
will be the clergy, the strikers the congregation; in 
which curses will be prayers, hymns will be lamentstions, 
the choir will be police and soldiers, the seed will "b^e 
the blood of the proletariat, and the crop will te the 
conception of the New Idea of Labour in Ireland. 
Jack's view is contrasted with that of Ton. One is very 
10. Ibid., p. 418. 
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enthusiastic about the strike and the other is indifferent 
to it. Jack and Tom symbolically present the contrasted 
views of the two groups of the working class. Thus ve see 
that 0'Casey broadens the canvas of the play by using 
characters as representatives of different groups in the 
society. O'Casey's own predilection to a class is presented 
in an unveiled manner. For example. Jack is the mouthpiece 
of 0'Casey when he says to Tom that either the strike "will 
kill you or cure you, and either change will meaji added 
strength to the cause of Labour. A slave yourself, you will 
probably beget slaves, and if the workers are content to 
remain slaves, then, as Emerson says, it is but the case of 
any other vermin- the more there are the worse for 
11 Labour." This is the main idea which 0'Casey wants to 
propagate in this play. Jack's style of preaching coranunism 
is formal and he uses metaphorical language and gives 
references to the writers of communist leaning which 
indicates his wide readings. But the reality is that the 
common workers are unable to understand communistic ideas. 
When Jack refers to the name of Swinburne, a poet. Torn 
innocently asks, "Swinburne? Is he a bricklayer or^^a 
plumber?", which shows the ignorance of the common workers 
who are"only :^cohfihed to their bread and butter re = lity. 
11. Ibid., pp. 418-19. 
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They are not aware of the v7orld outside the tenements. Their 
predicament in the present situation is what Jack tells Tom, 
"Poor Tom, you suffer under a dual tyranny- afraid of your 
soul in the next world and afraid of your body in this," 
which reminds us of Seumas' remarks in the context of the 
Dublin slum-dwellers' predicament in The Shadow of a Gunman. 
The political talk between Jack and Tom, which makes 
us aware of Jack's political views and common workers' 
predicament, is suddenly stopped. The dramatist now brings 
into focus the main conflict. The two confronting classes, 
the bourgeois and the proletariat, are brought face to 
face with each other on the stage and the main issue of the 
conflict is discussed. The central background of the play, 
which was dropped for the time being, is again taken up. 
Mrs. Williamson, with turnips and carrots, enters into the 
room followed by Bishopson and her daughter Clarice. Mrs. 
Williamson excitedly arranges the turnips and carrots ("on 
the table baside the cabbages, & the three stand back as if 
a more distant view would enhance their look"). We are 
introduced to Bishopson in the stage-direction which brings^, 
out the element of the grotesque in his personality: "He is 
a small sandyhaired nan of about thirty. He is greatly 
gathered up in the shoulders, & his head is thrust, forward 
in such a v;ay as almost to amount to a deformity. He has a 
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peculiar habit before he begins to speak of trying to get 
(his) head back where it ought to be. And when he has 
12 
spoken, of trying to thrust it more forwardly than ever." 
The physical description of Bishopson is ccmtrasted 
with that of Jack as "a well-developed working man." Jack 
openly criticises the bourgeois class and exposes the 
cruelty and inhumanity of the enployers. 0'Casey here 
satirises the rich people for their extravagant religious 
rituals. The rich are decorating the church with fruits and 
vegetables while the poor have nothing to eat. When Mrs. 
Williamson asks Bishopson about the proper place to keep the 
turnips and the carrots, Jack's ironical reply, "In a pot 
ma'an, to be cooked for some half starved family," is a 
bitter satire on the rituals of the rich. The main reason 
of the conflict between the employers and the workers is 
that the employers .look down upon the poor workers and treat 
them as if they are sinners and outcasts. 0'Casey 
criticises the clergymen for their shallow knowledge. 
Bishopson wrongly quotes a phrase which is corrected by 
Jack. Even the labourers have a better knowledge of the 
scriptural cannons than them. Jack again becomes the 
mouthpiece of the dramatist when he says, "there is no 
thanksgiving in the decoration of your churches with corn 
12. Ibid., p. 420. 
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and fruit and vegetables while one man or voman or child,ay, 
13 
or beast in the field or bird in the air is hungry." This 
is a satire not on the protestant church but on wasteful 
religous rituals. This is also one of the main ideas of 
soclialisin which the dramatist vjants to convey through 
contrast tiand juxtaposition. 
O'Casey uses off-stage action to supplement- the 
argument in the on-stage action. For example, a group of 
strikers pushed a cart and the horse into the river which 
was loaded with flour. The police cruelly malhanded them 
14 
and many of then were hospitalised for injury. This 
action indicates the inhumanity of the police which are 
controlled by the employers. "Let your condemnation fall 
upon the employers of labour, sir, who mourn for the loss of 
their horses, and laugh at the loss of men. The employers 
do not have any care for the workers. When Jack argues with 
Bishopson, he calls Jack ignorant, while, as we have seen, 
ironically he himself is ignorant. During the debate Jack 
exposes the two kinds .of the workers in Ireland. One 
consists of those who are satisfied with what they get and 
are afraid of the employers: the second comprises those who 
13. Ibid., p. 421. 
14. Ibid., p. 422. 
15. Ibid. 
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demand their share and are not afraid of the employers at 
all. Jack says: 
None of you seems to know that there are two types of 
workers. The one an old poisonous growth of what is 
called the Capitalistic System, the other a new vigorous 
growth that is rapidly extinguishing the older one; the 
one satisfied with the least that the employing-class 
will give; the other dissatisfied with the most the 
employing-class can bestow; the one content to remain a 
slave, the other determined to become a man; the one 
afraid to eat of the tree of knowledge, the other 
climbing the tree for the fruit of the topmost branches; 
the one anxious lest anyone should hear him speak, the 
other eager that everybody should listen to him; the one 
willing to submit to any kind of life to avoid death, 
the other prepared to meet any form of death that he may 
have life. Tom is the one type and I am the other. 
Bishopson condemns Jack as "a disgrace to the 
protestant church of Ireland" for his struggle for the 
freedom of the workers. This indicates the real character 
of the church, dominated by the rich, who has always tried 
to keep the poor subjugated under the threat of damnation. 
Jack rightly analyses the attitude of the church towards the 
common workers: 
Every Protestant that lives in a one-room tenement is a 
disgrace to the Church; every Protestant that rots in a 
16. Ibid., p. 424, 
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Sanatorium is a disgrace to the Church; every Protestant 
whose life is a constant, deadly struggle with Poverty 
is disgrace to the Church; every ill-clad, hungery 
Protestant man, woman or child is a disgrace to the 
Church. l^ile the Church is busy moulding us for 
Heaven, the world is busy helping us on towards the 
17 hospital, the asylum, the jail or the workhouse. 
Anyone familiar with O'Casey's life would easily identify 
Jack with young 0'Casey. The authenticity and strength of 
Jack's arguments are attributable to O'Casey's own lived 
experiences in actual life. 
After exposing the larger political issue 0'Casey 
again takes up the minor issues which expose the dual 
standards of values governing the life-style of the 
VJilliamsons. Now Williamson is introduced to us. Initially 
he was a worker but now has been promoted to a senior 
Foreman and church warden. He "is about fifty-five years of 
age" and is proud of being promoted as a Foreman and church 
warden. "He is obsequious to those above him, and savage to 
those above whom he has risen." He is opposed to the 
strike. He is ridiculed in his appearance and manners. "He 
has a large, wide, heavey face, a vulgar mouth, a high 
forehead, caused not by thought or study, but by the 
disappearance of hair on the front of his head." In the 
17. Ibid., pp. 424-25. 
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stage-direction he is satirised for his thinking high of 
himself. O'Casey tells about him that "he goes to church, 
not because he believes there Is any necessity for such a 
cause of conduct, but because he thinks it essential for the 
18 good of others that he should be there." Now O'Casey 
brings into the play a domestic quarrel between Williamson 
and his wife for resuming the social theme of the play. The 
quarrel b'etween them is on a trivial matter of putting the 
vegetables on the table. It exposes the hypocrisy of and 
bitter relation between Williamson and his wife. The 
quarrel is, however, not adequately exploited dramatically 
and seems to be confined to the function of providing some 
light moment in the play. The quarrel comically comes to a 
sudden end at the entry of Bishopson. 
Act I concludes with the strikers' attacking the 
house of Williamson. Tom informs that "they've smashed the 
kitchen windows." There is shout and stone pelting outside 
the house. Williamson, Bishopson and Clarice are frightened. 
"Williamson runs to the table and creeps under it" which 
exposes the comic cowardice of Williamson. The strikers 
continue shouting and smashing the window glasses which 
frightens too, Mrs. Williamson at which Jack proudly taunts, 
"Don't be alarmed Mrs. Williamson. It's only the opening 
18. Ibid., pp. 427-28, 
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hyran of the workers' Harvest Festival." Thus we see that 
towards the end of Act I, from the level of verbal debate, 
the conflict has reached the level of physical violence. 
But it makes an anti-climax so far as the church's attempt 
to assert its superiority and control is concerned. We see 
that the whole Act I is in the nature of exposition, 
introducing the main characters, situations, conflicts and 
motifs of the play. Devoting one entire long Act to 
exposition is certainly a structural flaw in the play. Not 
much happens either in the direction of preparation of the 
festival or movement of the conflict between the striking 
workers and the combined forces of the church and the 
employers until the close of the first Act. This is because 
the dramatist's obsession seems to be with his satire on the 
church and the economic system than on close-knit structural 
framework. 
Act II is a continuation of the exposition of Act I 
and it repeats much of what has already been said in Act I. 
It introduces us to two more major characters, Mrs. Rocliffe 
and the Rector and some other minor characters. In this Act 
the central conflict reaches its climax and the protagonist 
of the play dies towards the end of the play after being 
fatally wounded in the clash between the strikers and the 
scabs. In this Act also we have a lot of discussion in the 
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strain of the first Act and not much happens by way of the 
development of the action. Even whatever happens is 
off-stage. This is because O'Casey is not interested in 
action as in its consequence, to focus our attention on the 
larger issues. 
The action of Act II takes place in "The Home of the 
Rocliffes, a tenement in Curzon St." The room is "poorly 
furnished." The props in the room indicate the reduced 
economic condition of the family. The props in the room are 
"a common deal table", "a tiny fireplace," "a sofa on which 
a number of books are lying", "a dresser", "the shelves 
packed with books", "a small single bed", "picture of the 
. late Queen Victoria", "a washstand", "a jug", "a few 
chairs", "a pile of writing papers", etc. The . books and 
other writing materials show that Jack is different from his 
fellow workers and is a lover of books. The proletariat 
setting of Act II is contrasted with the bourgeois setting 
1 9 
of the previous Act. The description of Mrs. Roclife, 
Jack's mother, is in fact the picture of 0'Casey's own 
20 
mother. Act II opens with a long soliloquy of Mrs. 
Rocliffe in which she expresses her hatred for the strike. 
Her prayer to end the strike, "I wish to God this strike was 
19. Ibid., p. 435. 
20. Heinz Kosok, O'Casey, The Dramatist ( Barnes and Noble 
Bucks, New Jersey, 1985), p. 13. 
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over, I'm never easy, in me mind, the way Jack does be 
talkin' about things" shows O'Casey's pacifism which is 
repeated by Juno in Juno and the Paycock. Like Juno, Mrs. 
Rocliffe understands the harsh realities of life. She knows 
that the strike will not benifit the poor workers in any 
way. Her main concern is how to keep her house running. 
Like Mrs. Heegan in The Silver Tassie, her main concern is 
her economic condition as she expresses her fear that if 
Jack "got into any trouble, I suppose they'd take the 
old-age pension off me; not that it'ud be much loss, though 
we'd miss it now, with nothing else comin' into the 
21 house." She understands the reality that: 
I don't think it'll be long till Higgins turns Turk on 
us, it's the long, sour .face:.-he: had an him this 
morhin' when I went in for a loaf an' scrre'tEa an' sirpr, becajse.he 
knew there was no money corain' into the house, an' may 
be, wouldn't be for a long time. An' the winter comin' 
on us too, as well. It would be better for me to be dead 
22 than to be sufferin' like this at the end of me days. 
The same concerns have been expressed by Juno and Mrs. 
Heegan in Juno and the Paycock and The Silver Tassie 
respectively. Mrs. Rocliffe is unable to understand the 
political stands of her son. Jack Rocliffe. Her attitude to 
civil disturbance for whatever valid causes, shows O'Casey's 
21. The Harvest Festival, p. 435. 
22. Ibid. 
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pacifist attitude in all his Irish plays from the Harvest 
Festival to The-Silver Tassi-e.- However O'Casey goes against 
this view in his handling of conflict in The Stars Turn Red 
where violence is overtly supported as a means to achieve an 
end. 
Mrs. Jack Rocliffe is ready to go to the Harvest 
Festival and hums "Haste to the Wedding," in a happy mood. 
It seems that going to the Festival is an entertainment and 
not thanksgiving to God. As she is sweeping the floor there 
is a knock on the door and Mrs. Duffy, a washerwoman, enters 
into the room. She has come to Mrs. Rocliffe to take the 
clothes to wash. But Mrs. Rocliffe does not give the 
clothes to be washed due to the poor economic condition of 
the family which is tremendously affected by the strike. 
"With nothin' comin' in how I could expect to pay you." The 
conversation between them shows that everyone is affected by 
the ongoing strike. The common workers, represented by Tom, 
Mrs. Duffy and Mrs. Rocliffe, are not in favour of the 
strike. They are, as in other Irish plays, unwillingly 
trapped in strike and disorder. Mrs. Duffy condemns the 
strike, "Blast them for strike! It's too hot in their 
leather they're gettin' an' may be, they'll get a coolin' 
that'll do them good. It's nourishment half of them want 
23 
an' not work. I suppose Jack's away in the middle of it," 
23. Ibid., p. 436. 
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As in the other Irish plays, 0'Casey condemns the 
disturbances which affect the life of ordinary working 
people. Thus we see that from the very beginning of his 
dramatic career O'Casey presents choas and disorder 
prevailing in the Irish society of which the Irish working 
people are victims. As we will see in the later chapters, 
chaos and violence affect the non-participants who are left 
to suffer. The direct participants affect the families 
which they support in the event of their loosing job or 
life. Other non-participants suffer because of the general 
condition of anarchy created in the society which hinders 
their struggle to survive by earning meagre pences. 
The discussion between Mrs. Rocliffe and Mrs. Duffy 
also continues the further exposition of Jack's character 
which has already been taken up in Act I. Their 
conversation reads like a narration of O'Casey's own life 
history and seems to make the pace of the action rather 
sluggish. Autobiographical inclusion also appears in O'Casey's other 
plays. But they are integrated in the thematic and the 
structural fabric of the plays without giving an impression 
of intrusive superimposition. The conversation between Mrs. 
Rocliffe and Mrs- Duffy also reveals the life-style of the 
Dublin sluffl-dwellers. Inspite of their poverty-striken life 
they strive to be happy and enjoy the life whenever they 
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find an opportunity. This life-style of the Dublin 
slum-dwellers is also hinted at in the other Irish 
plays 5 such as in The Shadow of a Gunman, Juno and the 
Paycock and The Plough and the Stars. Thus it seems that 
The Harvest Festival is a preparation for the style of 
0'Casey's future plays. The death of the protagonist of the 
play is previously hinted at in the anxiety of Mrs. 
Rocliffe. "I want to see him tonight- I don't know why- I 
feel as if there was somethin' terrible goin' to happen." 
Thus, through his suggestive technique, 0'Casey prepares us 
well to respond to the death of Jack in the course of the 
play. Mrs. Rocliffe's intuitive premonition recalls 
Maurya's similar anxiety in Synge's Riders to the Sea. ^^ ^ 
Now the dramatist, after a long conversation between 
the two women about Jack, about the poor condition of the 
slum-dwellers and their attitude towards the ongoing strike, 
focusses his canera on the central background of- the play-
the Harvest Festival. The church has been well decorated 
for the festival in the night. Mrs. Duffy is excited at the 
decoration of the church. The corruption in the church is 
also revealed during their conversation. It is a custom of 
the protestant church to collect money from the people on 
festivals and every Sunday. The clergymen,in fact, extort 
24. Ibid., pp. 437-38. 
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money from people and nobody knows where the money goes. 
Mrs. Duffy, a minor character, gives an account of the 
protestant church's corrupt practice in this regard: 
All I know is there will be a collection- they never 
forget that. An' those bits of gents with their collars 
an' cuffs, the sidesmen, hold the plate under your nose, 
25 like highwaymen sayin' 'Youre money or your life.'" 
This is a direct satire on the working" of church. Instead 
of helping the poor the church forcibly collect money from 
them. Here we find that 0'Casey uses the off-stage 
technique. The decoration of the church is not seen by the 
audience but they are only informed about it. 
During the conversation between Mrs. Duffy and Mrs. 
Rocliffe Jack enters into the room and with him the 
political issue is brought into the room. O'Casey, after a 
long exposition scene in Act I and in the early part of Act 
II, brings into the main plot. The central conflict between 
the employers and the workers now gathers a momentum. Jack 
is very excited and in a hurry. He informs that the 
employers "have called out the troops" to crush the 
strikers. Some of the strikers have been injured in the 
clash and many of their leaders have been arrested. This 
clash is further going to get intensified because the 
25. Ibid.5 p.438, 
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employers have called out "a cargo of scabs from England" to 
fight against the strikers. Jack gives vivid account of the 
present situation of the strike and the aim of the strikers 
which is not yield in* any circumstance. Jack's 
enthusiastic rhetoric is interruted by "a knock at the 
door." The Rector and the Bishopson enter into the room. 
The Rector's attitude towards Jack and his influence on Jack 
is hinted at long before he actually appears on the stage. 
Then there starts a very long debate among Jack, The Rector 
and Bishopson which discloses the Rector's and Bishopson's 
attitude towards Jack and Jack's attitude towards the 
church's inhumanity and towards the ongoing strike- The 
Rector is introduced to us for the first time as a genCle 
amiable person sincerely interested in the welfare of his 
brethren, and his liking for Jack is highly involved. 
The Rector has come to appeal to Jack to attend the 
Harvest Festival in the church. He tries to convince Jack 
by referring to his past activities when he was "always 
first in the church and the last to leave it." But Jack 
rejects his appeal. Their conversation is intermittently 
punctuated by Mrs. Duffy's complaining about her economic 
miseries. During the conversation Jack acts as a mouthpiece 
of the dramatist in voicing his socialistic ideas about the 
26. Ibid., p.439. 
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need to stop the persecution of the workingmen and demand a 
27 fair deal from the capitalistic employers. 
It is not only the selfishness of man which is to be 
blamed for the reduced circumstances of the working class 
but the capitalist system which, according to the dramatist, 
must be replaced by the socialistic and communistic system, 
a theme that occupies 0'Casey's mind more fully in The Star 
Turns Red. The prolonged conversation between Jack and the 
Rector is in the nature of debate in a play of idea where 
the two characters are engaged in putting forth their 
arguments. But the rather long speeches are undramatic in 
nature as they do not further the action or give direction 
to their debate in a dramatic manner to produce friction to 
propel the plot. The whole exercise in verbal eleboration-
of two differing points of view is structurally geared to 
one issue, which is to win Jack back to the fold of the 
church and away from the dangers involved in his 
participation in the ongoing strike. Jack has already 
rejected the Rector's appeal and his stand has been made 
clear right from the beginning of the first Act. Mrs. 
Rocliffe too, like Nora in The Plough and the Stars, tries 
to keep Jack home. But she too fails. 
27. Ibid., pp.442-43. 
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During the conversation between Hrs. Rocliffe and the 
Rector, after Jack has gone out, "a distant commotion" is 
heard followed by loud shouts" and the main plot is picked 
up again. The fighting between the strikers and the scabs 
has started outside in the street. Mrs. Duffy reports the 
action which happens off-stage: 
There's terrible happenin's goin' on down near the 
Church; you can't get within sight of it. A crowd is 
sttackin' lorries loaded with flour or something, an' 
they're scatterin' the stuff about the streets, an'-
murderin' the scabs. An' I saw poor Mr. Waugh, the 
sexton, an' he tryin' to shut the gate to keep the scabs 
out, an' his lovely gown nearly flittered off his 
back.2^ 
The whole city is disturbed due to the clash. There 
are chaos and disorder everywhere in the city. Jack is 
fatally injured in the clash and he is brought into his 
house by his comrades. With the injury of Jack the clash 
seems to come to an end. The action of the clash in which 
Jack is fatally wounded and consequently succumbs to the 
injury occurs off-stage because O'Casey felt it difficult to 
handle it on the stage. As in all other later plays, 
O'Casey has used the double stage technique in this play. 
Off-stage and on-stage actions are going on simultaneously 
which is a departure from the naturalistic technique. 
As mentioned earlier, O'Casey is more interested in working 
28. Ibid., p.449, 
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out the effect of events than their happening. Hence 
crucial happenings are quite often allowed off-stage in all 
his Irish plays. In the present situation a certain amount 
of sentimentality has crept into the main plot in Mrs. 
Rocliffe's bewailing over the death of her son. In a play 
of idea, which The Harvest Festival certainly is, there is 
hardly any pace for sentimental intrusion, which, it is needless 
to say, is dramatically hard to be absorbed in the structure 
of the play. But it does have a human element, the complete 
suppression of which in a similar situation in The Star Turns 
Red has made that play read like a document. Likewise 
Jack's dying speech quoted below is too shapely and 
rhetorical to sound convincing in his present bodily 
condition: 
Oh God, may it please thee to succour help and comfort 
all that are in danger, necessity and tribulation; that 
it may please thee to preserve all sick persons, all 
women labouring of child; all young children, and to 
show thy pity upon all prisoners and captives; that it 
may please thee to defend and provide for, the 
fatherless children, and vjidows, and all that are 
desolate and oppressed. That it may please thee to have 
29 
raercy upon all men. 
The gloomy situation of Jack's death is juxtaposed 
with the happy and gleeful situation of the Harvest Festival 
29. Ibid. , p. 454. 
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going to be celebrated in the church. As he dies, "the 
church Bell rings" and the Harvest Festival in the church 
begins. This is a satire on the church's indifferent 
attitude towards the sufferings of the common workers. 
'O' 
The action of the final Act takes place in the church, 
the "Exterior of St. Brendan's" where the Harvest Festival 
is about to begin. We note that in this play 0'Casey has 
used different settings for all the three Acts. The setting 
of the first Act is a bourgeois; one, Act II has a 
prolateriat setting of a working class while Act III is set 
in a protestant church. 0'Casey adopted this technique of 
using different settings for the different Acts of the play 
because he wanted to present symbolically the whole society 
consisting of different classes. By adopting this technique 
he has widened the canvas of the play. As usual O'Casey has 
also used the technique of double stage in the 
stage-direction of Act III. The interior of the church can 
be seen through an open door. "A drop of curtain" has been 
used to depict "a street of ordinary houses in a poor 
locality." The ground is dark. The ground does not get any 
light except that coming from the porch. It is a gloomy 
night. In the stage-direction O'Casey has used also the 
device of contrast. He has contrasted the lighted 
atmosphere of the interior of the church with the dark of 
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the outside of the church. The other technical innovation 
which we find in this play is that 0'Casey, to extend the 
implication of the play, does not identify the place of the 
action of the play. The background of the contemporary 
Dublin is not mentioned openly. Dublin is mentioned only 
once in Act I (p.418) and that too in a different context. 
The reference to Curzon street in the stage-direction in Act 
II is the other indication that the play is set in the Irish 
capital. But there are a number of indirect indications 
which refer to Dublin. 0'Casey has done this to reduce the 
realistic and topical relevance of the play. The final Act 
is an anti-climax because the central protagonist is not 
available in this Act. But his presence, throughout the 
final Act,is felt. Here 0'Casey seems to be influenced by 
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar in which the main hero, Caesar 
dies in the beginning of Act II but his presence is felt 
throughout the play in the form of h\s ghost. Like the 
preceeding tV70 Acts, the final Act too, continues to expose 
some other new issues. It presents the issue of the 
conflict among the Vestry on petty issues. This Act 
presents the situation where Jack's dead body is opposed by 
the vested Vestry to be brought into the church. The whole 
church is divided on this issue. The Vestry of the church 
which is dominated by the rich people, is not in favour of 
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admitting Jack's dead body into the church because of his 
being a Unionist. But the Rector of the church shows his 
humanity in allowing his dead body to be brought into the 
church. This conflict is well developed in this Act which 
ends only with the victory of the Vestry which indicates the 
influence of the rich on the church. Throughout this Act we 
find that it is the humanistic values rather than the 
socialistic ideas which have been focussed. Towards the end 
of the play the Rector bows down before the Vestry because, 
as Bishopson fears, "If the Rector persists in his 
obstinancy, I fear the parish will lose a number of its most 
liberal subscribers." Here 0'Casey uses the technique of 
alienation. Until the beginning of Act III the Rector has 
been presented as a model of humanity, sympathy and charity. 
Williamson is afraid of facing the Rector because of the 
latter's humanity and moral strength- "I really dread 
meeting the Rector; I feel very uncomfortable when he looks 
30 
at me; he looks at one so strangely." He is firm in his 
resolve to oppose the Vestry if they obstructed the granting 
of the last ritual to the dead by the church. His assertion 
shows his humanity and love for ordinary people: 
My conscience is quite clear on the matter.- - Would to 
• God we were all as worthy to meet death as poor John 
Rocliffe. To me all men are alike; I dare not refuse 
31 
any v;hon ny Master would welcome. 
30. Ibid., p. 458. 
31. Ibid., 460. 
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But the Rector yields to the pressure of the 
capitalistically controlled Vestry and his earlier heroism 
and humanity vanish like a thin cloud in the air. Our 
sympathy with him is withdrawn because of his cowardice. 
Jack's comrades mockingly reject the mercy of the 
church and decide to tate Jack's body for wake in the Union 
Hall to which in reality he belongs. However, a reverse 
alienation takes place in the Rector's feeling of the 
pricking of the conscience at his cowardly surrender to the 
decision of the Vestry against allowing Jack's dead body to 
be given the last honour by the church which is the right of 
the dead. His speech which is a critique of the church as 
well as a summary of the shattering of his own heart, is 
pertinent to quote: 
Oh, God, how easy it is to be good, how hard it seems to 
be pitiful. But it is not goodness, it cannot be 
goodness. Though where there is pity there may be no 
goodness, there can be no goodness where there is no 
pity.... Oh, it is brutal, un-christian, savage, to 
oppose the desire that his poor tired body might repose 
for a few short hours in the Church that he once loved 
32 
so well.... 
The critique of the church, contained in all the speeches of 
Jack throughout the play and in the final disillusionment of 
the Rector, is finally coraborated and confirmed by Mrs. 
Rocliffe who all her life had been a practising christian. 
32. Ibid. , p. 463. 
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Her final disillusionnent is conveyed thus: "And this is the. 
kind of Christians you are; now I see it was no wonder - my 
Jack's hand was raised again' you.... But I have eyes to 
see an' ears to hear, an' heart to feel, an' I can 
33 
understand now that there was wisdom in his foolishness." 
A lately introduced minor character. Bill, a comrade of 
Jack, expresses his futuristic hope inspite of the workers' 
present defeat: 
... but the day'11 come when we will compel you to 
understand us.... But, by God, one o' these days when we 
get goin' you and your friends, the Sir Jocelyns, 'ill 
have good cause for tremblin' in their shoes.... Go on 
Sir Jocelyn, and sing your psalms an' read your Bible, 
an' thump your craw,- an' ask God to have mercy on you for 
you'll need it one of these days. We'll stan' by the 
man that kep' himself down by fightin' the rich, again' 
them that lifted themselves up by fighting the poor. 
O'Casey's humani;stic Cjoncern- ±s asserted towards.-the 
end of the play where Mrs. Rocliffe appears as a universal 
bereaved mother: "I don't know, Bill, I don't know, may be 
he, too, was the only son of some poor, old, heart broken 
35 
mother." The contrapuntal rhythm between idea and human 
concern continues until, the end of the play, when the play 
ends with the two contrasted events taking place 
33. Ibid., pp. 467-68. 
34. Ibid., pp. 469-70. 
35. Ibid., p. 471. 
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simultaneously, one on-stage and other off-stage. These 
events are the requiem being' sung by the workers 
constituting the funeral procession of Jack and the ringing 
of the bell announcing the commencement of the harvest 
festival inside the church. In these juxtaposed and 
simultaneously happening events of dianeterically opposed 
nature (funeral and celebration) O'Casey has demonstrated 
the master stroke of his craftsmanship which he will 
consolidate and diversify in his later play writing. 
CHAPTER - III 
THE SHADOW OF A GUNMAN 
As we have seen in the preceeding chapter. The Harvest 
Festival -by _ and . large, deals with disorder and chaos 
created by the conflicting forces of existence. These 
forces are the callous orthodoxy of institutionalized church 
and the demands of the poor for survival. Here the 
background and the main dramatic actions alternate and 
sometimes take place simultaneously. Characters are 
individualized as well as representatives and the play, 
though basically rooted in naturalism ,uses non-naturalistic 
technical devices of deliberate looseness of construction, 
disconnectedness, 'alienation' and symbolism. In The Shadow 
of a Gunman there is larger disorder and more subtle 
blending of naturalistic and non-naturalistic devices. The 
chaos and disruption which were presented in a subdued form 
in The Harvest Festival is presented in the Dublin Trilogy-
The Shadow of a Gunman, Juno and the Paycock and The Plough 
and the Stars- in an ascending scale of expansion. 
In The Shadow of a Gunman (1923), the chaos and 
disorder are confined to the individual; in Juno and the 
Paycock (1925) they are expanded a little and encocpass a 
family; The Plough and the Stars (1926) extends to a whole 
city, while in The Silver Tassie the whole world is 
involved. David Krause rightly remarks, "The action in each 
succeeding play is built around an ever expanding radious of 
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involvement." 
With the gradual expansion of Che canvas from one to 
another play of the Irish group, there seecs to be a 
corresponding increase in the poignancy of human suffering 
and in the ironic vision of 0'Casey. However, sometimes 
human crises tend to be overshadowed by the chaos outside. 
Ronald Peacock has summed it up as follows: 
The individual is overshadowed by the conflict of 
impersonal forces, of which he is more and more the 
victim and less and less even so much as the agent... A 
private crisis has little significance for a public eye 
dazzled by revolutionary and inrernational 
vicissitudes... The tragic plays of O'Casey are 
symptomatic of this situation. His characters, vivid as 
some of them are, are not as important as tae larger 
political tragedy of which they are fortuitous 
2 
victims. 
In The Shadow of a Gunman 0'Casey has full}* grasped 
the issues and problems of human beings. Though the story 
of the play has been presented in a realistic vay,0'Casey 
has used many non-realistic devices and symbols to nake the 
theme of the play universal. 
The Shadow of a Gunman has been written aaainst the 
1. Sean 0'Casey: The Man and His Work (CoUier Bocks, New 
York, 1962), pp. 54-95. 
2. The Poet in the Theatre (Hercourt, New York, 1946), 
pp.a-9. 
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background of the Irish War of Independence in 1920. There 
were chaos and disorder everywhere in Ireland at that time. 
Nobody was sure when there will be raid and curfew V7ill be 
imposed. The Irish revolutionaries indulged in guerilla 
warfare and attacked British forces. Anarchy, confusion and 
the fear of death were spread all over the country. U'alter 
Starkie,who was a witness to the situation, has described it 
in detail: 
Many of us lived through that period when the city 
resounded with the sound of bombs and revolver shots. 
Later at night we used to be v;akened by a loud knock at 
the door. Then we could hear the throbbing of a motor 
engine and a loud whistle: men whoud. get up, 
brandishing 'automatics' and crying 'Hands up', or else 
there were nights lit up by the flashlights of the 
lorries as they moved through the silent city after 
'curfew time.' Furtive figures in the trench-coats 
might occasionally be seen darting here and there to 
3 
avoid the penetrating rays. 
The above fearful situation has been dramatised in The 
Shadow of a Gunman. The thud of soldiers' marching, blasts 
of bombs, shots of gun, throbbing of soldiers' van, knocks 
at the door, mysterious tapping and shouts of newspaper 
howkers'j shouting of ambushes, raids, death, etc., are 
artistically interwoven into the verbal texture of the 
story. 
3. "Sean O'Casey" in L. Robinson (ed.), The Irish Theatre 
(Macmillan, London, 1939), p. 152. 
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VJhen The Shadov; of a Gunman was first performed it 
received varied responses at the Abbey from critics. - In 
Dublin "the play vjas interpretted throughout as a satirical 
comedy of characters... The delight of the audience was in 
characters whom they recognized immediately, and who gave 
for them a series of intimate performances." No critic or 
reviewer paid any attention to subtler dramaturgical 
elements of the play. By and large the play was taken to be 
an entertainer: 
It was indeed a welcome and wholesome sign to sit last 
night in the Abbey Theatre and listen to an audience 
squirming with laughter and revelling boisterously in 
the satire which Mr. Sean 0'Casey has put into this 
two-act play. 
The critics in Dublin appreciated The Shadow of a 
Gunman for its characterization and emphasized the element 
of photographic realism in the play. "They recognized that 
0'Casey had sacrificed a tightly constructed plot upon the 
altar of brilliant characterization." 
4. Noel K. Thomas, The Major plays of 0'Casey Considered in 
the Light of Their Theatrical Production and critical 
Reception (The University ol Birmingham Press, Oct. . 
1963), p.39. 
5. Evening Herold, April 13th, 1923, p.2. 
6. Irish Times, April 13th, 1923, p.4. 
7. Noel K. Thomas, The Major Plays of CCasey considered in 
the Light of Their Theatrical production and critical 
Reception, p.41. 
See also Free man's Journal, April 13th, 1923, p.8. 
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The Shadow of a Gunman was first performed in London. 
Its London performance on March 27th, 1927, drew responses 
from reviwers and critics which were similar to those in 
o 
Dublin. The reactions of the American critics were not 
9 
different from those of the Irish and English critics. As 
our analysis of the play below will demonstrate there is no 
doubt that the play is full of comic events and the 
characterization is solid- But what critics have quite 
often missed is their failure to see beneath the comic 
surface the serious import of the theme as well as O'Casey's 
unsparing satire. Besides, from the technical point of view 
the play follows the pattern of Chekhove where responses 
of characters to a particular event constitute the 
structural backbone of the play. 
The Shadow of a Gunman deals with the • miserable 
condition of the working slum-dwellers of the Dublin 
tenements against the background of war of Independence from 
the British rule. These slum-dwellers are not interested in 
war but they are unwillingly caught in the war, as in The 
Harvest Festival they are unwillingly caught in the strike. 
The characters suffer even though they do not participate in 
the war. They are helpless victims of an impersonal social 
disorder to which they can only respond verbally. 
8. Dailly Telegraph, May 28th, 1927, p. 12. 
9. Theatre Arts Monthly, February, 1959, pp. 22-23. 
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P.S.O'Hegarty has given an account of this type of situation 
in the actual life of the Dubliners during the anarchic 
10 
condition of Ireland in 1920. 
The story of the play is very scanty. It deals with 
the cowardice, hypocrisy and pretence of an idealistic, 
self-deluded romantic poet and his equally lazy, cynical 
pedlar room-partner. A beautiful young girl, Minnie Powell, 
with a foolish nationalistic idealism, falls in love with 
the poet, Davoren; she dies foolishly for a cause which has, 
in reality, no existence at all. 
The play opens in "A Return Room in a tenement house 
in Hilljoy Square.... The period of the play's action is May 
1920." The opening of the play is realistic and has got a 
topical and temporal mooring. Minute details of realistic 
items are given: there are "a cupboard," "collars and 
ties," "a stretcher bed," "the fireplace," "A statue of the 
Virgin," "a statue of the Sacred Heart," "a crucifix," "a 
typewriter," "a candle and a candle stick," "a bunch of wild 
flowers in a vase," "writing materials and a number of 
books," "two chairs," etc. The stage props have the 
realistic function of establishing the vision of life of 
10. P.S.O'Hegarty^  "A'Dramatist df Naw-born Ireland (1927),'.' in Rdhald 
Ayling (ed.). Modem Judgement: Selection of Critical Essays— Sean 
0'Casey (Macmillan, London, 1969), p.62. 
11. The Shadow of a Gunman in Sean O'Casey: Collected Plays Vol,I 
(Macmillan, London, 1949), p.93. 
All subsequent textual references are from this edition. 
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squalor, poverty and congestion. The pictures of the 
Virgin's statue and the Sacred Heart symbolically hint at 
another facet of life in the room which will become clear 
later. There is neither peace nor privacy in the tenement 
room. The props in the room describe the two characters 
separately. The religious props- the pictures of the 
statues of the Virgin and the Sacred Heart are concerned 
with Seumas whereas the typewriter, the table and book, are 
associated with Davoren. But as the action of the play 
develops, we find that these props have been ironically 
associated with the two characters. Neither Seumas is 
religious nor is Davoren a studious scholar or a worthwhile 
poet. Religion is only a cover for Seumas in which he takes 
shelter at the time of difficulty. In the same way Davoren 
only pretends to be a poet, which, in fact, is an escape 
from the harsh realities of life. 
The play opens with Davoren busy composing some 
lines. Two voices outside the house -one at the window and 
the other at the door- are heard who are trying to wake 
Seumas. This off--stage and on-stage act-ions give a picture 
of the chaos as well as of the characters. This off-stage 
and on--stage device has been used by 0'Casey -in almost all 
of his Irish plays. Seumas shield has to go on his business 
trip in the morning. But he is still in bed until late in 
the morning. The two voices are meant to wake him. The 
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shouting voice outside has an impact on the action inside 
the roor:. It functions as the first introduction in the way 
of Davoren's trying to have some quite moment for his poetic 
12 
composxtLon. 
The opening stage direction introduces Seumas Shields 
and Donal Davoren. Davoren, a poet, demonstrates two 
opposite characteristics in him- "a desire for activity" and 
"a tendency towards rest" at the same time. Both Seumas and 
Davoren are lazy and lousy lots. Davoren needs peace but 
his peace throughout the play is disturbed again and again. 
He has not concerned with the happenings around him. He 
justifies his laziness through his vaguely realised and 
partly pretended mystical approach to life: "the might of 
design, the mystery of colourj and the belief in the 
13 
redemption of all things by beauty everlasting." Seumas 
Shields, a pedlar, is "a man of thirty five." Unlike Davoren 
he has a primitive sensibility. He believes in superstitions. 
'•In him is frequently manifested the superstition the fear 
14 
and the malignity of primitive man." Here the two 
characters are patently contrasted. Davoren is 
sophisticated whereas Seumas is primitive; Davoren lives in 
the world of imagination whereas Seumas understands the 
harsh realities of life in the context of his revolution-
12. Ibid., p.94. 
1^. Ibid., p.93. 
14. Ibid., p.94. 
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torn country. But both of them are Lazy and selfish. 
Besides this there is nothing else is common between Davoren 
and Seumas except the sharing of the room. There is no 
meaningful bond between them. Here we find 0'Casey's use of 
the device of contrast between the two characters to 
distinguish them. Davoren is a dreamer. His dreamy 
sensibility is evident from the op ening lines of his 
romantic poem: 
Or when sweet Summer's ardent arms outspread. 
Entwined with flowers, 
Enfold us, like tvio lovers newly wed, 
Thro' ravished hours-
Then sorrow, woe and pain lose all their powers, 
For each is dead, and life is only ours. 
Contrasted with Davoren's romantic temperament Seumas is a 
cynical character. He pretends to have finer sensibilities, 
"Oh-h-h. I was fast in the arms of Morpheus- he was one of 
1 fi the infernal deities, son 6f Somnus, wasn't he?" His 
effort to show off his finer sensibility is an attempt to 
hide the baser elements of his nature and his ignorance. 
Davoren is disturbed not only by the voice outside shouting 
at Seumas but also by the latter when he wakes up and tries 
to discuss things in which Davoren is not interested. 
Seumas' discussions are apparently irrelevant though they 
offer a commentary on the Irish people. But this commentary 
15. Ibid. 
16. Ibid. , p. ,^5. 
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is more humorous than satirical because it comes from an 
irresponsible character like Seumas. Here is an example of 
Seumas' pretended nationalistic righteousness: "Upon my soul'/ 
I'm beginnin' to believe that the Irish People are still in 
the stone age. If they could they'd throvj a bomb at 
you." Here the dramatist has used dramatic irony to 
produce comical effect. When Maguire, Seumas' co-pedlar 
does not come at the fixed time, Seumas ironically calls all 
the Irish people lazy: 
Did anybody ever see the like of the Irish people? Is 
there any use of tryin' to do anything in this country? 
.... I suppose he was too damn lazy to get up; he wanted 
the streets to be well aired first- Oh, Kathleen ni 
18 Houlihan, your way's a thorny way. 
Davoren's "lilting an air" is ironically responded to 
by Seumas' "The land of Saints and scholars 'ill shortly be 
a land of bloody poets." Davoren's line shows that he is 
excessively romantic. But the romantic sentiments of the 
lines sound inconsistent with the noise outside and 
hostility to poetry inside the room. This inconsistency is 
also understandable due to the juxtaposition of Seumas and 
Davoren. Seumas voices a detached involvement in the 
predicament of Ireland. His "Oh, Kathleen ni Houlihan, your 
17. Ibid., p.94. 
18. Ibid., p. 9o. 
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way's a thorny way," chimes in with Davoren's "Ah me, alas, 
pain, pain ever, for ever...." VJe find later on that both 
sentiments- Seumas' patriotism and Davoren's romanticism-
19 prove to be shallow and produce a ridiculous effect. The 
refrain from Shelley's Prometheus Unbound underscores an 
ironic undercutting of Seumas' sham patriotism. Prometheus 
rebelled against God for the welfare of human beings. At 
the lower level Irish men, too, are rebels against the 
British rule for the freedom of their mother land. But the 
serious implication of the Prometheus motif is comically 
undermined by Seumas, "Shelley is doing a jazz dance down 
below." Davoren's vision of Shelley as "the sensitive, 
high-minded, noble hearted... suffering the tortures of the 
damned," is as shallow as Seumas' claim that he rejoices "in 
the vindication of the church and Truth." Through their 
debate, Davoren and Seumas expose each other's hollowness 
which is developed as the action of the play advances. 
Davoren gives his appraisal of Seumas' religious belief 
which also has the authorial backing for satiric effects: 
You know as little about truth as anybody else, and you care 
as little about the Church as the least of those that 
profess her. faith; your religion is simply the state 
of being afraid that God will torture your soul in the 
next world as you are afraid the Black and Tans will 
20 torture your body in this. 
19. David Krause, Sean 0'Casey: The Man and His Work, 
20. The Shadow of a Gunman, p. 97. 
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The discussion between the two charactets, in the opening 
situation of the play, is presented in a characteristic 
Chekhovian manner of casualness and relaxation. 
For a considerable space of time during the opening 
of the action, Seumas' character has been emphasized and 
Davoren remains relatively silhouetted. He has contempt for 
Irishmen and considers himself superior to and more 
sophisticated than them. But his criticism of the Irish 
Republicans is the criticism of the Irish ethos v^ hich has 
ring of authorial judgement: 
That's the Irish people all over-they treat a joke as a 
serious thing and a serious thing as a joke. Upon me 
soul, I'm beginning to believe that the Irish People 
aren't, never were, an' never will be fit for self-
government. They've made Balor of the Evil Eye king of 
Ireland, an' so signs on it there's neither conscience 
21 
nor honesty from one end of the country to the other. 
In the above situation in which Seumas and Davoren engage 
themselves in a long discussion we find that O'Casey , like 
Shaw, exploits the occasion for creating the mood of the 
play in addition to exposing the disputants. By now we 
become aware of the false nationalism of Seumas and phoney 
romanticism of Davoren. Thus after providing the direction 
of the play in the opening action, in regard to mood and 
21. Ibid., p. 100. 
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atmosphere, 0'Casey introduces one of the main themes of the 
play which is that of interruptions. 
The interruption begins gradually and one by one. 
The first interruption is the Land Lord who has come to 
Seumas for collecting the arrear rent of his house. There 
is an exchange of hot words between Seucas and the Land 
Lord. Davoren is irritated by the bitter words used by them 
for each other. The altercation between Seumas and the Land 
Lord presents a picture of the then prevalent conditions of 
the life of the tenement dwellers. Davoren is badly 
disturbed by the noisy quarrel. Seumas, who is habitual of 
noises and inconveniences of the place, coinforts Davoren, 
"It's nothing when you're used to it; you're too 
thin-skinned altogether." 
When the Land Lord leaves and Davoren expects peace, 
Seumas hints at another action of the play in a very casual 
manner. To Davoren's surprise, he tells bin "sure they all 
think you're on the run. Mrs. Henderson thinks it. Tommy 
Owens thinks it, Mrs. an'''Mr. Grigson think it, an' Minnie 
Powell thinks it too." Here 0'Casey suddenly hints at the 
main plot of the play. The quit notice given by the Land 
Lord is forgotten by putting it behind "one of the statues 
on the mantle piece." This trivial action becomes 
22. Ibid. , p. 104. 
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symbolical. This symbolises Seumas' naive belief to take 
shelter in religion in the time of need and danger. 
The next interruption is "a gentle knock at the 
door." Davoren irritately exclaims, "another Fury comes to 
plague me now." "The Fury" is an allusion from Greek 
mythology, the full significance of which is worked out 
later especially in the context of Davoren's self-discovery 
in the end of the play. "The Fury" in the present situation 
is Minnie Powell, a young beautiful girl, "a Helen of Troy 
come to the tenement." Minnie Powell represents all those 
Irish slum-dwellers whom the present economic circumstances 
have made self-reliant and egotistical with considerable 
self-confidence. She enters into Davoren's room on the 
pretext of taking some milk for tea. Davoren is attracted 
towards her beauty. The conversation between them gradually 
develops into an amorous situation. Minnie is attracted to 
Davoren's romantic poetry as well as his being an I.R.A. 
gunman on run, fighting for the freedom of his country. She 
is a nationalist and feels that poeticising should give way 
to activities for the freedom of Ireland. But contrary to 
her conviction, she is delighted by Davoren's romantic 
lines. This is a juxtaposition of deeds and actions of a 
character which we find throughout the play. In Minnie's 
character we find a sort of ambivalence. She is in favour 
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of the struggle but wishes that it was over. 
Here 0'Casey has used the technique of contrast to 
distinguish the two characters- Davoren and Minnie. Davoren 
is timid whereas Minnie is bold and fearless. When Davoren 
expresses his fear about the supposed scandal about their 
relation, Minnie expresses her fearlessness: 
An' do you think Minnie Powell cares whether they'll 
talk or not? She's had to push her way through life up 
to this without help from anyone, an'sh&'s" not gbin' to ask 
23 their leave, now, to do what she vv/ants to do. 
Minnie's attraction towards Davoren is sincere. But 
Davoren's is a more immediate satisfaction, perhaps a 
physical attraction, but even then he is a timid. Minnie is 
innocent, sincere and true to her words whereas Davoren is a 
liar, a hypocrit, a poser, a dreamer, and a self-deluded 
coward. Minnie has self-confidence in her and she acts in 
accordance with her convictions. She is a victim who has 
been trapped by the false ideas of Davoren. 
Davoren's pretence to nationalism and bravery wins 
Minnie's favour to him, as Othello's narration of his 
bravery had won Desderaona's heart and Christy's narration of 
his patricidal venture had attracted Pageen's interest in 
23. Ibid. , pp.110-11, 
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him.^^ Besides this amorous trick being of an architypal 
import, the parallelism mentioned above makes one striking 
point clear and that is that both Othellow and Christy 
affairs had ended tragically. Though the point has not been 
clearly brought out at this stage in the development of the 
action, the fact that Davoroen's present stunt founded on 
lies, hypocrisy and incompetence can be dangerously 
explosive, can't be ruled out. 
In this amorous situation between Davoren and Minnie 
the dramatist has used one of his favourite technical 
devices- the technique of structural inversion. While going 
through this play sometimes the sub-plot gets primacy and we 
forget the main story for the time being. For example, in 
the scene of idyllic talk betv^ een Davoren and Minnie, we 
forget the main story for the time being in the midst of 
their amorous talk. This technique of structural inversion 
is an innovation of O'Casey's dramaturgy. 
But even in this amorous situation V7e do not 
completly forget the background action of the play. We are 
frequently reminded of it even amidst the idyllic amorous talks: 
24. Raymond Williams, too, has mentioned this parallelism, 
but to prove that O'Casey's The Shadow of a Gunman is a 
"bitter postscript to Synge' s The Play boy ol the 
Western World, Drama From Ibsen to Brecht (Chatto & 
Windus, London, 1971), p. 147. 
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Minnie....- I know what you are. 
Davoren. What am I? 
Minnie (in a whisper). A gunman on the run! 
Davoren (too pleased to deny it). Maybe I am, and caybe 
I'm not. 
In fact, in the present play the background action becomes 
an integral part of the whole play. The background is the 
war of Independece when guerrilla war was going on between 
the patriotic insurgents and the Black and Tans. From the 
very beginning we find the hints of raid on the tenements. 
Davoren- Minnie's romantic talk is interrupted by 
the entry of Tommy in the room. He is a drunkard and a 
hero-worshipper. He pretends to be a patriot but he never 
took part in the ongoing war of Independence. He praises 
Davoren as a gunman on the run. This makes Davoren afraid 
of a raid on his tenement by the British soldiers. Tommy's 
boasting and his patriotic songs, without any intention of 
getting actually involved in the dangerous struggle,produce 
a comic effect which is tinged with satire. In the creation 
of Tommy 0'Casey has shown the discrepancy between assertion 
and action. He declares "I'd die for Ireland!" He regrets 
for not be called to participate in the war of Independence: 
I never got a chance - they never gave me a chance - but 
all the same I'd be there if I was called on .... I'm 
25. The Shadow of a Gunman, p. 109. 
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bloody well tired o' waitin' - we're ell tired of 
waitin' . Why isn't everyman in Ireland out with the 
I.R.A.?...^^ 
He declares that "Torany Owens only waits the call." But 
when the time comes we find that his vaunts disappear like 
thin clouds in the air. Tommy has been created by 0'Casey 
in the comical mould. His character has been presented as 
of one who is irresponsible, a despicable braggart and a 
grotesqe, caricatualled buffoon. The effect of such a 
character's behaviour is comic, no doubt. But the subtle 
hint is that Tommy is a wise fool who would prefer to talk 
of patriotism and the need for national struggle for 
Independence and not participate in the dangerous activities 
of the revolutionaries. Tommy is expanded into Jack 
Clitheroe in The Plough and the Stars who, like his other 
militant companions, is afraid to loose his life in the 
struggle. But in his hypocritical and self-deluded bra;ery,he 
compells himself to go in for destruction. In fact 
O'Casey's fools, like Tommy, are more pragmatic than his 
heroic braggarts like, Clitheroe, Brennan and company. 
Before Tommy Owens goes out and Davoren expects 
peace, Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Gallogher interrupt his peace. 
Mrs. Henderson speaks strongly of her socialisn and larger 
national interests. But her talk is as empty as that of 
26. Ibid., p. 113. 
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Tommy. She is vain and verbose. Her manner of speech 
produces a comical effect in the play which is overlaid with 
satire. The contrast between the physical appearances of 
Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Gallogher also contributes to the 
comic effect in the play. Mrs. H-enderson has a "cassive 
voice and massive amount of self-confidence", whereas Mr. 
Gallogher is "a spare little man." Mrs. Henderson is an 
outspoken woman but Mr. Gallogher hesitates and shows 
diffidence. Mrs. Henderson and Mr. Gallogher have come to 
Davoren with a complaint against their neighbour and request 
Davoren to put their complaint before the court of the 
I.R.A. thinking that Davoren is a gunman on the run. Mr. 
Gallogher reads out the complaint which he hicself has 
drafted. Amidst the long speech which Gallogher reads out 
to Davoren v;e-forget the : main plot of the play and feel, for 
the time being, that we are in a court of law. Here, too, 
0'Casey has used the technique of structural inversion 
because the situation of the minor sub-plot completely 
relegates the main plot into the background. 
Davoren is flattered by the praises showered upon him 
as a hero by Minnie, Tommy and Mrs. Henderson. Towards the 
end of the first Act, the news of Maguire's being ambushed 
and killed, comes. With this news Davoren's heroism is 
exposed. He is afraid of an imminent danger to his security 
because Maguire was, somehow , related to his rooa. This 
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anxiety is left unconcluded and the theme of Minnie-Davoren 
amorous relationship is taken up again. Minnie tells 
Davoren to type his and her names on a piece of paper. 
Davoren with Minnie's consent kisses her. The first Act 
ends with Davoren's selfish happiness of triumph over 
Minnie. His speech towards the end of Act I exposes his 
foolishness in understanding the real situation and it gives 
a hint of future danger which is realized in the end of the 
play and of which Davoren is not aware at this stage: 
Minnie, Donal; Donal, Minnie. Very pretty, but very 
ignorant. A gunman on the run! Be careful, be careful, 
Donal Davoren. But Minnie is attracted to the idea, 
and I am attracted to Minnie. And what danger can there 
27 be in being the Shadow of a Gunnan? 
0'Casey's characteristic technical device is to make 
even significant things happen off-stage. The death of 
Maguire is an example of this. O'Casey uses actions on the 
stage and outside the stage going on simultaneously. In The 
Shadow of a Gunman, while the episode of Mrs. Henderson and 
Mr. Gallogher is going on the stage, the news of ambush and 
Maguire's death is heard.' 
The peace which was restored after a number of 
interruptions towards the end of Act I, continues in the 
opening of the second Act. Davoren is trying to compose 
27. Ibid., p.124. 
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poems. He recites poetic lines which shows his typical 
attitudes. towards nature and his nostalgic regret 
for happiness and beauty: 
The cold chaste moon, the Queen of Heaven's brightisles. 
Who makes all beautiful on which she smiles; 
That wondering shrine of soft yet icy flame, 
28 Which ever is transformed yet still the same. 
The pattern of the series of interruption continues. 
The tenous peace that Davoren feels he has got is again 
disturbed by Seuraas' conversation about the Maguire episode-
0'Casey deliberately leaves Maguire's story unrevealed 
because when-it is disclosed later at a climactic point it 
has the effect of imminent explosion. The talk about 
Maguire in the present situation underscores the exposure of 
his self-centred and rather inhuman attitude towards his 
fellow pedlar. He declares his severence of all 
relationship with Maguire when he hears the news of his 
death and refuses to sympathise with his death which he 
29 
considers to be well deserved. 
Even in this situation of tension the background 
action of the play is potently present. There are frequent 
hints of tragic events which might eventually come. Davoren 
has his own premonitions and wants to be careful. He enquires, 
"I hope there's nothin' else in the bag, besides thread and 
28. Ibid. , p. 125. 
29. Ibid. , p.126. 
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hair pins." As we vrill see later on, there is something 
else in the bag which has been kept undisclosed until now. 
There is a fresh tension in the city due to the imposition 
of curfew and the possibility of a raid any time. Seumas' 
expression of anger against the prevailing situation is 
naturalistic and gives an impression of humanity being 
trapped in a narrow fragile shelter by the conditions of war 
prevailing outside the tenement. Davoren's composing of" 
romantic lines in this time of curfew shows his utter 
irresponsibility. The long conversation between Seumas and 
Davoren about Maguire, about the Republicans, about need to 
give priority to the daily core of life over imagination, 
about mystery of colour and the poet's lofty position and 
passion in poetry to move the common people, etc., creates a 
mood of casual conversation and natural existence which were 
interrupted for sometime. But this acts as a bull for a 
storm. 
Suddenly Seumas hears a mysterious tapping and 
becomes afraid of some invisible force. "It's a sure sign 
of death when nobody hears it," except Seumas. Someone in 
his family dies whenever this mysterious tapping is heard by 
him. Here it is a psychological symbol 0'Casey has used as 
a dramatic device. The tapping is realistic but has the 
dinension of the supernatural. Psychologically it may be 
the fear in Seumas' mind of some imminent danger. It is 
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after this tapping that the news of Maguire's death and 
later of Minnie's death comes. Seumas v;ill need shelter in 
religion in the time of difficulties. When he hears the 
tapping for the second time he says: 
God between us- an' all harm! Thank God I'm where I 
ought to be- in bad.... It's always best to be in your 
proper place when such things happen- Sacred Heart! 
There it is again; do you not hear it now/ 
Here we also find contrast between Davoren and Seumas. 
Seumas is superstitious but Davoren is not. The atmosphere 
is made laore fearful by the use of off-stage action. When 
light has been put out, "Visibility (in the room) is 
maintained from the light of the moon" comirg through the-
v;indow. This makes the setting look ominously bizarre and 
is suffused with a supernatural dimension. 
The tension created so far is somewhat relaxed when 
Seumas now starts to talk about Minnie's and Davoren's 
amorous scandal. He is critical of Minnie's character as 
well as of Davoren's desire to be hero- worshipped: 
You think a lot about her simply because she thinks a 
lot about you, an' she thinks a lot about you because 
31 
she looks upon you as a hero - a Icind o' -Paris.... 
But Davoren defends Minnie: 
30. Ibid., p.128. 
31. Ibid, p.130. 
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Had poor Minnie received an education she would have 
been an artist. She is certainly a pretty girl. I'm 
sure she is a good girl, and I believe she is a brave 
. , 32 girl. 
This is a prophetic utterance of Davoren about Minnie. As 
we will see, towards the end of the play Minnie proves to be 
brave enough to sacrifice her life for others- Davoren and 
Seumas. The theme of interruption is re-stated when 
Davoren, irritated by Seumas' chatting, says,"It's becoming 
painfully obvious that there is no peace to be found here." 
The tension and lack of peace in the microcosmic room is 
symbolical of larger disturbance in Ireland. 
Seumas,' discussion shifts from Minnie to larger and 
more abstract issue like the herioc concept of the Irish war 
of freedom. He gives an account of the sufferings of the 
innocent who are trapped in the war, "It's the Civilians that 
suffer; when there's an ambush they don't know where to 
run." Seumas exposes his political philosophy in the 
following words: 
I believe in the freedom of Ireland, an' that England 
has no right to be here, but I draw the line when I hear 
the gunmen blowin' about dyin' for the people, when it's 
the people that are dyin' for the gunmen! With all due 
respect to the gunmen, I don't want them to die for me 
.... You're not goin' - you're not goin' to beat the 
32. Ibid. 
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British Empire - the British Empire, by shootin' an 
occasional Tommy at the corner of an occasional street. 
Besides, when the Tommies have the wind up - when the 
Tommies have the VTind up they let bang at everything they 
33 
see- they don't give a God's curse who they plug. 
Seumas' analysis of the present condition of Ireland 
and of human nature is realistic and valid. He predicts that 
Minnie's 'ecstasy' at the rnartyredom of Davoren will soon be 
forgotten amidst daily core of her life and her struggle for 
her survival. Seumas' regrets over the sorry state of 
affairs in Ireland, continue with the same disillusionment: 
Seumas. I wish to God it was all over. The country is gone 
mad. Instead of counting their beads now they're 
countin' bullets; their Hail Marys and paterno'scers are 
burstin'bombs- Burstin' bombs, ah' the rattle of 
machine-gun; petrol is their holy water; their Mass is a 
burnin' buildin'; their De Profundis . is 'The Soldier's 
Song,' an' their creed is, I believe in the gun almighty, 
maker of heaven an' earth - an'^  it's all for 'the glor^ 
o' God an' the honour o' Ireland. 
Davoren. I remember the tine when you yourself believed in 
nothing but the gun. 
Seumas. Ah, when there wasn't a gun in the country: I've a 
different opinion now when there's nothin' but guns in 
the coungry.... An' you daren't open your mouth, for 
Kathleen ni Houlihan is very different now to the woman \-ho used to 
play the harp an' sing 'weep on, weep on, your hour is 
past,' for she's a ragin' divil now, an' if you only 
33. Ibid. , p.132. 
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look crooked at her you're sure of a punch in th' eye. 
But this is the way I look at it. 
Seumas here is obviously acting as a mouthpiece of the 
dramatist. O'Casey was himself a pacifist. 
As Seumas and Davoren continue their discussion about 
philosophy and religion, "a volley of shots," is heard. 
"Religion and philosophy are forgotten in the violent fear of 
a nervous equality." Here O'Casey has used off-stage 
technique to expose the cowardice of the two characters and 
the fragility of the protective cover of philosophy and 
religion. 
Now the action of the play moves on rapidly to a 
conclusion. The theme of interruption ,v\?hich,was left for the 
time being,is taken up again. While Seumas and Davoren are 
anxious about their personal security, Mrs. Grigson's entery 
into their room distrubs them. Mrs. Grigson is an occupant 
of "a tenement Kitchen." She has come to them complaining 
against her husband, a drunkard, who has not returned at 
this hour of late night. Mrs. Grigson is afraid of her 
husband being shot dead during the curfew. In fact she is 
not worried about her husband's safety but about losing the 
insurance money which may not be payable "if a man is shot 
after curfew?" Seumas and Davoren do not pay any attention 
3^ - Ibid., pp. 131-32. 
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to Mrs. Grigson's anxiety due to their own selfish concerns 
of personal safety. Their irritation is increased when.Mr. 
Grigson also arrives on the scene and starts drunken talks 
about nationalism and his authority as a husband vested in 
him by the holy scripture, "The woman shall be subject to 
her husband'," etc. 
But the interruption created by Mrs. and Mr. Grigson 
is of another type. It temporarily relieves the tension 
through which Seumas and Davoren are passing. Besides, it 
produces a comic effect in the play. It is characteristic 
of 0'Casey's dramatic technique to introduce comic or 
farcical elements in the midst of serious happenings. 
The tension, which is relieved for the time being 
through the comic elements in the play, is again heightened. 
The coming of the British military in the tenement to raid 
creates fear in the minds of Seumas, Davoren and Grigson. 
Here O'Casey has used the technique of off-stage action 
going on simultaneously with on-stage actions: 
V'Jhile Grigson has been singing, the sound of a rapidly 
moving motor is heard, faintly at first, but growing 
rapidly louder, till it apparently stops suddenly 
somewhere very near the house, bringing Grigson's song 
to an abrupt conclusion. They are all startled and 
listen attentively to the throbbing of the engines, 
which can be plainly heard. Grigson is considerably 
sobered, and anxiously keeps his eyes on the door. 
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Seumas sits up in bed and listens anxiously. Davoren, 
with a shaking hand, lights the candle, and begins to 
search hurriedly among the books and papers on the 
table.^^ 
In the midst of joys the off-stage technique gives a hint of 
apprehensive tragic moment to come. Through the off-stage 
technique the dramatist reminds us of the main story of the 
play which was forgotten for the time being amidst a long 
discussion between Seumas and Davoren about religion and 
philosophy. In a state of fear Davoren suddenly remembers 
the letter which the Hendersons had given him and v;hich may 
establish his connection with the I.R.A. In confusion and 
fear he tries to find out the letter. Eventually he finds 
it out and once again tension shows an ebb: "we can sleep in 
peace now for the rest of the night," says : Seumas.. But the 
mysterious bag left by Maguire is an apprenensive hint of 
the tragic moment of the play. Seumas and Davoren want 
"Just to make sure of everything now, have a look in that 
Of: 
bag o' Maguire's: not that there can be anything in it." 
The tragic action of the play is heightened when the bag is 
discovered to be full of bombs. There is no way to escape 
from the sitution in which Seumas and Davoren are trapped 
in. As usual, Seumas takes refuge in religion and blames 
supernatural agencies for human sufferings. "Mother o' God, 
35. Ibid., p.141. 
36. Ibid., p.144. 
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grant there '11 be no raid to-night. I knew things ud go 
37 
wrong when I missed Mass this mornin'." Finding 
themselves unable to do anything for their safety, they 
indulge in a futile debate. Davoren's concern for his 
personal safety is clear from his utterance, "There's one 
thing certain: as soon as morning comes I'm on the run out 
of this house." 
The tension is again brought down for a short time by 
.the entry of Minnie Powell. She is very excited. She 
informs Davoren about the probable raid and offers her help 
to Davoren. At the same time the British military has 
started searching the houses. Knocks at the doors and 
beating of the doors are heard outside the house: 
There is heard, at street door a violent and continuous 
knocking, followed by the crash of glass and the beating 
O Q 
of the door with rifle butts. 
Through the off-stage technique, which has been used in the 
stage direction, the dramatist visualises the action going 
on outside the house. At this time of trouble, Seumas' and 
Davoren's cowardice has been fully exposed with contrast to 
Minnie's bravery: "Davoren reclines almost fainting on the 
bed; Seunas sits up in an attitude of agonized prayerful-
39 
ness Minnie alone retains her presence of mind." Out of 
37. Ibid., pp. 144-45. 
38. Ibid., p. 146. 
39. Ibid. 
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fear Davoren hardly utters, "Bombs, bombs, bombs; my God! in 
the bag on the Cable there;" we're done, we're done!" Seumas 
condition is no better: 
Hail, Mary, full of grace - pray for us miserble 
sinners- Holy St. Anthony, do you hear them batterin' 
at the door- now an' at the house of our death - say an 
41 
act of contrition, Donal - there's the class gone. 
Minnie's boldness and presence of. mind save the 
situation from its explosive conclusion. She decides to 
take the bag with her thinking (foolishly) that the Tommies 
vjill not search her house due to her being a girl. She 
declares: 
I'll take thera to ray room; may be they won't search it; 
if they do aself, they won't harm a girl. Good-bye... 
Donal.'^^ 
Minnie goes out of the room with the bag containing the 
bombs. An Auxiliary enters into the room of Davoren and 
Seumas and starts asking questions. Davoren and Seumas 
answer his interrogation almost in a fearful and nervous 
manner. The Auxiliary is rude and intentionally humiliating 
to them. 





"Mrs. Grigson enters, dressed disorderly and her hair awry." 
She complains against the activities of the Tommies in her 
Kitchen tenement: 
They're turning the place upside-down. Upstairs an' 
downstairs they're makin' a litter of everything! I 
declare to God, it's o\/ful vji:iat lav;-'abidin' people have to 
put up with. An' they found a pint bottle of whisky 
under Dolphie's pillow, an' they're drinkin' every drop 
of it- an' Dolphie'll be like a devil in the mornin' 
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when he finds he has no curer. 
The activities of the Tommies in Mrs. Grigson's kitchen 
tenement and their interest in whisky creates a comic situa-
tion in the play. But this comic situation becomes farcical 
when the Auxiliary in Seumas' room, hearing that his comrade 
is more lucky in raiding a house and drinking whisky, rushes 
out to have his share of the alcoholic booty. Thus we see 
that in the present play O'Casey has mingled tragic and 
comic situations together to achieve greater effect. It is 
because of this that many critics have called this play a 
tragic- comic play. 
Davoren and Seumas, greatly concerned with their 
personal security, are afraid of the raid on Minnie's room 
because the bombs may be discovered and Minnie may tell 
their names in this connection. Amidst Mrs. Grigson's 
43. Ibid., p.149. 
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complaints against the Tonmies' behaviour, Seumas keeps on 
asking whether the Tommies are goin to raid Minnie's room. 
Seumas does not show any concern for Mrs. Grigson's 
complaint and so it becomes a kind of conologue. This 
situation is comic but it shows O'Casey's satire on Davoen's 
and Seumas' false bravery and their shallow nationalism. 
Davoren realises and accepts his cowardice, "we're a pair of 
pitiable cowards to let poor Minnie suffer when we know that 
44 
we and not she are * to blame." But Seumas reacts 
differently. 
Now the action reaches its final stage through^a state 
of confusion, nervousness and panic. The bombs have been 
discovered from Minnie's room and she has been arrested and 
put into a lorry where her bravery and patriotism are shown 
in her shouting, "up the Republic" at the top of her voice. 
All these events take place off-stage. We are merely 
informed about these by the dramatist in his stage direction; 
During the foregoing dialogue the various sounds of a 
rapid- orders, the tramping of heavy feets, the pulling 
out of furniture etc. are heard. Loud, and angry 
commands of 'Go on' 'Get out and get into' the lorry', 
are heard, mingled with a girl's voice - it is Minnie's 
- shouting bravely, but a little hysteically, 'up the 
Republic.'^^ 
44. Ibid., p.151. 
45. Ibid. , p.l52. 
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While the two young males (Seumas and Davoren) only talk and 
regret, Mrs. Henderson is "fightin' with soldiers... nearly 
knockin' one of them down, and they're puttin' her into the 
lorry too." Here O'Casey's male and female characters are 
contrasted. While the male characters are cowards, mere 
talkers, lazy and inactive, the female characters are brave 
and active. The two male characters in The Shadow of a 
Gunman are so cowardly that they do not dare even to come 
out of their room and see for themselves what is going on 
outside. They ask Mrs. Grigson about the goings on outside. 
At this point of the action the situation is seen through 
the eyes of Mrs. Grigson which lends objectivity to the 
image of destruction, selfishness, cowardice, self-sacrifice, 
bravery and nationalism. 
The lot is now nearing its conclusion. Grigson 
appears on the scene for the second time. His narration of 
his bravery and bold behaviour in the presence of the 
Tommies is contrary to the report of his slavish cowing down 
before the Tommies. The effect of his shara bravado is 
farcical and is intented to punctuate the tension which has 
been continuing since the fresh series of interuptions began 
in Act II. The lorry, in which Minnie is put into, is 
ambushed by the Republicans. Minnie is shot dead while 
trying to escape by jumping off the lorry: 
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Explosion of two bursting bombs are heard on the street 
outside the house, followed by fierce and rapid revolver 
and rifle fire. People are heard rushing into the hall, 
and there is general clamour of confusion. Seuaas and 
Davoren cower down in the room; Grigson, after a few 
moments' hesitation, frankly rushes out of the room to 
what he conceives to be the safer asylum of the kitchen. 
A lull follows, punctuated by an odd rifle-shot; then 
comes a peculiar and ominous stillness, broken in a few 
moments by the sounds of voices and movement. Questions 
are heard being asked: 'Who was it was killed?' 'Where 
was she shot?' Which are answered by: 'Minnie Powell;' 
'She v;ent to jump off the lorry an' she was shot;' 
'She's not dead, is she?' 'They say she's dead - shot 
46 through the buzzom! 
The news of Minnie's death brings a complete change in the 
attitude of Davoren while it confirms Seumas' selfishness 
and self-centredness. Mrs. Grigson's, who is "sincerely 
affected by the tragic occurance," final utterance 
underscores the pathos of Minnie Powell's death: 
Oh, Mr. Davoren, isn't it terrible, isn't it terrible! 
Minnie Powell, poor little Minnie Powell's been shot 
dead.... oh it was horrible to see the blood pourin' out, 
an' Minnie moanin' . They found some paper in her 
breast, with "Minnie" written on it, an' some other name 
they couldn't make out with the blood; the officer kep' 
it. The ambulance is bringin' her to the hospital, but 
what good's that when she's dead! Poor little !Iinnie, 
poor little Minnie Powell, to think of you full of life 
a few minutes ago, an' now she's dead! 
46. Ibid., p.155. 
47. Ibid., p. 156. 
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Davoren has already discovered himself. He has 
realized his cowardice and sham nationalism. The eleborate 
description by Mrs. Grigson of the tragic death of Minni 
Powell only confirms Davoren's confession of the truth about 
himself which is an honest evaluation of self: 
Ah, me, alas! Pain, pain, pain ever, for ever! It's 
terrible to think that little Minnie is dead, but it's 
still more terrible to think that Davoren and Shields 
are alive! Oh, Donal Davoren, shame is your portion now 
till the silver cord is loosened and the golden bov7l be 
broken. Oh, Davoren, Donal Davoren, poet and paltroon, 
48 paltroon and poet! 
Thus we see that The Shadow of a Gunman is a play 
about Davoren's self-discovery. His favourite refrain from 
Shelley- "Ah me alas....," etc.— is now a truly felt 
experience and not merely, as it has been earlier, a facade 
of his romantic poeticising. The play ends with Seumas' 
utterance of a symbolic line— "I knew something ud come of 
the tappin' on the wall!" This symbolic line relieves the 
tragic conclusion of Minnie-episode through its comical 
touch. It also, in fact, extends the dimension of the 
action of the play by its symbolic supernaturalism. The 
Shadow of a Gunman, as mentioned earlier, is O'Casey's first 
performed play. But even at this early stage of his 
dramatic career we find a-ple evidence of O'Casey's interest 
48. Ibid. , pp. 156-57. 
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in breaking away from the existing naturalistic tradition. 
This is not to say that he rejected naturalism altogether 
but he has used symbolism and deliberate disconnectedness 
which are repeated in his later plays to achieve greater 
dramatic effectiveness. Chekhovian technique of using a 
single image to which different character's respond has been 
successfully used here. The image is that of war ' in any 
form. Though characters have differing attitudes to it,one 
common denominator in their responses is that of pacifism. 
The play looks forward to Juno and the Paycock in its 
assertion of the futility and waste resulting from war. 
CHAPTER - IV 
JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK 
Juno and the Paycock shows a further development of 
O'Casey's dramaturgy. The characters and their milieu are 
the same as in the preceeding play. The basic technical 
moorings remain naturalistic. But 0'Casey here has used 
realistic devices v;ith a difference. Errol Durbach has 
aptly remarked that 0'Casey here has used "a form of 
realism, perhaps, - but it is far closer to that of Dickens 
and Ben Jonson than the realism of Robertson or Shav7. It 
distorts. It emphasises something non-human v/ithin • the 
recognizably 'True' depiction of character, so that what we 
observe in action is a human being moving slowly out of the 
realm of the real into surreal." Many non-naturalistic 
technical devices which vjere used in a subdued form in The 
Shadov; of a Gunman have been expanded in Juno and the 
Paycock and in the later plays. Heinz Kosok has rightly 
remarked in connection with the role of the votive light 
symbol in the present play, "O'Casey's progress in dramatic 
technique after The Shadow of a Gunman can be observed in 
detail, v;hen one compares the function of this symbol v^ ith 
2 
role of the omen in the earlier play." But the dramatist 
1. Errol Durbach, "Peacocks and Mothers: Theme and Dramatic 
Metaphor in O'Casey's Juno and the Paycock" in Modern 
Drama (Vol. 15, May, 1972-/3), p.16. 
2. O'Casey: The Dramatist (Barnes and Noble Books, Totowa, 
New Jersey, 1985) , p.42, 
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has used a conventional technique of plot construction in 
the present play, vjhich he develops systematically: 
If in The Shadov? of a Gunman the dominant structural 
element was the dramatic figures themselves, in Juno and 
the Paycock it is logically developed plot, rich in 
events, V7hich progresses froa the expository opening 
scene through first hints of imminent danger to the 
false climax of Act II with the subsequent unmasking 
of illusion, the possibility of a happy outcome and its 
frustration to the final catastrophe. In accordance 
with conventional techniques, three lines of action are 
interv70ven, each of them triggered off and propelled 
3 
by motif familiar from the history of drama. 
But unlike the conventional plays the action of this play is 
not autonomous. The action of the play is influenced by an 
historical background. There are a number of sub-plots 
which are static and not fully developed, but are intended 
to contribute to the meaning of the play. 
Like the preceeding plays, Juno and the Paycock deals 
with topical and temporal themes with the background of the 
Civil VJar in Ireland. Characters are individualised as well 
as types and have been drawn from the Dublin slums whom 
0'Casey knew very well. 
The background of the play is the Civil VJar of 1922 
betv7een the Die-hard Republicans and the Free Staters. With 
3. Ibid., p.40. 
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the signing of the treaty in 1921, the Republican troops 
were divided into two groups and there started bitterness 
and hatred between them which resulted into a Civil VJar. 
The v/hole country was disturbed. Even the innocent people 
who had no connection with this infighting became the 
victics of its disastrous consequences. 
Juno and the Paycock had a favourable theatrical reception 
in Dublin, London and Nev? York. The play was first 
perforned in Dublin on 3rd March 1924. The Dublin theatre 
reviews emphasised its comic elements. "It is called a 
tragedy but it simply bursts its sides with comedy." Not 
nuch attention was paid to the tragic elements of the 
play.".. .even those characters who are associated more V7ith 
the tragedy of the play were praised mainly for their 
comedy." The reviewers emphasised the realism of 
characterization and the events. The second Act of the play 
drew Euch attention due to its comic situations. But a 
group of critics objected to the treatment of the play as a 
comedy. A.E. Malone, for example, rightly remarked with 
reference to The Shadow of a Gunman and Juno and the 
Paycock: "They are tragedies of disilusionment which were 
played, and accepted as comedies of errors." A number of 
4. The Irish Times (March 4th, 1924), p.8. 
5. Noel K. Thomas, The :Iajor Plays of O'Casey Considered in 
the light of Their Theatrical and Critical Reception (The 
Univarsity of Birmingham Press, Birmingham, 1953), p.61. 
5. Dublin Magazine (March, 1925), pp.535-38. 
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critics V7ere unhappy with the structural deficiencies of the 
play. They considered it "patchy, disconnected, unv^ orkraan 
like, with loose ends hanging about everyv/here." 
However, certain critics felt that O'Casey's 
structure was deliberately loose and apparently disconnected 
because he vjas moving away from the technique of a well-made 
plot to the danauiof' expressionism, gy ^^^ large critics paid 
less attention to the structural complexity and more and 
more or less exclusively concerned with realistic portrayal 
o 
of characters and the comic effect of certain situations. 
The story of the play concerns the suffering of the 
Boyle family which consists of Captain Boyle , his wife, 
Juno, their crippled son, Johnny and daughter, Maty. The 
head of the family. Captain Boyle is a lazy man and does not 
care for the family which is the main cause of the suffering 
of the family. The only son of the family, Johnny has 
become invalid due to an injury in the war. The daughter is 
not earning anything because she is on strike against her 
employers. Thus the whole burden of running the family 
falls on the shoulder of Juno, She works hard to keep the 
family going. But inspite of her best efforts the family 
faces economic hardship. Later on a ray of hope comes when 
7. Dublin Magazine (April, 1924), pp.805-6. 
8. The Observer 
See also clew York Times (March 16th, 1926), p.22. and 
New York Herald Tribune (March 16th, 1926), p.14. 
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Benthan, an outsider, brings the news that Captain Boyle is 
going to inherit a legacy left by one of his distant 
relatives. The news of the forthcoming legacy completely 
changes the life-style of the Boyles. All the members of 
the fanily become extravagant; they buy luxurious articles 
on credit even before the money actually comes to them. 
Maryy " rejects Jerry, a worker and her true lover, in 
favour of Bentham who 'loves' Mary only because of the 
forthconing legacy. But the nev7S of legacy proves to be 
false and the Boyle family is reduced to the position of 
utter wretchedness. All the creditors take away their 
un-paid- for articles. In the meantime Mary who is 
expecting a baby, fathered by Bentham, is betrayed by the 
latter. Then the crippled son, Johnny, is shot dead by his 
comrades on the charge of deceiving one of his comrades v7ho 
was shot dead in the fight. Finally, disappointed from 
everyside, Juno gathers courage and leaves her home 
alongwith her pregnant daughter to settle somewhere else 
where she and her daughter can • look after the newly born 
baby. 
The opening direction of the play about its setting, 
establishes O'Casey's continuing interest in naturalism. It 
is "the living room of a two-room tenancy occupied by the 
Boyle family in a tenement house in Dublin." The props in 
the roon are: "a dresser", "a picture of the Virgin", 
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"a crimson bov;! .in which a floating votive light is 
burning", "a small bed", "a fire place", beside which "is a 
box containing coal and (there is an) alarm clock lying on 
its face on the mantelshelf", "a galvanized bath," "a 
teapot", "fryin pan", "few books on the dresser", "a 
long-handled shovel", etc. The opening stage direction 
gives us a glimpse of a life in reduced circumtances, 
belonging to the labour class with' aspirations for 
intellectual sophistication (a few books on the dresser). 
As we will see later, this gap between the real condition of 
existence and the unattainable aspirations becomes one of 
the sources of much frustration among the members of the 
family and creates a structural tension upon v;hich the play 
hihgeSi^ = The votive light symbolises a clinging to some 
insubstantial support to an impoverished and catastrophe-
threatened life that the family has been living. A fuller 
implication of this symbol is worked out later in the play 
when the symbol does not remain a mere superstition but 
functions as a structural device to make the catastrophe 
more effective. 
A characteristic of 0'Casey's dramaturgy is the 
authorial introduction of a character as a preparation for 
the audience's response to him or her. For example Mary 
Boyle has been introduced as a beautiful "girl of twenty-
two.... Tv;o forces are working in her mind-one, through the 
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circumstances of her life, pulling her back; the ocher, 
through the influence of books she has read, pushing her 
forward. The opposing forces are apparent in her speech and 
her manners, both of vjhich are degraded by her environcent, 
and improved by her acquaintance- slight though it be- with 
9 
literature." The above characteristics of Mary are vrorked 
out through tlie play and her attitudes and train of thought 
are brought out initially in her interaction with her 
mother, Juno. 
She is discovered as reading out a piece of nevrs from 
a local daily about the discovery of some one's dead body. 
In itself this item of nev7s creates suspense and pertains to 
events of suffering during the course of the action. The 
elaboration of the news item is abandoned because of Juno's 
inquiry about the return of Captain Boyle. The opening 
conversation bet\;een mother and daughter unfolds a nucber of 
points v;hich will be developed as the play proceeds- The 
first item in this connection is Captain Boyle's "struttin' 
about, the town like a paycock with Joxer", and the second 
one is "about Mrs. Tancred's son", the nev7S of v;hose death 
has appeared in the morning nev7spaper to which Mary has 
alluded above. The implication of Johnny in the Tancred's 
son's affairs, which becomes clear only tovjards the end of 
9. Juno and the Paycock in Sean O'Casey Collected olays, 
Vol.1 (Macraillan, London, 1949), p.3. 
All subsequent textual references are to this edition. 
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che play, is also hinted at in the opening situation in 
Johnny's nervousness at the nevjs and his . angry 
disapprobation of Mary's discussing the nev;s-itenis. Mary is 
puzzled at Johnny's "gettin' very sensitive, all of a 
sudden" but Juno dispels any apprehension on account of any 
consequence on the family because of Tancred's son being 
killed. She says, "Everybody's sayin' that he was a 
Die-hard- thanks be to God that Johnny had nothin' to do 
10 V7ith hin this long time...." The forebodings contained in 
the nev7s and Johnny's nervous discomfiture, are overshadowed 
by Juno's elaboration of the irresponsibility, laziness and 
lack of the sense of decorum and proportion in Captain 
Boyle. Captain Boyle is in the habit of coming home V7ith 
his equally useless companion, Joxer, only v;hen Juno is not 
in. Juno's complaint against her husband, in fact, suras 
up his character and attitude: "You'd think he V7as bringin' 
tv7enty poun's a week into the house the way he's going on. 
He vjore out the Health Insurance long ago, he's afther 
wearin' out the unemployment dole, an', now, he's thryin' to 
wear out me! An' constantly singin', no less, when he ought 
12 
always to be on his knees offerin' up a Novena for a job. 
In the middle of Juno's grumbling against Captain Boyle's 
attitude to work and life, Mary shows her concern with the 
10. Ibid., p.5. 
11. Ibid. 
12. Ibid., pp.5-6. 
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choice of a ribbon to suit her head. VJe learn that Mary is 
on strike against her employers. She talks of trade 
unionism and is standing firm on the principle of opposing 
economic victimisation of the V70rkers by the employers. 
Mary's argument about the 'principle' involved in going on 
strike to defend the right of one worker is opposed by her 
mother's practical v?isdora, based on the principle of 
survival: "VJan victim wasn't enough. When the employers 
sacrifice wan victim, the Trades Unions go wan betther be 
13 
sacrificin' a hundred." Juno's point of viev7 should not be 
taken to mean that "she is against trade unions but that she 
is for the workers earning their daily bread" as their 
first concern. Juno's tacit suggestion is that the talk and 
fight for principle is a matter of whether one can afford it: 
The whole conversation between the mother and daughter 
brings the immaturity of the daughter in contrast with the 
mother's practical wisdom gained through the experience of 
survival. 
The dramatistfe camera swiftly moves to another strain 
of the Juno family, i.e. Johnny. Johnny has been off his 
mental tangent ever since he has been rendered invalid by 
his participation . in the fight between the Die-hard 
Republicans and the Free Staters: "The bullet he got in the 
13. Ibid., p.6. 
14. Saros Covjasjee, Sean O'Casey, p.26. 
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hip in Easter Week v;as bad enough, but the bomb that 
shatthered his arm in the fight in O'Connell Street put the 
finishin* touch on him. I knev; he was makin' a fool of 
himself. God knows I went down on me bended knees to him 
1 5 
not to go agen the Free State." llary defends her brother 
because he, like her, believed in "a principle's a 
principle." 
The initial conversation among the mother, daughter 
and son is so casual and uncontrived that the sign of any 
story to take shape is not within sight immediately. But 
the technique of the dramatist of Kaleidoscopic reflection 
of different aspects of the theme is abundantly clear. The 
subtle use of the Chekhovian dramatic technique is 
perceptible here. The three characters, in an apparently 
casual manner, are made to state their attitudes to 
particular issue, v;hich does not have much consequential 
bearing upon the main events of the play. Even though the 
other important character- Captain Boyle- has not yet 
appeared but a fairly comprehensive view of his personality 
has been presented in the manner of conventional exposition. 
Here is a family where the husband is a V7astrel and not 
interested in a job. The daughter is on strike without 
giving a moment's thought hov7 the food of the family is 
going to be arranged. The son is a virtual invalid not 
15. Juno and the Paycock, p.7. 
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needing merely food for survival but also a continuous 
presence of someone near him to provide him protection 
against his nervousness, claustrophobia and some vague fear. 
The exclusive responsibility, thus, of running the family 
falls upon the mother who has already incurred enough debts 
to buy food for the family, and is still anxiously 
struggling to make provision for the family on a daily 
basis. 
However, Jerry Devine, a unionist and lover of Hary 
brings in the news that he has arranged a job for Boyle in 
Rathmines through the good office of Father Farrell. Father 
Farrell has been interested in helping the family out of its 
present poverty because he has been sympathetic to Johnny 
who has got disabled fighting for Ireland. Captain Boyle is 
to be contacted immediately to take up the job, and the only 
place where Juno thinks him to be is one of the cheap pubs 
nearby- Ryan's or Foley's. The Captain, after he has been 
properly introduced to us, appears in a spirit of 
cheerfulness and complete relaxation chattering with his 
parasitical companion, Joxer. Boyle and Joxer, thinking 
that Juno is not in, talk freely about jobs and the tyranny 
of Juno vjhich is, they declare, calculated to restrict their 
freedom and pleasure: "'Tisn't Juno should be her pet name 
at all, but Deirdre of the Sorras, for she's always 
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grousin'j" cpines Boyle. To this Joxer adds his rejoinder:. 
"It's a terrible thing to be tied to a woman that's always 
grousin'. I don't know how you stick it- it ud put years on 
me. It's a good job she has to be so often away, for (with a 
1 fi 
shrug> when the cat's away, the mice can play!" VJhile 
Boyle and his butty get ready to make a cup of tea to relax 
themselves and continue chattering, comically "Joxer's 
rhapsody is cut short by the sight of Juno coming forward 
and confronting the two cronies. Both are stupefied." Here 
0'Casey presents a tableau which has a tremendous visual 
impact. 
The seriousness of getting a job for Boyle changes 
into a near farcical situation when Boyle tries to change 
the topic of conversation to something which may immediately 
please her. Boyle informs Juno, to save his and Joxer's 
face, that his butty has got influence with a formeman at 
Killesther who would soon get him a job. First Joxer, being 
not prepared for this lie, feels puzzled. But soon he gets 
the clue from Boyle and starts elaborating about the 
prospect of getting a job for Boyle which will improve the 
financial condition . of the family. Boyle, too, declares 
that now he feels physically fit to undertake any exacting 
job because he is sincerely interested in working. 
16. Ibid. , p.10. 
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Ironically enough, he does not knov; that a job is round the 
corner, already arranged for him by Jerry which he would not 
take up because of- the sudden twitch which he will develop 
in his right leg. Juno can see through her husband's 
pretence, lies and laziness: "If you think you're able to 
come it over me with them fairy tales, you're in the wrong 
shop." Juno knows him only too well. Her analysis of Boyle 
is comedy mixed with pathos: 
"You'd do far more v7ork v?ith a knife an' fork than ever 
you'll do with a shovel! If there was e'er a genuine job 
goin' you'd be dh'other V7ay about- not able to lift your 
arms v;ith the pains in your legs! Your poor v;ife 
slavin' to keep the bit in your mouth, an' you 
17 gallivantin' about all the day like a paycock! 
She exposes his hypocrisy to him in passing for "a Captain": 
"Everybody callin' you 'Captain', an' you only wanst on the 
wather, in an oul' collier from here to Liverpool, when 
anybody, to listen or look at you, ud take you for a second 
Christo For Columbus ! "''•^  
Boyle's lying and laziness appear despicable but Mrs. 
Boyl's attitude to him remains one of anxiety and care for 
him: She has been v^ aiting for him to serve breakfast before 
going out on her job. VJhen Jerry Devine's news of a job 
17. Ibid., p.14. 
18. Ibid. 
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coming to him is communicated to Boyle, he feels the usual 
twitch in his leg and tries to come out of the immediate 
tight corner by pretending to brandish his male vanity: "You 
needn't ha' waited, for I'll take no breakfast- I've a 
little spirit left in me still!" When he is exposed, he 
does not feel repentant or ashamed. On the contrary he has 
the affrontery to accuse Jerry and his own wife of 
unjustifiably interfering in his freedom and movement: 
"VJhat business is it o' yours whether I was in a snug 
or no? What do you want to be gallopin' about afther 
me for? Is a man not to be allov;ed to leave his 
house for a minute v7ithout havin' a pack o' spies, 
19 f 
pimps an' informers cantherin' at his heels?" 
The prospect of Boyle's taking up a job is rejected by him. 
For a brief moment a situation is presented vjhen 
Mary-Jerry relationship has been brought out. They have 
been in love in the past but now Mary is not inclined to 
entertain Jerry's suit any longer because she seems to "have 
clicked with some one else," v7ho, as we will see soon is 
snart, well mannered, sugar-tongued Bentham. As soon as 
Juno goes out of the house the pain in Boyle's leg 
disappears and he regains his mood of romantic cheerfulness. 
His song about the "robins nest" and "bonny blue-ey'd lad" 
19. Ibid., p.16. 
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floats in the air. This floating song is satirically 
juxtaposed by a hauker shouting outside to sell a sewing 
machine. The struggle of the bearded hav7ker to earn his 
livelihood by doing some vjork is a scathing commentary on 
the despicable laziness of Boyle and his hatefully 
parasitical dependence upon his V7ife. There is a 
contrapuntal infusion into the Boyle and Joxer's 
conversation of irresponsibility and laziness through a 
careful manipulation of bringing in Johnny's nervousness 
about some apprehended disaster on him and the hawkers' 
selling their goods. The apprehension of Johnny does not 
seen to be mere claustrophobia but of some guilt-ridden fear 
of some approaching danger which he keeps to himself. He 
shrieks with terror and tries to take shelter in a religious 
superstition (the votive light) at the mention by Boyle of 
"a fella in a thrench coat." Johnny's nervous discomfiture 
is completely ignored by Boyle and his butty who sresune 
their earlier talk of the domination of husbands by wives, 
the sinister grabbing of power by the clergy, the general, 
"state o' chassis" in which the entire Irish society is 
caught, the struggle of the working class for better living, 
the propriety of reading young girls' "advanced" bool<:s by 
"revolutionary" writers like Ibsen: "The Doll's House, Costs 
an' The IJild Duck- buks only fit for chiselurs!" etc. The 
high talks of big things by these tv70 dullards give a taste 
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of savage humour. As the 'arguefication' of the two 
wastrels reaches clinactic point-
Boyl. Today, Joxer, there's goin' to be issued a 
proclamation be me, establishin' an independent 
Republic, an' Juno'11 have to take an oath of 
allegiance. 
Joxer. Be firm, be firm, Captain; the first fev7 
munites'll be the \7orst:- if you gently touch a 
nettle it'll sting you for your pains; grasp it like 
20 
a lad of mettle, an' as soft as silk remains! 
Juno's voice is heard outside. Joxer "flies out of the 
vjindow" and Boyle "swears on all the holy prayer-books" that 
he "hasn't seen Joxer since I seen him before." 
Juno is so "flurried and excited" that she is not 
interested nov7 in exposing Boyle's lies to him. She has cut 
short her stay outside on work to be able to come back and 
tell Boyle that "there's a visitor comin' V7ith Mary in a 
minute, an' he has great nev7S for you." Boyle is advised to 
go into Johnny's room to change to look presentable to the 
visitor. Boyle renders the room into a mess in looking for 
his "moleskin trousers" and bracess. Finally he appears 
into the room where Bentham is comfortably seated v;ith all 
the verbal courtesy of Juno. Johnny also is asked to join 
the company to hear the "great nev7s" to be announced soon by 
20. Ibid., p.27. 
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Benthar,. Hovjever, as preparatory to the coming of something 
big to the family Mrs. Boyle tries to praise her son, Johnny 
for "having done his bit for Ireland," which eventually ends 
with her satiric commentary on the hollowness and futility 
of idealogy in the context of practical existence: "Ay, you 
lost your best principle, me boy, when you lost your arm; 
them's the only sort o' principles that's any good to a 
21 
v7orkin' man." Comically Boyle feels that the "great news" 
is perhaps related to some job that his wife has arranged 
for hin. Hence he prefaces his arrival with a complaint 
about a "terrible pain" in his leg. However, the pains are 
forgotten when the "great news" broken to him is about a 
substantial legacy left to hin by a distant relative of his. 
The will was prepared by Bentham and hence its veracity is 
unquestionable. At the prospect of "a fortune", forthcoming 
to the family, the entire family is excited and jubilant. 
Boyle's attitude undergoes an instant transformation which 
is indicated by his Hamlet-like brooding over the mortality 
of man and by his sneering rejection of Joxer v;ho V7ill not 
fit in with him in his new situation of economic elevation. 
The first Act ends V7ith a mock apotheosis of Boyle: "I'm a 
new man from this out...'." 
As the second Act opens, \:e see that the legacy 
21. Ibid., p.31. 
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announced in the last Act has considerably changed the 
appearance of Boyle's tenement. "The furniture is more 
plentiful" and "every available spot is ornamented with huge 
vases filled with artificial flowers." The room has other 
props, like a table lamp, symbolical of economic status. 
The changed style of living is most noticeable in Boyle's 
attitude to different people and idealogies. He now 
patronizes his old butty from a superior position. "As a 
man o' money" he pretends to have become "responsible." 
Charity seems to be a natural outcome of the new affluence 
v;hich is yet to come: he gives "five bob" to Joxer as a tip 
for doing nothing and promises him more generous bounty in 
the future. The rumour of Boyle's legacy has changed the 
attitude of society tov7ards him. The clergies and the 
feudals alike now pay him respect in recognition of his 
social standing. To reciprocate their respects to hira, 
Boyle also changes his attitude of disdain at the clerics 
and the nationalists: he says, "I don't like any one to tal'tc 
disrespectful of Father Farrell." It is the same Father 
Farrell who v;as protrayed by Boyle in the last Act as a 
deceitful and conspiring exploiter. Boyle's high-flown talk 
of nationalism and respect for religion sounds comically 
hollov/ because of his own ignorance about the general state 
of affairs in Ireland, for which he has alvjays had only one 
cliche' expression- Ireland is in a state of chassis. Boyle 
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can nov7 have "a quiet jar" instead of stealthily slipping 
into cheap pubs. Boyle's room now is culttered up with 
furniture in vulgar taste and festoons in loud colours. To 
add to all this, a gramophone has just been brought in by 
Juno so that Boyle, "the master of the house" may have 
moments of relaxation and entertain people in a more 
congenial environment. 
o 
The initial situation of Act II is that of a 
celebration party where Bentham is going to be the chief 
guest. Boyle, in recognition of Bentham's gratitude, would 
welcome hin in a real ceremonial manner: he says "it's a 
pity there's not a brass band to play him in." Eventually 
Bentham arrives amid applause of welcome from the Boyles. 
To conform to the traditional social convention of etiquette 
and gossip, people claiming higher social status, must talk 
of things of larger interest or abstract philosophical 
ideas. Boyle, without any awareness of his ignorance, talks 
of inflation, the role of religion in the betterment of 
people's lot, etc. Con trasted with Boyle's ill-digested 
ideas, is Bentham's theosophic elaboration of the values of 
life and the philosophy of the "Life-Breath" in a language 
V7hich confirms his intellectual and linguistic sophistry. 
\Jhile • these conversations are going on, Johnny feels 
terribly uneasy at the mention by Bentham of killing a 
oerson in the context of a discussion about the existence of 
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ghosts. Johnny's conscience Is shockingly jolted and he 
rushes into his room only to see there, to his breath-
taking terror-che ghost of Tancred uith "wouns bleedin' in 
his breast Oh, why did he look at me like that?" The 
company assembled there try to disniss Johnny's vision as a 
figment of "an over-wrought imagination" but Johnny alone 
knows the truth of the questioning stare at him by Tancred's 
ghost. The only shelter for him is the votive light near 
the statue. 
Before we proceed to summarise the rest of the Act, 
it is relevant to comment upon sone of the points which have 
emerged from the above analysis of the situation. Boyle's 
talk of charity, nationalism and the high place which 
religion should be accorded is, in fact ,0'Casey's satirical 
commentary on something which is not only Irish in its 
relevance but has a V7ider application. That is that 
high-flown talk of ideals is the prerogative of people who 
are rich and have not to struggle for livelihood. Juno, who 
never talked in the first Act about anything except how to 
keep her family going, is nov; a participant in discussion 
about theosophy, "Yoga", and the principle of "Prawna". Even 
the penniless Joxer can now chime in with the views of the 
neo-rich. The second point is Bentham's sophistry, 
accomplishment and apparent good and moral nature. As ue 
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will see later, Bentham proves to be cheat and iiiroral 
intruder upon innocent life. 0'Casey has deliberately 
elaborated upon the superficial brilliance of Bentham iit 
this Act so that his later deceitful behaviour appears truly 
despicable. In fact, "Bentham can be seen as the 
representative of those ills which afflict the Boyles, and 
22 Tancreds and all others in the tenement." So far the 
technique used is that of a naturalistic drama v/ith the plot 
moving in a conventional manner. VJe have seen that there is 
a fusion of comic and the serious in the earliest situation 
of the play. Boyle's wasteral like behaviour and talks and 
the sycophantic wagging of tail by his parasitical butty are 
the sources of the comic. The serious import of the theae 
is contained in Juno's predicament. O'Casey, in a subtie 
manner, introduces comic element in Boyle's changed 
behaviour after the news of the legacy. The Boyles' 
behaviour in the legacy declaration scene is highly comic, 
especially V7hen v/e look forv/ard to what the reality is going 
to be like. 
While the conversation, commented upon above, Is in 
full swing, only interrupted temporarily by Johnny's 
terrible vision, as if to complete his portrait gallery, 
22. Seumas Deane, "Irish Politics and O'Casey's Theathre,'' 
in Thozas Kilroy, ed., Sean O'Casey: A Collection of 
Critical Essays (Englev70od Cliffs, New Jersey, 1975), 
p.lDl. 
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0'Casey arranges the appearance of Mrs. Madigan, "a vjoman 
who,- in manner at least, can mourn with them that mourn, and 
rejoice with thera that do rejoice... She is ignorant, vulgar 
and forv;ard, but her heart is generous withal. For 
instance, she would help a neighbour's sick child; She would 
probably kill the child, but her intention would be to cure 
it." Mrs. Madigan has come to share the: pleasures of the 
celebration to mark the occasion of the legacy forthcoming 
to the Boyle family. She is talkative, even to the extent 
of overdoing it and is full of spirits. In her 
congratulations to the family on the newly arrived happiness 
she talks nostalgically more about her ov7n past than about 
the happy situation of her hosts. This obviously produces a 
comic effect. The party further \;arms up after the company 
have taken a few drops of alcoholic drinks. Mrs. Madigan, 
Joxer, Juno and Mary sing romantic songs to enliven the 
atmosphere V7hich was somev;hat overcast with Johnny's nervous 
terror at the sight of Tancred's ghost. Before the finale 
of the frenzied merry- making is reached, there is an 
interposition of sadness brought to our view by the funeral 
procession of Mrs. Tancred's son's dead body. 0'Casey uses 
V7ith remarkable success a simultaneous happening of tragic 
and comic events v^ hich are infused v;ith satiric 
implications. 
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How prosperity can blunt human sympathies is discernible 
in Juno's completely forgetting about the procession, 
bringing Tancred's dead body to the church that night. As 
the procession is being prepared, the company assembled at 
the Boyles look at the sight, as it were from a vantage 
point, through the window. The conversation between the 
neighbour and the bereaved mother can clearly be heard by 
the company assembled for carousing. Mrs. Tancred's 
mourning is a bitter satire on the pride of nationalisn: 
First Neighbour. It's a sad journey we're goin' on. but 
God's good, an' the Republicans won't be always dovm. 
Mrs.Tancred. Ah, what good is that to me now? \'rnether 
they're up or down- it won't bring me darlin' boy from 
the grave.... 
First Neighbour. Still an' all, he died a noble death, an' 
we'll bury him like a king. 
Mrs.Tancred. An' I'll go on livin' like a pauper. Ah, 
what's the pains I suffered bringin' him into the i:orld 
to carry him to his cradle, to the pains I'm suffarin' 
now, carryin' him out o' the world to bring him to his 
23 grave! 
Mrs. Tancred's threnody is both moving and a satirical whip 
on human cruelty, selfishness and above all on frenzied 
nationalism. O'Casey's pacifism too is overtly stated: 
23. Juno and the Paycock in Sean O'Casey: Collected Plavs, 
Vol. , 1, pp.53-4. 
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Me hone is gone nov;; he was ce only child, an' to think 
that he was lyin' for a whole night stretched out on the 
side of a lonely counthry lane, with his head, his 
darlin' head, that I often kissed an' fondled, half 
hidden in the wather of a runnin' brook. An' I'm told 
he was the leadher of the anbush where me nex' door 
neighbour, Mrs. Hannin', lost her Free State soldier 
son. An' now here's the two of us oul' women, standin' 
one on each side of a scales o' sorra, balanced be the 
bodies of our two dead darlin' sons.... Mother o' God, 
Mother o' God have pity on the pair of us!... 0 Blessed 
Virgin, where were you when ce darlin' son V7as riddled 
with bullets, when me darlin' son was riddled with 
bullets!... Sacred Heart of the Crucified Jesus, take 
away our hearts o' stone... an' give us hearts o' flesh! 
... Take av/ay this murdherin' hate... an' give us Thine 
1 1 f24 
own eternal love! 
Juno's evaluation of the sad situation and Boyle's 
unfeeling commentary on the occasion. point to the 
dehumanising effect which a little affluence can bring on 
the people. It is also steeped in savage irony which 
becomes clear later when Juno, too, confronts a similar 
situation: 
Mrs.Boyle. In V7an way, she deserves all she got; for lately, 
she let th' Die-hards make an open house of the place; 
an' for th' last couple of months, either V7hen th' sun 
V7as risin' or v;hen th' sun was settin', you had C.I.D. 
24. Ibid., pp.54-55. 
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men burstin' into your room, assin' you where were you 
born, where were you christened, where vjere you married, 
an' V7here would you be buried! 
Boyle.. We've'nothin' to do with these things, one v;ay or t' 
other. That's the Government's business, an' let them 
25 do what we're paying them for doin'. 
Juno's dismissing the whole sad event as something 
quite normal and logical, not in philosophic terms but in 
the context of the current political situation, appears 
inhuman and is calculated to intensify her own grief later 
in a similar situation. Her v;ords in this context are as 
follows: 
Mrs. Boyle. I'd like to know how a body's not to mind 
these things; look at the V7ay they're after leavin' the 
people in this very house. Hasn't the whole, house, 
nearly, been raassacreed? There's young Dougherty's 
husband v^ ith his leg off; Mrs. Travers that had her son 
blev7 up be a minute in Inchegeela, in Co. Cork; Mrs. 
Mannin' that lost wan of her sons in ambush a few weeks 
ago, an' now, poor Mrs. Tancred's only child gone west 
v;ith his body made a collandher of sure, if it's not our 
business, I don't know v;hose business it is. 
The poignant situation, being somewhat casually 
dismissed, the company resume their singing and drinking. 
The sin'jin'^  significantly ends with Boyle's own song written 
25. Ibid., pp.55-56 
26 . Ibid.J p.56. 
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by him which does not have much meaning and is hardly 
conducive to any rhythmic sense. Joxer's and Mrs. Madigan's 
praise of the song is in the strain of the general comic 
strain of•the whole situation. Finally, as the newly bought 
gramaphone is pressed into operation to play a popular tune, 
the dirge on Tancred's death is heard at a distance. Nugent 
intervenes in the midst of rejoicing and tries to put the 
company to shame for their unfeeling attitude to the 
funeral: 
Are yous goin' to have that thing bawlin' an' the 
funeral of Mrs. Tancred's son passin' the house? Have 
none of yous any respect for the Irish people's National 
27 
regard for the dead? 
But the hollowness of Nugent's own idealism and his 
hypocrisy are ruthlessly exposed by Mrs. Madigan: 
We don't v^7ant you, Mr. Nugent, to teach us that we 
learned at our mother's knee. You don't look yourself 
as if you v^ ere dyin' of grief; if y'ass Maisie Madigan 
anything, I'd call you a real thrue Die-hard an' 
live-soft Republican, attendin' Republican funerals in 
the day, an' stoppin' up half the night makin' suit for 
the Civil Guards!^^ 
The company again hussle their faces out through the window 
to have a glimpse of the funeral procession, the attitude 
27. Ibid., p.58. 
28. Ibid. 
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towards which is rost effectively brought out with savage 
homour in Joxer's last utterance in the Act: "Oh, it's a 
darlin" funeral, a darlin' funeral!" Mrs. Madigan's 
reaction, which also includes the reaction of Boyle, is one 
of entertainment rather than of sharing neighbourly grief: 
"Wd have a betther view from the street"-- as if the whole 
thing for them is a source of visual entertainment. 
As if to work out a nemesis without delay on Boyle's 
culpable attitude to the Tencred affair, 0'Casey ends the 
Act by bringing in the Mobilizer who commands Johnny to 
attend a meeting to face an inquest on the betrayal of 
Commandant Tancred in the ambush vjhich took his life. 
Johnny knovjs his fate and shrinks in terror: 
I won't go! Haven't I done enough for Ireland! I've lost 
me arm, an' me hip's desthroyed so that I'll never be 
able to walk right agen! Good God, haven't I done enough 
for Ireland?^^ 
To this the Mobilizer opposes his ominously threatening 
reply: "Boyle, no man can do enough for Ireland!" 
Significantly the dirge can be heard towards the end of the 
Act which is both ominous- foretelling of a similar fate to 
Johnny- and satirical on the present snugness of Juno and 
Boyle. The fusion of the tragic and the comic, the 
29. Ibid., p.60. 
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simultaneous happening of events on and off stage, the use 
of song and the intrusion of the serious on the comic are 
all deftly organised so far in most economical and effective 
manner. 
Two months have elapsed between- Acts II and III. 
Bentham is reported to have gone away to England and nothing 
has been heard from him since we met him in the celebration 
party in the preceeding Act. Mary continues protesting the 
sincerity of her love for him and suspects that Bentham's 
unaccountable withdrav/al is perhaps because he did not like 
the Boyles' informality and conneccions with lov^ er class 
people, like Joxer and Mrs. Madigan. who did not show any 
sophisticated behaviour in the carousing party. Juno blames 
her husband for encouraging such a company. The action now 
moves at a faster speed until the final catastrophe. Mary 
feels a little pulled down and the mother decides to get her 
checked by a doctor. As the shopping spree of the family 
has been going on without the legacy having actually arrived, 
they are in great debts. Juno, in her complacent attitude 
to her situation, did not think it proper to have a check on 
her husband's free spending on itecs of luxury and drinks. 
On the contrary, she quite relished it as an insignia of 
social respectability and uppishness. 
It is discovered that Mary is expecting a baby which 
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has been immorally fathered by Bentham. Before this news is 
brought home a lot of troubled water has already flown under 
the bridge. The rumour that the legacy is not coming at all 
has been confirmed among the people as a fact. Creditors, 
therefore, have started coming to the Boyles to realize 
their dues. Nugent, the tailor, takes away the unpaid-for . 
suit that he had made for Boyle for formal wearing. Joxer, 
the Captain's butty, derives malicious pleasure out of 
Boyle's embarassment and loss of face. Though a devil 
himself, Joxer preaches Boyle, "Ah, him that goes a 
borrovrin' goes a sorrowin'*!" Joxer's attitude to the tree 
(Boyle) on which he acted as a parasite is positively cruel 
and sadistic, and his laboured comicality only intensifies 
his despicable character. Similarly Mrs. Madigan, too, 
appears unsympathetic to Boyle once she finds him in an 
economic soup. She takes away the unpaid-for gramophone in 
lieu of the money she had lent Boyle to spend on drinks and 
the entertainment for himself and his neighbours, like 
herself, when the news of the legacy had become public. As 
Mrs. Madigan goes off with the gramophone she expresses 
malicious satisfaction at the imminent ruin of the Boyles: 
You're not goin' to be swankin' it like a paycock with 
Maisie Madigan's money- I'll pull some o' th' gorgeous 
30 feathers out o' your tail. 
30. Ibid., p.71. 
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Madigan's inhumanity to Boyle's pathetic predicament is 
explainable only with the reference to her being essentially 
a selfish woman. 
After the humiliation mentioned above, Boyle is going 
to have a heavier dose of shock when Juno tells that Mary is 
betrayed by Bentham in the most dishonourable manner. 
Boyle's initial reaction to Mary's undoing is father-like 
and hunan. He declares that he would bring Bentham back 
from England and make him do justice to Mary by marrying 
her. But immediately he changes his stand and disowns Mary 
abandons her to whatever lot befalls her. Johnny, too, 
forgetting his own immorality takes Mary, task: "She should 
be dhriven out o' th' house she's brought disgrace on!" 
There is only one faint hope which sustains the much 
wrecked-down Juno: the money of the legacy may enable her to 
migrate to some other place where Mary's disgrace will not 
be matter of public scandal. But Juno's troubles are not 
going to be over that easily. Boyle declares that he knew 
it quite some time ago that the will was "a wash-out" and 
"The Boyo that's afther doin' it to Mary done it to me as 
well." Boyle's irresponsibility, combined with his 
inhumanity to Mary, makes his character appear truly 
repulsive. Even though he had known earlier about the 
reality of the legacy, he continued borrowing for boosing. 
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Such a person talking of moral lapse in Mary and a general 
lack of morality in the society- "is there not even a 
niddlin' man left in th' world?"- is O'Casey's direct 
target of satirical lashing. 
The remaining action of the play works out Mrs. 
Boyle's pathetic exclamation, "is me throubles never goin' 
to be over?" Juno has all her life been struggling in 
keeping her home together. Then one trouble after the other 
started coming. And the heaviest stroke so far has been the 
legacy which was their economic undoing and the undoing of 
Mary. Before the final catastrophe is brought in, 0'Casey 
brings in a situation which tantalizes the family into sone 
new hope. Jerry Devine, thinking that because of the 
economic ruin Mary has been abandoned by Benthan, coces 
forward to accept Mary's hand as a renewal of his earlier 
love for her. But his "humanity is just as narrow as the 
humanity of the others." He withdraws his offer v;hen he 
learns that Mary "has fallen as low as that." Mary exposes 
Jerry by reciting the lines V7hich the latter had once done 
while lecturing on "Humanity's Strif with Nature." But the 
words of the verses fall flat on his ears and he goes away. 
UTiile the rest of the furniture is being removed for 
non-payr.ent, "The votive light flickers for a mor.ent and 
goes out." The ominous symbolism of the votive light's 
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going out is casually explained by the furniture dealer's 
men, "The oil's all gone, that's all." It appears, as if 
the visitation of some unknown force of nemesis has taken 
place where the redeeming divine grace has been withdrawn. 
Johnny 'agonisingly cries' with "feelin' a pain in his 
breast, like the tearin' by of a bullet." It appears that 
the paraphernalia of complete ruin has been finalized and 
only the final doom is to be pronounced. There is complete 
destitution- economic, human and divine. Against this 
background "Two Irregulars enter swiftly" and carry Johnny 
to the altar of nemesis for his betrayal of his own 
companion and friend, Mr. Tancred. His pathetic 
supplication to the Irregulars for sparing his life in 
recognition of the past services he had rendered to Ireland 
is drowned in the Irregulars' accusation of him with 
betrayal. It appears as if the fate of Johnny, Mary and the 
utter inhuman irresponsibility of Boyle are the stroks 
calculated to demolish Juno. But Juno, like a heroic figure, 
rises to the occasion to face the final debacle in her life 
with courage and balance of mind. Mrs. Madigan's hesitation 
in breaking the news of Johnny's death draws Mrs. Boyle's 
assertion like this: 
Don't keep me waitin' Mrs. Madigan; I've gone through so 
31 
much lately that I feel able for anything. 
31. Ibid., p.85. 
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Juno now realizes the pang of loss of a son which she 
tried to explain away when Mrs. Tancred was mournfully 
following the procession of her son. She repeats the lines 
of Mrs. Tancred in a truly repentant vein: 
Maybe I didn't feel sorry enough for Mrs. Tancred when 
her poor son was found as Johnny's been found now-
because he was a Die-hard! Ah, why didn't I remember 
that then he wasn't a Die-hard or a Stater, but only a 
poor dead son! It's well I remember all that she said-
an' it's my turn to say it now: What was the pain I 
suffered, Johnny, bringin' you into the world to carry 
you to your cradle, to the pains I'll suffer carryin' 
you out o' the world to bring you to your grave! Mother 
o' God, Mother o' God, have pity on us all! Blessed 
Virgin, where were you when me darlin' son was riddled 
with bullets? Sacred Heart o' Jesus, take away our 
hearts o' stone, and give us hearts o' flesh! Take away 
this murdherin' hate, an' give us Thine own eternal 
, ,32 love! 
All props of Juno have been removed but she is determined to 
live for the sake of the new life that is going to come into 
existence in the form of Mary's baby. The baby will 
regretablly have no father but Juno declares, "it'll have 
what's far betther- it'll have two mothers." After the 
final and complete destruction of the family has taken 
place, Juno goes on a journey for a new life in a better 
32. Ibid., p.S?. 
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world, treading on the debris of her ruin. The play ends 
with the return of Joxer and Boyle fully drunk, staggering 
on an empty stage and muttering incoherently about the 
"terrible state o' Chassis." "The empty room is a result of 
the realistic action of the play. But it also serves as 
a visual symbol of the effect of political and social chaos 
33 
on the family and the wider community." But as our 
analysis of the play above has demonstrated Juno and the 
Paycock is a tale of suffering more on account of "human 
stupidity," cruelty and even bestiality, than on account of 
anything else. The war background of the play only 
contributes to the gloom and grimness in human life on 
account of the lack of human sympathies among themselves, 
and not as a direct cause of outside factors. Structurally 
the play follows conventional technique of development from 
exposition, through complication to the final catastrophe. 
But 0'Casey, usually does not end his play with this 
catastrophe. For example, for all purposes the play has 
concluded with the exit of Juno and Mary, which confirms the 
tragic structural pattern of the play with overtly stated 
affirmative view of life. But then the dramatist has to 
show the emptiness which should follow the exit of Juno, the 
broken down mistress of the microcosmic world of humanity 
33. Nesta Jones, Sean O'Casey and Expressionism, p.18. 
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and all that she stands for. This emptiness has been 
visually realised by making the two wastrels appear on an 
empty stage. 
CHAPTER - V 
THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS 
As in other preceeding plays, 0'Casey in The Plough and the 
Stars makes use of a number of verbal and visual symbols and 
metaphors. But unlike them in the present play his 
non-realistic technical devices are considerably extended, 
and the use of the background event, contrast, symbolism, 
alienation, satiric irony, dual stage, etc., is more 
artistic and controlled. The play is more experimental than 
the ones we have analysed earlier. Here O'Casey's interest 
in expressionism has fructified. His "application of 
expressionistic techniques actually began not with The 
Silver Tassie, but with The Plough and the Stars. "-^  In 
fact, 0'Casey, in the present play, has used the 
expressionistic technique throughout the play except in Act 
II of the play. 
In comparison to The Shadow of a Gunman and Juno and 
the Paycock the canvas of The Plough and the Stars is 
widened.. As we have seen in the two preceeding plays, the 
catastrophe is not limited to an individual as in The Shadow 
of a Gunman or confined to a family as in Juno and the 
Paycock. It, in fact, covers a whole city. Chaos, as a 
result of "the stupidity of men," is presented here, too. 
1. Vincent De Baun, "Sean 0'Casey and the Road to 
Expressionism," in Modern Drama (Vol. IV, 3, Dec, 1961) 
p.254. 
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The Plough and the .Stars is connected with the other two 
plays. The Shadow of a Gunman and Juno and the Paycock in so 
far as it has war as its background and shows the impact of 
war on the innocent poor working people who are really not 
involved in the war. All the three Irish plays are 
"pacifist plays in which the main characters are not the 
National heroes actually engaged in the fighting but the 
2 
non-combantants in a city under military seige." But 
unlike the preceeding two plays, the action of the play 
does not take place at one single place but it has been 
spread, as in The Harvest Festival, to different places over 
the four acts to cover an expanded canvas. Because of the 
largeness of the canvas there is very little action in Act I 
and Act III. The only important action in the first and the 
second Acts is Jack Clitheroe's rejoining the Irish Citizen 
Army. The rest of the dramatic action is devoted to the 
presentation of different characters through the verbal 
medium of discussions, altercation, songs, etc. 
The background of the play is the Easter • Rising of 
1916 when the Citizen Army and the Irish Volunteers were 
united against the British rule in Ireland. There was a 
bloody fight in the streets and houses. The theme of the 
2. David Krause, Sean 0'Casey: The Man and His Work 
(Collier Books, New York, 1962), p.94. 
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play is not the political ideology as the title of the play 
indicates but, as our analysis below will demonstrate, the 
play mainly deals with human sufferings and -emotional 
feelings which are represented by different ideologies in 
the course of the development of the play. As in the other 
two plays, The Shadow of a Gunman and Juno and the Paycock, 
the characters in the present play have been drawn from the 
working class people-brick-layer, labourer, fitter, 
carpenter, charwoman, etc. 
The main story of the play moves around the mistress 
of the Clitheroe family, Nora, the young wife of Jack 
Clitheroe. The main focus is on the ruin of Nora's life. Jack 
Clitheroe, an ex-officer of the Irish Citizen Army rejoins 
it inspite of the opposition from his wife, because of his 
false nationalism and satisfaction of his ego show off. 
This becomes the main cause of the ruin of Nora's life and 
the suffering in the play. The main aim of the dramatist in 
this play is the exposition of the general state of affairs 
in the city of Dublin which is torn into pieces by the 
impact of the war of independence. He also gives a 
satirical commentary on the general state of affairs in 
Dublin. 
Like the other two plays of Irish phase The Plough 
and the Stars, too was well received at its performances in 
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Dublin, London and New York. It was first performed in • 
Dublin on 8th February, 1926 at the Abbey Theatre. The 
performance was marked by a riot. In fact, before its 
performance many critics like Dr. George O'Brien and M.J. 
Dohan had objected to many scenes and characters in the 
play. Dr. George O'Brion objected to the one scene at the 
end of the first Act and Rosie Redmond in the second Act. 
He also objected to the use of bad language, such as the 
word "Bitch" used by Bessie in the last Act and advised the 
directors to omit these from the play. In a letter to Lady 
Gregory M.J. Dolan expressed his opinion in the following 
words: "At any time I would think twice before having 
anything to do with it. The language in it is- to use an 
Abbey phrase- beyond the beyonds. The song at the end of 
the second Act, sung by the 'girl-of-the-streets', is 
unpardonable." But, inspite of the promises by W.B. Yeats 
and Lady Gregory the objectionable scenes were not cut. In 
Dublin almost all the critics praised the art of 
characterization in the play. In their opinion the 
characters in the play are true to life and represent the 
Irish society. They emphasized the tragic elements of the 
play. They believed that although the first and the second 
Acts were comic but they did not destroy the tragic elements 
3. Lady Gxegory, Jo-aTnais, p.88. 
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in the third and the fourth Acts. However, many reviewers 
attacked 0'Casey on moral and religious grounds and for lack 
4 
of patriotism in him. 
The play had its first perforcance in London on May 
12th 1920. The London reviewers took much interest in the 
Irish accents which pleased the English audience very much. 
As a play. The Plough and the Stars had a mixed reception in 
London. Almost all the reviewers agreed that in the play 
there was "humour in abundance." They enjoyed the comedy 
of characters in the first Act and "it was felt that 0'Casey 
had let his characters talk rather too much." For the 
London critics the characters in the play were amusing but 
not memorable. It is disfavoured by some critics because 
the tragedy in the play was not as well managed as the 
comedy. 
The play was first performed in New York on November 
28th, 1927 at the Hudson Theatre. As in London, in New 
York, too, critics praised the Irish accent but unlike 
Londoners, the American critics found tragedy and comedy 
equally interesting. They shared the view of Agate that the 
4. The Catholic Bulletin (March, 1926), editorial, pp.241-47. 
5. Sunday Times (May 16th, 1926), p.3. 
6. Noel K. Thomas, The Major Plays of 0'Casey Considered in 
the Light of Their Theatrical Production and Critical 
Reception, p.TT. 
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last half of the play was much stronger than the first,"... 
he seems lost in a pleasing labyrinth of mixed modes until 
suddenly in the last act, all of his by-paths coverage, and 
his meaning rings out with a deafening clarity." There was 
a general critical concenous that the play was "a 
masterpiece" of O'Casey. 
The theatrical responses to the play briefly 
summarised above indicate that the technical subtleties of 
O'Casey's dramaturgy were by and large ignord. In fact, in 
the present play O'Casey has used a complex technique. In 
its structure the play may be compared with the plays of 
-Anton Chekhov. Like that of a Chekhovian play, the action 
of The Plough and the Stars is not a conflict betv^ een the 
protagonist and the antagonist which leads to the final 
catastrophe. There is not only one central character but a 
group of focal characters who equally draw our attention. 
The play opens in "the home of the Clitheroes in a Dublin 
tenement." The look of "the living-room of the Clitheroe 
flat" gives an impression of a v7orking-class family trying 
to acquire some sophistication and gentility of middle class 
living. "The room is furnished in a way that suggests an 
attempt towards a finer expression of domestic life with 
7. Theatre Arts Monthly (February, 1928), p.92. 
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candle sticks of dark carved wood on the mantelshelf," 
"small clock", "a calendar displaying a picture of The 
Sleeping Venus," "a picture of Robert Emnet," "a green bowl 
filled with scarlet," "a huge cavalry sword lying on top of 
the table," etc. A new lock is being fitted by the 
carpenter, Fluther Good, to enable Nora to have some privacy 
in the noisy tenement. The setting is patently naturalistic 
without much symbolic implications. 
The opening conversation between Fluther and Mrs. 
Gogan (a charwoman from the neighbourhood), brings out the 
significance of Nora's attempt to live in a style different 
from that of her neighbours. Mrs. Gogan's commentary on 
Nora's "notions of upperosity," because of her style of 
dress and interior decoration of her living-room, appears to 
smack of jealousy and is a reaction to Nora's disdain for 
tenement life. Mrs. Gogan in her unrestrained garrulity 
gives us a full description of the Nora household. Nora's 
uncle, Peter Flynn and her husband's cousin, the youngCovey, 
live in the same apartment. We also learn that Peter "an' 
th' Covey can't abide each other; the pair o' them is always 
at it, thryin' to beat each other. There'll be blood dhrawn 
one o' these days." A portrayal of Jack Clitheroe is also 
given with sufficient satiric salt. Clitheroe has now left 
the Citizen Army where he was always proud of his 
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association with it: "A couple o' months ago, an' -you'd 
hardly ever see him without his gun, an' th' Red Hand o' 
Liberty Hall in his hat." The reason for his giving up the 
Citizen Array is given by Mrs. Gogan: 
Just because he wasn't made a Captain of. He wasn't 
goin' to be in anything where he couldn't be 
conspishuous. He was so cocksure o' being made one that 
he bought a Sam Browne belt, an' was always puttin' it 
on an' standin' at th' door showing it off, till th' man 
came an' put out the street lamps on him. God, I think 
Q 
he used to bring it to bed with him! 
But as we will see later he used his frustration as a 
pretext to convince Nora that it was because of his love for 
her that he left the Citizen Army. 
The first reference to the main dramatic concern 
comes from Fluther's comment on Peter's fidgety movements in 
the room next to the living room: 
He's adornin' himself for th' meeting to-night, (pulling 
a handbill from his pocket and reading) 'Great 
Demonstration an' torchlight procession around places in 
th' city sacred to th' memory of Irish patriots, to be 
concluded be a meetin' , at which will be taken an oath 
of fealty to th' Irish Republic. Formation in Parnell 
9 
Square at eight o'clock." 
8. The Plough and the Stars, O'Casey: Collected plays. 
Vol. 1 (Macmiilan, London, 1949) , p.16b. 
All subsequent textual references are from this edition. 
9. Ibid., pp.165-6. 
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Mrs. Gogan's conversation with Fluther is not all 
dramatically relevant. It can be justified only to prove 
that she is unnecessarily talkative and belongs to the class 
of characters who bother more about others' affairs than 
about their own. Her elaboration, for example, of her love 
of sad spectacles is not well integrated with the opening 
situation of the play which is in the nature of a 
conventional exposition. However, Mrs. Gogan, who occupies 
considerable space in the initial situation of the play, has 
a choric function. But her choric introductions and 
comnentaries tend to be undramatically verbose. In this 
context it is relevant to recall that O'Casey's claim that 
"The Plough is his best play" refers not to its structural 
precision but to his grasp of human vision. 
A theatrical pretext is provided by. the sound of 
"clang of tools" on the street which brings the sudden exit 
of the inquisitive Mrs. Gogan and gives the dramatist an 
opportunity to proceed to work out some of the details of 
Mrs. Gogan's choric commentaries into action: 
[There is heard a cheer from the men working outside on 
the street, followed by the clang of tools being thrown 
down, then silence. The glare of the gasolene light 
11 diminishes and finally goes out. 
10. An Interview with Saros Cowasjee, published in The 
Illustrated Weekly of India, May 17, 1959. 
11. The Plough and the Stars, p.169. 
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Mrs. Gogan gets ready to go out to satisfy her curiosity 
about what is happening outside. The Covey enters some 
after. "He is a tall, thin man with lines on his face that 
form perpetual protest against life as he conceives it to 
be." The Covey explains to Mrs. Gogan what is going to 
happen in the city, which throws light on his attitude to 
the political activities as well as on the future course of 
events: 
The Covey (with contempt). Th' job's stopped. They've been 
mobilized to march in th' demonstration to-night undher 
th' Plough an' th' Stars. Didn't you hear them 
cheerin', th' mugs! They have to renew their political 
12 beptismal vows to be faithful in seculo seculo.rum. 
Fluther taking the Covey too literally and missing the 
metaphoric implication of his expression, objects to his 
statement: -
There's no reason to bring religion into it. I think we 
ought to have as great a regard for religion as we can, 
13 
so as to keep it out of as many things as possible. 
Fluther's faith in and allegiance to religion is as 
superficial and even hypocritical as was the case with 
Seumas in The Shadow of a Gunman. He feels morally shocked 
at the sight of the picture of "The Sleeping Venus" in 
12. Ibid., p.170. 
13. Ibid. 
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Nora's room, but as we see later he does not hesitate in 
entertaining a prostitute. The Fluther-Covey conversation 
about the forthcoming procession of the Irish Citizen Army 
and its supporters turns out to be a bitter altercation when 
the Covey tries to expose Fluther's ignorance of higher 
things like Marxism, the symbolism of the flag and the 
stars. The relationship between the Covey and Peter is next 
taken up for dramatic presentation. The two get so crossed 
to each other that Peter draws a sword "and makes for the 
Covey, who dodges him around the table." The chaos created 
by the Covey's and peter's quarrel is checked at its 
explosive point by the sudden appearance of Nora on the 
scene. She reprimands both for their uncivilized behaviour 
in a house to which Nora has been trying to bring some 
respectability. The Covey-Peter animosity which continues 
from beginning to the end is in the farcical vein. Peter 
feels insulted and gets annoyed at the slightest verbal 
insinuation by the Covey. 
The process of dramatic exposition continues as three 
more important characters in the play are introduced. As 
the disturbance, created by Peter and the Covey, is 
controlled by Nora, Bessie Burgess, a fruit-vendor and a 
neighbour, forces her entry into Nora's room. She is drunk 
and determined to fight with Nora without any provocation. 
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As Bessie engages Nora in a physical, scuffle .and Nora is 
frightened to death, her husband. Jack Clitheroe arrives. 
He pushes Bessie out of his room. Bessie Burgess is a woman 
who is a strong believer in religion and thinks that the 
only worthwhile battle to be fought is the one for religion. 
Before the action of the play is made to move in a 
serious direction Peter appears fully dressed up for the 
proposed Citizen Army meeting. The externals of Peter "in 
full dress of the Foresters" with "green coat and gold 
braided" are calculated to bring a comic effect. As Peter 
goes out and the Covey also leaves the living-room, Nora and 
Clitheroe get some privacy.- It is Nora's birthday and the 
couple settle down to a stock-Caking of the few months of 
their married life. Clitheroe keeps protesting his love for 
Nora because of which he has left the Citizen Army. But 
Nora knows that it ws his frustration at not being made a 
Captain that he left the Citizen Army. However, Clitheroe 
declares that he is all for Nora and would not be interested 
any longer in any political ambition. An idyllic scene of 
courtship ensues when Clitheroe sings to Nora a love song 
and the couple seera to be completely cut off from the world 
of toil, strife and struggle. It is at this climactic 
moment of their conjugal happiness that "a knock is heard at 
the door" and Captain Brennan of the Irish Citizen Army 
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appears on the scene. A letter of appointment as the 
Commandant of the I.C.A. had already been delivered at 
Clitheroe's place about a fortnight ago. But Nora, knowing 
her husband's egotistical nature and his ambition of public 
recognition, had burnt the letter. Now Captain Brennan has 
brought the duty schedule, "a dispatch from General 
Connolly" v^ hich immediately transforms the Clithereo of a 
few moments ago. He chides his wife for her trying to hold 
him from his patriotic ambitions and rejecting her 
supplicating caresses, gets ready to go out immediately. 
The San Brown Belt, which has been waiting for quite some 
time, is picked up quickly and in the sudden fulfilment of 
his egotistical dream Nora's emotional arguments for the 
claim of family life is ruthlessly ignored. 
The action is given a solid movement, and by the end 
of the Act, the exposition, by way of introducing all the 
characters, is completed by the appearance of Mollser, the 
consumptive child of Mrs. Gogan. She has come to Nora to 
take a shelter in her room against the dread of loneliness 
and her fear that she might "die sometime when I'm be 
meslef." As Nora is sitting in a sad, contemplative mood 
after her husband has gone away from home, the nostalgic 
soldier's song of home coming is heard outside in the 
street: 
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It's long way to Tipperary, it's a long way to go;' 
It's a long way to Tipperary, to th' sweetest girl I 
know! 
Good bye Piccadilly, farewell Leicester Square. 
It's a long, long way to Tipprary, but ray heart's right 
there! 
The drunken commentary on the scene outside the tenement 
comes from Bessie Burgess: 
There's th' men marchin' out into th' dhread dimness o' 
danger while th' lice is crawlin' about feedin' on th' 
fatness o' the land! But yous'll not escape from th' 
arrow that flieth be night, or th' sickness that wasteth 
be day.... An' ladyship an' all, as some o' them may be, 
they'll be scattered abroad, like th' dust in the 
darkness! 
and the Act ends with a bitter satiric summary of the 
situation in Mollser's casual and innocent querry: "Is there 
anybody goin', Mrs. Clitheroe, with a titther o' sense?" So 
far the action moves in a conventional structural manner. 
The impression of the reader is that Nora Clitheroe,'spart of 
the plot is the main concern of the play. But, as V7e will 
see later, O'Casey uses his favourite device of structural 
inversion where the sub-plot or sub-plots acquire the 
significance of a main plot. 
14. Ibid., p.191. 
15. Ibid. 
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Act II is set in "a commodious public-house at the 
corner of the street in which the meeting is being addressed 
from Platform No.l." In the pub there, Rosie, a prostitute, 
and the Barman are conversing about people's mad attraction 
to the meeting and their excitement at the heroic 
exhortations of the speaker who is seen only in a 
silhouette. Rosie is grumbling about people's stupidity in 
neglecting the natural pleasures of life in favour of their 
foolish nationalistic enthusiasm. This is because her 
clientage that evening is affected by a change in people's 
mood which is that of patriotic enthusiasm. Rosie's 
choice of the 'immoral profession' is the result of economic 
compulsion. But ironically her complaint of economic 
hardship is cut short by the rhetoric of the speaker outside 
the pub: 
It is a glorious thing to see arms in the hands of 
Irishmen. We must accustom ourselves to the thought of 
arms, we must accustom ourselves to the sight of arras, 
we must accustom ourselves to the use of arms.... 
Bloodshed is a cleansing and sanctifying thing, and the 
nation that regards it as the final horror has lost its 
manhood.... There are many things more horrible than 
bloodshed, and slavery is one of them! 
In a very effective manner 0'Casey presents two 
16. Ibid., p.193. 
17. Ibid., pp.193-4. 
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situations simultaneously. The one situation is of _Rosie 
wailing for a client to earn her day's living- a harsh truth 
of life. The other situation is the high-sounding words of 
the speaker which give out only abstract promises. The 
irony is that these words have an electrifying effect upon 
the hearers who are all from the poverty- striken working 
class and need to concern themselves more with earning their 
livelihood than listening to the cliche's of a public 
speaker. The following stage direction is a satiric 
commentary upon the frenzying effect of nationalism or any 
of such idealism: 
[Peter and Fluther enter tumultuously. They are hot, 
and full and hasty with the things they have seen and 
heard. Emotion is bubbling up in them, so that when 
they drink, and when they speak, they drink and speak 
18 
with the fullness of emotional passion. 
Peter-Fluther conversation while they are drinking, 
is full of heat and excitement. So long as Fluther keeps on 
getting replenishment to his glass of drink, he echoes 
Peter's enthusiasm for martyrdom for Ireland. The 
enthusiasm of these people is generated more by the heat of 
19 the spirit than by any strongly-felt conviction. As if to 
confirm the comic hollowness of their patriotic assertion 
18. Ibid., p.194. 
19. Ibid., pp.194-5. 
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the resounding voice of the silhouetted speaker is heard a 
second time: 
Comrade soldiers of the Irish Volunteers and of the 
Citizen Army, we rejoice in this terrible war. The old 
heart of the earth needed to be warmed with the red wine 
of the battlefields.... Such august homage was never 
offered to God as this: the homage of millions of lives 
given gladly for love of country. And we must be ready 
to pour out the same red wine in the same glorious 
sacrifice, for without shedding of blood there is no 
20 
redemption! 
The call for sacrifice is too tempting to be ignored. "This 
is too good to be missed," says Fluther and goes out to 
have a glimpse of the whole show. 
The Covey, who is the mouthpiece of the author 
expresses the opposite reaction to the political struggle. 
His response to the meeting, as contrasted to that of 
Fluther and peter, is one of indignation and disgust: 
Give us a glass o' malt, for God's sake, till I 
stimulate meself from th' shock o' seein' th' sight 
21 that's afther goin' out! 
He wants to discuss his point of view with someone who could 
share his perceptions of the reality of the whole movement 
for national struggle for the independence of Ireland. 
20. Ibid. , pp.195-6. 
21. Ibid., p.196. 
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What's th' use o' freedom, if it's not economic freedom? 
.... There's only one freedom for th' workin' man: 
Conthrol o' th' means o' production, rates of exchange, 
22 
an' th' means of disthribution. 
Unfortunately the participant in his discussion happens to 
be Rosie, looking for any client in her bleak evening. On 
being offered free drinks Rosie does chime in with the Covey 
for a brief moment. But soon she advises the Covey to be 
more realistic and practical about the affairs of life: 
If y'ass Rosie, it's heartbreakin' to see a young fella 
thinkin' of anything, or admirin' anything, but silk 
thransparent stockin's showin' off the shape of a little 
23 lassie's legs! 
The Covey who, "never held a mot's hand, and wouldn't know 
how to tittle a little Judy," naturally feels frightened 
and moves away from her. Rosie's frustration with the Covey 
and other people's indifference to her, elicits her angry 
commentary on the general state of affairs in the catholic 
puritanical Ireland: 
Jasus, it's in a monasthery 'some of us ought to be, 
spendin' our holidays kneelin' on our adorers, tellin' 
O / 
our beads, an' knockin' hell out of our buzzums! 
Before the voice of the speaker is heard again, 
22. Ibid., p.197. 
23. Ibid., p.198. 
24. Ibid. 
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0'Casey brings the people v?ho inhabit his dramatic world 
into the pub where another type of drama of fighting and 
struggle, at the lower level of life, is prepared. The 
snake and mangoose relationship of the Covey and Peter was 
already shown in the last Act. As soon as they encounter 
each other in the pub the Covey tries to tease Peter who, 
being deliberately "twarted" by the Covey, start fuming with 
anger and remorse. Fluther, who has already had a few 
drinks at Peter's expense, tries to intervene in the 
quarrel. But Peter's childish bravado puts even Fluther 
off. Peter feels that the more one visits places where 
nationalist martyrs are buried the more patriotic he will be 
taken to be. To add momentum and heat to the ongoing 
quarrel, Bessie Burgess puts in her entry into the pub. 
Bessie's problem is that she wants a fight to be concerned 
V7ith the Catholic religion and so far as the British 
presence in Ireland is concerned she is perfectly at peace 
with it. She says, "I can't for th' life o' me undherstand 
how they can call themselves Catholics when they won't lift 
a finger to help poor little Catholic Belgium." Mrs. Gogan 
insinuates at her for her apparent and unpatriotic attitude 
to Ireland. Bessie and Mrs. Gogan altercate for sometime 
till they start mud-slinging at each other at the personal 
level. The climax of their altercation is reached at their 
menancingly getting ready to fight each other. In the midst 
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of this, the voice of the speaker, eulogizing vjar and 
heroism, is heard at a pitch higher than that reached by the 
two women's shouting at each other. The confusion created 
by this pandemonium is completed by the Covey's discordant 
note: 
Dope, dope. There's only one war worth havin', th' war 
25 for th' ecomomic emancipation of th' proletariat. 
Peter seems to be caught in the midst of the confusion and 
appeals to Mrs. Gogan to end her quarrel. Peter's preaching 
sounds ironical as he himself is easily provoked by the 
Covey's most casual insinuations. "Before Peter is aware of 
it," Mrs. Gogan placesher infant in his arms to be free to 
physically fight with Bessie Burgess. l-ttien the Barman 
pushes the two quarreling women out of the pub "to settle 
their differences somewhere else," Peter is standing with 
Mrs. Gogan's infant," pumped into his arms" which presents 
a comic spectacle and an effective tableauix. Mrs. Gogan 
does not care for her baby in the heat of settling her score 
v.'ith Bessie. Non-plussed, Peter goes out v^ ith the baby in 
his arms after the fighting females. 
The pub is relatively quiet now and the outside 
excitement of the meeting seems to be coming to an end. But 
25. Ibid., p.203. 
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a fresh heat is generated from the heated discussion 
between Fluther and the Covey. The Covey tries to convince 
Fluther, against his superficial belief in the revolution, 
that the whole Irish struggle is a "blasted nonsense." To._ 
score his victory over Fluther, the Covey starts asking 
Fluther questions "regarding the mechanism of exchange," 
etc. Rosie's intervening comment on the Covey's sense of 
intellectual "upperosity" is pertinent: 
It seems a highly rediculous thing to hear a thing 
that's only an inch or two away from a kid, swingin' 
heavy words about he doesn't know th' meanin'. of, an' 
upplishly thryin' to down a man like Misther Fluther 
here, that's v/ell flavoured in th' knowledge of th' 
25 
world he's livin' in. 
VJhen reprimanded by the Covey as a prostitute, . Rosie's 
"v7ild" reply exposes the Covey's moral uprightness as 
hypocritical as his intellectual superiority and concern for 
97 
the working class are. The Covey's obstinacy and 
Fluther's contemptuous attitude threaten a physical scuffle 
between them. But the Barman's intervention saves the 
situation from further deterioration. "He pushes the Covey 
to the door" and declares, "Fluther's a friend 0' mine, an' 
26. Ibid., p. 209 
27. Ibid., p. 210 
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I'll not have him insulted." 
Now the pub is cleared of the peace-breakers. 
Fluther can brag to Rosie of his bravery and manliness. As 
Rosle would have it, "they go into the snug." VJhile sexual 
drama between Rosie and Fluther is- taking place away from 
vision and the noisy tenement dwellers are altercating and 
fighting outside, the empty stage starts getting filled with 
the officials of the Irish Citizen Army and the Irish 
Volunteers. Captain Brennan, Commandant Clitheroe and 
Lieutenant Lango appear on the stage V7ith the banners of the 
Plough and the Stars. - "They are in a state of emotional 
excitement. Their faces are flushed and their eyes sparkle; 
they speak rapidly, as if unaware of the meaning of what 
they said. They have been mesmerized by the fervency of the 
28 
speeches." They start drinking and conversing in a mood 
of excitement and heightened patriotism: 
Capt. Brennan. Ue won't have long to vjait rxovi. 
Lieut. Langon. Th' time is rotten ripe for revolution. 
Clitheroe. You have a mother, Langon. 
Lieut Langon. Ireland is greater than mother. 
Capt. Brennan. You have a wife, Clitheroe. 
Clitheroe. Ireland is greater than a wife. 
Lieut. Langon. Th' time for Ireland's battle is now- th' 
29 place for Ireland's battle is here. 
28. Ibid., p. 213. 
29. Ibid. 
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The momentum of excitenent is capped by the final 
exhortation of the silhouetted figure. There is an 
unsparing satirical sting in 0'Casey's mixing up the 
rhetoric of idealism, bereft of any touch with the reality 
of life and the cooing of gross sensual pleasure of 
Rosie and Fluther: 
A bugle blows the Assembly. They hurry out. A pause, 
fluther and Rosie come out of the snug; Rosie is linking 
Fluther, who is a little drunk. Both are in a merry 
mood. 
Vfnile the officer's voice giving command outside- "Irish 
Volunteers, by th' right, quick march!" is heard singing a 
lascivious song. Act II of the The Plough and the Stars 
shows the deft handling of a master craftsman. Here, as our 
analysis above has demonstrated, we have the fullness and 
variety of life presented v^ ith a simultaneity of different 
events taking place in a way rarely encountered in modern 
drama. As mentioned above the story of the main plot is 
completely abanduned and in this structural inversion an 
entirely different issue is taken up for dramatization. 
Minor events inside this whole situation of Act II, like the 
Rosie affair, the tv70 v7onen fighting and the Peter-Covey 
altercation, are brought in a deliberately disconnected 
manner in order to highlight a variety of issues facing the 
30. Ibid., p. 214. 
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life of the people who inhabit the dramatic v7orld of 
O'Casey. It is characteristic of O'Casey kaleidoscopic 
technique. 
The locale of action shifts back to the tenement 
dwelling. This time it is Mrs. Gogan's narrow apartment. 
She is discovered consoling her ailing child, Mollser, who 
seems to be irretrievably ill. Mrs. Gogan's concern for her 
child is devoid of any touch of sentimentality, which, 
combined v/ith her behaviour vjith her baby in the pub in .the 
last scene, may give an impression of cruel 
irresponsibility. But if V7e put the different pieces of her 
altercation v;ith Bessie together about her life of 
continuing misery since the death of her husband, our 
impression of her personality vi7ill certainly be different. 
Here is a woman vjho has been braving , by her self, the 
cruel odds of life where calamities are " accepted and 
sentimentalities have no place. Even though she knows that 
Mollser is terribly ill, she consoles her that she is 
improving. 
The kaleidoscopic focus quickly moves from Gogan's 
personal miseries to those of Nora Clitheroe. Since Jack 
Clitheroe v;ent out "to fight for Ireland" Nora has been 
running about on the streets to track him down and save him 
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from the disaster which his mad patriotism is likely to lead 
hira to. The revolution has started in a violent manner with 
shooting going on all night. Fluther has been running after 
Nora lest in the midst of shooting some harm should be done 
to her person. The Covey reports the situation on the 
street as follows: 
Throttin' along, heads in th' air, _ spurs an' sabres 
jinglin', an' lances quiverin', an' lookin' as if they 
were assin' themselves, "where's these blighters, till 
vje get a prod at them?" VJhen there was a volley from 
th' Post Office that stretched half o' them, an' sent 
th' rest gallopin' away wondherin' how for they'd have 
31 go before they'd feel safe. 
Except Bessie, who is satirical of the men-folk, who, in the 
V70rds of VJ.B. Yeats have desire for freedom v7ithout the 
32 
courage to fight for it, everybody else is concerned about 
Nora. We will have occasion for comments on Bessie's 
apparently sadistic attitude later. Peter is sceptical 
about Fluther's efforts because of his being "such a wild 
Card." The anxious waiting of the well-v7ishing neighbours 
of Nora ends with her being physically escorted by Fluther 
on to the stage. Nora is completely exhausted in her search 
for her husband. To add to her miseries, people have been 
31. Ibid., p. 217. 
32. "No Second Troy", Peter Allt and Russel K. Alspach, 
eds. ,The Variorum Edition of The Poems of VJ.B. Yeats 
(Macmillan, New York, 1956), pp. 256-7. 
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taunting her for her cowardice and lack of petriotism,. which 
33 demands of sacrifice of natural human urges for life. In 
the midst of Nora's desperation and prophetic bewailing, 
Besie's comments appear rather inhuman: "Yous are all nicely 
shanghaied now.'," etc. 
However, in the context of the entire situation of 
the play, the apparent despicable blabbing of Bassie appears 
full of bitter truth and has certainly the authorial 
support. And this is supported by Nora's realistic attitude 
tovjards the v7hole frenzy of revolution against a mighty 
world power: 
What do I care for th' others? I can think only of me 
own self.... An' there's no woman gives a son or a 
husband to be killed- if they say it, they're lyin', 
35 
against God, Nature, an' against themselves!.... 
The Covey's rejoinder to Nora's angry moaning suras up the 
vjhole reality about the revolution: "If they v^ ere fightin' 
Of: 
for anything worth while, I wouldn't mind." 
In Nora's raving there are already symptoms of insipient 
insanity. There is a resultant mixture of emotions of anger 
33. The Plough and the Stars, pp. 219-20. 
34. Ibid., p. 220. 
35. Ibid., pp. 220-21. 
36. Ibid., p.221. 
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and pathos. As Nora is led by Mrs. Gogan into the - other 
room, Bessie passes by, offering a raug of milk to Mollser 
silently and throv^ ing a few satirical words on Fluther and 
37 Peter. To v^ hile away their idle time, Fluther and the 
Covey start playing the game of betting which is cut short 
by the "boom of a big gun" outside. The "boom" takes out 
all patriotism and talk of glory in martyrdom from the mind 
of Peter. While Peter is nervous at the apprehension of a 
shell landing on his head and the Covey and Fluther are busy 
tossing the Coins, "Bessie runs in excitedly. She has a new 
hat on her head, a fox fur round her neck over her showl, 
three umbrellas under her right arm, and a box of biscuits 
under her left."^ ^ 
The confusion created by the shooting on the main 
street has given an opportunity to people to indulge in 
looting. A vivid picture of the drama nov; at a different 
level has been given by Bessie as follows: 
They're breakin' into th' shops, they're breakin' into 
th' shops! Smashin' th' windows, battherin' in th' 
doors, an' v;hippin' av;ay every thin! An' th' Volunteers 
is firin' on them. I seen tv;o men an' a lassie pushin' 
a piano down th' sthreet, an' th' sweat rollin' off 
37. Ibid., pp. 222-23. 
38. Ibid., p. 224. 
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them thryin' to get it up on th' pavement; an' an oul' 
wan that must ha' been seventy lookin' as if she'd dhrop 
every minute vjith th' dint o' heart beatin', thryin' to 
39 pull a big double bed out of a broken shop- window! 
Fluther and Peter get interested in having their 
share of the loot outside. But Peter is too frightened to 
venture to go out in the midst of shooting. His bravery and 
heroism will never encourage him to risk any danger to his 
life either for personal gain or for help to anyone. That 
is why the stranger woman, who has run to the tenement for 
safety, finds no readiness for help by Peter in escorting 
her to "pilot her in the direction" of her relatives. Peter 
frankly refuses to help the woman out: "D'ye think I'm 
goin' to risk me life throttin' in front of you' ,,,,40 
Bessie is not satisfied V7ith the loot that she has 
brought home. She is looking for some bigger container 
vjhich. could hold a lot of things she proposes to loot from 
the shops. She quarrels bitterly V7ith Mrs. Gogan to claim 
the pram that their nieghbour had left there. Their quarrel 
covers altercation about all the subjects from personal 
accusation to lack of nationalism. However, they patch up 
their differences and, as a friendly compromise, decide to 
39. Ibid. 
40. Ibid., p. 226. 
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share the use of the pram between themselves. Peter,' who, 
inspite of his strong temptation, does not go out for fear 
of being shot, lashes at the Covey who "comes staggering in 
with a ten-stone sack of flour on his back." Peter's talk 
of nationalism to cover his ovm cowardice is well expressed 
by the Covey: 
Isn't your own eyes leppin' out o' your head with envy 
that you haven't th' guts to ketch a few o' th' things 
that God is givin' to His chosen people?... Y' oul' 
hypocrite, if everyone was blind you'd steal a cross off 
41 
an ass's back! 
The Covey's and Peter's accusation of each other is 
interrupted when "Bessie'and Mrs. Gogan enter, the pride of 
a great joy illuninating their faces. Bessie is pushing the 
pram, which is filled with clothes and boots; on the top of 
the boots and clothes is a fancy table, which Mrs. Gogan is 
holding on with her left hand, while with her right hand 
she holds a chair on the top of her head." It is well to 
remember that Mrs. Gogan has left her baby in the lap of her 
ailing daughte-r as she had once left her in the.lap of Peter 
in the last Act. 
Contrasted with the situation of selfishness, cruelty 
41. Ibid., p.230. 
42. Ibid. 
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and concern for the self is the situation of the "heroes" 
fighting for Ireland. "Captain Brennan cones in supporting 
Lieutenant Langon, whose arm is around Brennan's neck. 
Langon's face, which is ghastly white, is momentarily 
convialsed with spasm of agony. He is in a state of 
collapse, and Brennan is almost carrying him. After a few 
moments Clitheroe, pale, and in a state of calm nervousness, 
follows, looking back in the direction from which he came, a 
43 
rifle, held at the ready, in his hands." Brennan blames 
Clitheroe for firing over the heads of the crowd who v^ ere 
riotously indulging in the loot. Clitheroe in his reply to 
Brennan exposes the latter's mad nationalise!: "No, no. Bill; 
bad as they are they're Irish men an' women." It is at this 
juncture that "Nora rushes wildly out of the house and 
flings her arms round the neck of Clitheroe with a fierce 
andjoyous insistence . . . .her eyes are aglean V7ith the light 
of happy relief." Clitheroe, realizing the danger he has 
put himself into, regrets his rejoining the Irish Citizen 
Army: "I wish to God I'd never left you." It is Besie who 
offers the choric commentary on the "chicken heartedness" of 
the heroes who are afraid of losing their lives but who 
would not confess their fear. 
43. Ibid., p.231. 
44. Ibid., p.232. 
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Captain Brennan's taunt at Clitheroe's taking a 
shelter from danger into the security of his wife's arm, 
pricks his ego and he starts talking hypocritically of his 
loyalty to the national cause in terms of his allegiance to 
his comrades. Fearing for the smearing of his public image 
he brutally rejects his wife's appeal to remain home lest he 
should be called "a renegade". Lieutenant Langon needs 
medical help urgently. But going out in the midst of 
bullets from the British soldiers is certainly to throw 
oneself in the mouth of death. Brennan's taunting at 
Clitheroe's hesitation to go out in the danger is, in fact, 
a hypocritical trick to save his own life which is clearly 
perceived by Nora: 
Nora[clinging to Clitheroe, and indicating Brennan]. Look, 
Jack, look at th' anger in his face; look at th' fear 
glintin' in his eyes.... He himself's afraid, afraid, 
afraid!... He wants you to go th' way he'll have th' 
chance of death sthrikin' you an' missin' him!.... 
Clitheroe, under the compulsion of a self-imposed 
false idealism, goes out, leaving Nora in a desperate mental 
and physical situation. She needs medical attendance 
immeidately. Peter is too cowardly to be of any help. 
Fluther, who has arrived on the scene, is fully drunk, 
45. Ibid., pp.235-36. 
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trying to hold the "half-gallon jar of vjhisky" lest some of 
the precious "liqour" might be spilled. Mrs. Gogan is too 
selfish to volunteer. It is Bessie who shovjs a supreme 
sense of self-sacrifice and of humanity with determination. 
Putting on the "shield" of her religious conviction, she 
AC 
rushes out into the street to get a doctor for Nora. 
The action in the final Act takes place in the living 
room of Bessie Burgess, the look of which is that of a 
"compressed confinement", with an "unmistakable, air of poverty 
bordering on destitution." "A pane of this window is 
starred by the entrance of a bullet. Under the window to 
the Right is an. oak coffin standing on tv70 kitchen chairs. 
Near the coffin is a home- manufactured stool, on which are 
47 
tv;o lighted candles." Some items of the loot are hanging 
on the wall. The room gets no light except from "the two 
candles and the fire." The Covey and Fluther are playing 
cards "sitting on the floor by the light of the candles on 
the stool near the coffin." The stage direction gives an 
impression of a place which is shadowed by gloom and the 
presence of death. In the midst of this gloomy atmosphere 
the game of cards may sound discordant. But it is an 
integral part of the Irish slum ethos which indicates the 
46. Ibid., p.238. 
47. Ibid., p.239. 
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efforts of these poverty- striken people for trying to 
sustain their existence. The spectrum of life constituted 
of different colours has been presented with remarkable 
precison, clarity and effectiveness. As the cards are 
shuffled, cut, and turns are taken, the sound of 
bullet-shots and the Red-Cross ambulance is heard outside 
the tenement. Intermingled with the play of the game is the 
casual talk about the desperate condition of Nora whose 
prenaturally delivered baby has died. That Bessie Burgess 
has been nursing Nora day and night has also been the topic 
of the talk. The dead "born kiddie lyin' there in th' arms 
o' poor little Mollser" is a vivid visual realization of 
death in the tenement. Mrs. Gogan's condition of utter 
destitution, V7hich has led to the fatal worsening of her 
consumptive daughter's state, is also summarised in a moving 
manner. The Covey, who other\7ise is a sceptical and 
satirical person, has full of sympathetic words for Mrs. 
Gooan: 
o' 
Sure she never got any care. How could she get it, an' 
th' mother out day an' might lookin' for work, an' her 
consumptive husband leavin' her with a baby to be born 
before he died!^^ 
Having thus established the conditions of Mrs. Gogan and 
48. Ibid., p.241. 
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Nora and the ongoing onslaught of human life on- the street 
as well as . the large unpropagated inhumanity of Bessie 
Burgess and the determination of Fluther and company to keep 
their life in the midst of the main danger, 0'Casey proceeds 
to take up these facets one by one for elaboration through 
dramatic action. 
Nora has gone • mad under the pressure of her 
sufferings on account of her being cruelly left behind by 
her husband and the death of her nevjly-born baby. The cup of 
her suffering is not full yet. Cpatain Brennan comes to 
inform her that Clitheroe was shot dead. The only help 
offered to him when he was V70unded and the blood v^ as flowing 
out of his body, was Brennan's saying "a prayer for th' 
dyin'" and "twining his Rosary beads around his fingers." 
It is well to recall that it was Brennan v7ho taunted at 
Clitheroe when the later was a bit hesitant in going out to 
procure medical help for the v;ounded Captain Langon, 
Clitheroe was branded as cowardly, hen-packed and a 
renegade. But when Clitheroe was wounded, Brennan 
confesses, "I could do nothin'- for him- only watch his 
breath corain' an' goin' in quick, jerky gasps, an' a tiny 
sthream o' blood thricklin' out of his mouth, down over his 
lower lip.... I said a prayer for th' dyin', an' twined his 
Rosary beads around his fingers.... Then I had to leave 
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49 him to save meself. Bessie chides Captain Brennan for 
his cowardice without any reference to any idealism. She 
herself has already shown extraordinary courage in the midst 
of danger to help Nora tov;ards the end of the last Act. 
Captain Brennan's massage to Nora from her dying husband-
"Tell Nora to be brave; that I'm ready to meet my God, an' 
that I'm proud to die for Ireland.... Commandant Clitheroe's 
end was a gleam of glory"- to turn "her grief into joy," 
sounds despicably hollow v/hen the carrier of message has 
been intent upon saving his own life while "The Plough an' 
th' Stars was fallin' a shot." VThen Nora appears, we find 
that she has completely lost the balance of her mind and is 
uttering incoherent words about inagining that her husband 
is courting her and her baby is crying for her lap. Nora 
has reached that stage of insensitivity of mind where 
informing her of any bigger disaster will have no further 
destablizing effect. Her friend and nurse in need- i.e. 
Bessie- knows that Nora's condition is irretrievably 
desperate. She can only voice her optimism born of her 
religious conviction to alleviate her present agony; 
VJe'll have to be brave, an' let patience clip away th' 
heaviness of th' slov;-movin' hours, rememberin' that 
sorrow may endure for th' night, but joy cometh in th' 
49. Ibid., p.246. 
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mornin'.... Come on in, an' I'll sing to you, an' 
you'll rest quietly. 
She sings the optimistic lyric- "Lead, kindly light" as a 
lullaby to quieten Nora's agitated mind. Bessie's lullaby 
Seems to work: Nora is "afther slippin' off to sleep again, 
thanks be to God." 
When Nora has relapsed into a brief sleep v;e are 
presented with another spectacle of death: Mollser's dead 
body is there on the floor to be taken out for burial. 
Mollser is not the victim of war like Nora but that of 
consumption. The Covey says, "D'ye knov;, comrade, that more 
;die o' consumption than are killed in th' wars? An' it's all 
51 because of th' system we're livin' undher." 
Mrs. Gogan "Comes in tearfully, and a little proud of 
the importance of being directly connected with death." She 
is thankful to Fluther for having risked his life "settlin* 
everything with th' undhertaker an' th' cenetery people," 
for the burial of Mollser. Her old bitterness towards 
Bessie is now completely changed into the latter's most human 
concern for Mollser during her ailment: 
Indeed, it's meself that has well -chronicled, Mrs. 
Burgess, all your gentle hyrryin's to me little Mollser, 
50. Ibid. , p.246. 
51. Ibid., p.249. 
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v^ hen she was alive, bringln' her soinethin' to dhrink, or 
soraethin' t' eat, an' never passin' without liftin' up 
52 her heart with a delicate word o' kindness. 
VJhile the spectacle of death and, worse than death, 
sufferings v?as being presented, the Covey and Company 
continued playing their cards. Their game of cards is 
interrupted by the entery of a Corporal who orders them to 
leave the place to be kept in a prison for the night so that 
the British soldiers could clear the city of the 
revolutionary snipers. But before this is done, Nora 
appears again lilting the love song which Clitheroe once 
sang to her. In her wayward movement in the room, Nora goes 
near the y/indow exposing herself to the danger of being shot 
by the soldiers in the street aiming at snipers inside the 
tenement apartments. Bessie rushes to pull her away from 
the v7indow. VJhile doing so she "staggers against the window 
herself. Tv70 rifle shots ring out in quick succession," and 
Bessie is fatally shot at, having been mistaken for a 
sniper. Bessie's accusations of Nora for being the cause of 
her imminent death- "I've got this through... through you... 
through you, you bitch, you!... 0 God, have mercy on me!"-
is in fact her profound regrets for forsaking Nora to her 
lot. She herself had run out of her house to get a doctor 
52. Ibid., p.251 
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for Nora. But after all the males have been rounded up by 
the soldiers, there is nobody to respond to her cry, "for 
God's sake, somebody, a doctor, a doctor." But she does not 
give up her faith in the infinite mercy of Almighty God 
until the end. VJhile she "feebly sings" her prayer to 
Jesus, Nora looks at her destractedly v;ithout understanding 
what is happening before her eyes. Nora had, in her 
insanity, laid the table for Clitheroe's tea. After Bessie is 
dead and she is symbolically "dossed in poor Mollser's bed" 
by Mrs. Gogan, the Corporal and the sergeant settle down to 
drink the tea laid on the table. "In the distance is heard 
a bitter burst of rifle and machine-gun fire, interspersed 
with the boom, boom of artillery. The glare in the sky seen 
through the v/indow flares into a suller and a deeper red." 
The play ends with the whole city on fire. Against this 
visual realization of the destructive effect of v?ar, aural 
projection of human yearning for peace, love and domestic 
life is presented in the song of the soldiers, is heard 
outside in the street. The play thus conclude vzith in 
assertion of humanity in the midst of event in human nature 
and sufferings caused by the factors of a society. The use 
of the figure in the preceeding Act was a bold technical 
experimentation by O'Casey in the direction of expressionism 
IJe have seen the contrapuntal happening of events in more 
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than one place. In final Act a nunber of events take .place 
either in quick succession or simultaneously. Though the 
events appearently are unconnected vTith each other, structurally 
they are integrated in unified manner to give us a glimpse 
* 
of the raicrocosmic anarchy and chaos where life has been 
reduced to a debris. The conclusion of the play in visual 
realization of the burning down of the entire city is a 
remarkable theatrical as well as dramatic fit of a superb 
artistry. 
CHAPTER - VI 
THE SILVER TASSIE 
The Silver Tassle is O'Casey's last major play that he wrote 
in Ireland. The play was rejected by the Abbey because, 
Yeats felt, the play lacked strong characterization and the 
second Act was a bundle of confusions and abstractions. The 
prolonged controversy over the play and the ensuing quarrel 
through letters and press are well knov7n and adequately 
recorded in O'Casey's letters and his Flying Wasp. A survey 
of the criticism on the play demonstrates that critics- both 
favourable and unfavourable- concentrated on vjhat they 
called a radical change in O'Casey's dramatic techinque in 
this play. Of course the second Act of the play is a bold 
experiment in dramatic technique so far, but to say that it 
is entirely a new technique is to overlook the strong and 
carefully interv70ven realistic details even in the wholly 
expressionistic second Act. The strong dramaturgical 
continuity and innovation we observed in O'Casey's other 
plays that v^e have analysed in the preceeding chapters, are 
present here, too. 
Like the earlier plays, which we have analysed, the 
present play also is written against contemporary 
background, v;hich is the First World \Jar. But 0'Casey does 
not mention any specific period of time for this play's 
background. This is because he wanted to present the 
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universal impact of uar in any period in any country. 
Unlike R.C. Sheriff's The Journey's End, O'Casey's The 
Silver Tassie is not concerned with the details and 
dialectics of warfare but its dehumanising impact upon the 
hunans. As in the Dublin Trilogy, the impact of war is felt 
by both the combatants and non-combatants. Here also both 
the sections of humanity feel the cruel impact of war, 
economically, socially and, most importantly, emotionally. 
The story of the play concerns a young soldier, Harry 
Heegan who, during the First Uorld VJar, voluntarily fights 
on the side of the British Army. He has come back home on a 
short leave from the battle front. At home he helps his 
footbal team to win the silver cup a third time. He is 
acclaimed by everyone for his physical strength, vitality 
and youthful charms. His physical strength and charming 
personality attract to him the amorous infatuations of two 
young girls, Jessie and Susie. But he ignores Susie in 
favour of Jassie. Ignored by Harry, Susie poses to be a nun 
and uses religious cover to hide her sexual desire. She is 
naturally jealous of Jessie. But later on a radical change 
occurs in both the girls. After his return from the front, 
Harry is seriously injured and admitted to hospital where he 
is declared to be a permanent invalid. He becomes crippled 
from the hips down and loses his physical strength. \Jith 
the loss of his physical strength he also loses his beloved. 
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Neither Jassie nor Susie, now, is interested in him. 
Jessie, his former beloved, rejects him in favour of Barney 
Bagnal, Harry's friend, who remained bedimmed by the 
brilliance of Harry's charming and dominating heroic stature 
in the first Act of the play. Susie is also completely 
changed. She no more poses to be a nun and openly shows her 
appetite for fleshly pleasures. Surgeon Maxwell becomes her 
choice. Finally, Harry is disappointed from everywhere and, 
in his disappointment, he attends the celebrations of his 
football club where, in despair, he destroys the silver cup 
which he had once v^ on for his club. Thus the story of the 
play is basically the tragedy of Harry Heegan, the hero of 
the play. 
A bare narration of the story given above 
demonstrates that the play as a whole is cast in the 
conventional dramatic mould. The play has a main plot 
dealing with Harry who loses his fiancee' to his inferior 
friend, Barney Bagnal, and is completely disintegrated both 
physically and emotionally. Around this we have minor 
sub-plots of Susie and Surgeon Maxwell and Mr. and Mrs. Foran. 
In all the three stories there is a reversal of situation in 
the end and characters change, and are regrouped. 0'Casey 
presents this plot, through an eclectic use of different 
dramatic conventions and devices. In the very beginning we 
have elements of realism, symbolism, absurdist drana- all 
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geared to dramatic economy and effectiveness. There is a 
variety of styles ranging from the highly colloquial to the 
poetic. ' 
The setting of the opening situation of the play is 
"the eating, sitting, and part sleeping room of the Heegan 
family." The props on the stage suggest realistic setting. 
They are "a stand," the legs of which are "gilded silver," 
"purple velvet shield," "Silver medals," "a small vase," "a 
bunch of artificial flowers," "a bed covered with a 
bedspread of black striped with vivid green." The 
stage-direction amply conveys symbolic nuances through 
colour symbolism and the denotative implications of the 
realistic details. The colours are silver, gold, purple 
velvet, vivid green, red, crimson, and yellow- all 
symbolising life, vitality, fertility etc. The fire place, 
v^ hisky, bread, sandvjitches and the layout of the house V7ith 
bed and other items of comfortable ordinary life indicate 
naturalness and warmth. Early in the play O'Casey's 
characteristic device of using dual stage for parallelism 
and contrast as well as for simultaneous happening of 
actions is clear. "A large v7indow at back looks on to a 
quay, from which can be seen the centre mast of a steamer, 
at the top of vjhich gleams a white light. Another v;indov7 at 
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ri^ht looks down on a side street." The steamer and its 
-o 
mast acquire intense dramatic and symbolic significance 
towards the end of Act I. 
In the opening stage-direction itself are introduced 
the two comic characters, Sylvester Heegan and Simon Norton 
for whom, as v?e will see beloiv, life is least complicated 
and who believe in verbal bravado of a pseudo Falstaffian 
type. In keeping with the general comforts of life and 
happiness presented in the opening situation is the 
introduction of the "undeniably pretty" Susie Monican, the 
description of whose physical exuberance goes V7ell V7ith the 
opening setting symbolising strength, vitality and 
fertility. "She is a girl of twenty-tv70, v;ell-shaped limbs, 
challenging breasts, all of which are defiantly hidden by a 
rather long dark blue skirt and bodice buttoning upto the 
2 
throat, relieved by a crimson scarf around her neck." 
It is against this background that Harry, the hero of 
the life of physical exuberance and vitality, is expected to 
appear. ' Long before his appearance his "Silver gilt framed 
picture photograph in football dress" is prominently placed 
1. The Silver Tassie in O'Casey's Collected Plays, Vol. II 
(Macraillan, London, 1949) , p.^. 
All subsequent textual references are from this edition. 
2. Ibid. , p. 6. 
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in the midst of golden and silver trophies, commenorating 
his past victories. Harry in the beginning is a metaphor 
for physical prov^ ess and bursting vitality. This has been 
graudally built.ijp in the first Act by delaying his actual 
appearance for about twenty five pages of the thirty four 
page first Act. 
The play opens with the conversation between 
Sylvester and Simon about Harry's physical achievement and 
success in sport and his defeating a policeman in a boxing 
match. The conversation between Sylvester and Simon is 
comic. The pantomime action of Sylvesterjprojecting Harry's 
fighting with the policeman,contributes to the comic effect 
of the opening situation. Sylvester's use of poetic 
language is also aimed at producing a comic effect through 
incongruency: 
An' the hedges by the road-side standin' stiff in the 
silent cold of the air, the frost beads on the branches 
glistenin' like toss'd-down diamonds from the breasts of 
the.stars, the quietness of the night stimulated to a 
fuller stillness by the mockin' breathin' of Harry, an' 
the heavy, ragin' pantin' of the Bobby, an' the 
quickenin' beats of our own hearts afraid, of hopin' too 
little or hopin' too much. 
0'Casey has deliberately put the heightened language in the 
3. Ibid•, p. 8. 
4. Ibid. 
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mouth of a minor character disproportionate to his 
intellectual equipment and status partly to create- the 
proper mood of the opening situation and partly for comic 
effects. During the conversation, Mrs. Heegan, Harry's 
mother is anxiously waiting for Harry lest he should miss 
the boat and she will lose the financial grant from the 
government. Her anxiety is only for monetary gain and not 
out of love for her son. The conversation between Sylvester 
and Simon is interrupted again and again by Susie's 
religious preachings. But both of them are aware of the 
reality of the self-imposed religiosity of Susie. Sylvester 
remarks: 
It's persecutin', that tambourine theology of Susie's. 
I always get a curious, sickenin' feelin', Simon, when I 
hear the Name of the Supreme Bein' tossed into the 
quietness of a sensible conversation. 
Susie's religiosity acts as a comic interference into the 
freelance conversation between Sylvester and Simon. It is 
punctuated by Mrs. Foran's remarks about her relationship 
with her husband. As Sylvester and Simon continue their 
conversation about Harry's achievements, "Mrs. Foran runs 
quickly in by the door with frying-pan in her hand, on which 
is a steak...." She has come to fry a steak to show her 
5. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
6. Ibid., p.8. 
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husband that she has great care for him. But in fact she is 
in a hurry to send back her husband on the front so that she 
may be alone and not suffer the violence of her husband. 
Her song clarifies her attitude to her husband as well as 
her own domestic predicanent:. 
For I'll be single again, yes, I'll be single again; 
An' I eats what I likes,... an' I drinks what I likes. 
An' I likes what I likes, when I'm-
This is further corraborated by her speech: 
I'll be in a doxological mood to-night, not because c.he 
kingdom of heaven '11 be near me, but because my husbr'V.d 
o 
'11 be far away, and to-morrow.... 
The Sylvester and Simon conversation continues in the comic 
strain and reaches a farcical point when they differ on an 
irrelevant point, i.e., whether Harry knocked down a 
policeman with a left-hand hook or right-hand hook. Svisie 
appears again in the scene and tries to preach Sylvester and 
Simon. She uses the biblical language and allusions. She 
preaches them to repent for their undefined sins which only 
Q 
adds to the comic mood of the situation.^ There is an 
ironic discrepancy between Susie's self-imposed facade of 
abstemiousness and her rebellious vivacity. However, her 
7. Ibid. , p. 10. 
8. Ibid., p.11, 
9. Ibid. 
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declaration that she vjill go to "nurse the wounded," 
anticipates the future course of her life. Later on she 
becomes a nurse in the Dublin hospital v^ here all her 
pretended religious fanaticism is thrown off. Her religious 
fanaticism, which is a sublimation of her unrequited love 
for Harry, disappears V7ith the injury of Harry and her 
fixing on another person i.e. the Surgeon. 
In his stage-direction 0'Casey uses the technique of 
absurd drama. The' tapping of the pipe by Sylvester and 
Simon is absurdist, inconsequential action and reminds us of 
the scene in Samuel Backett's VJaiting for Godot where 
Estragon unsuccessfully tries to put off his shoes. So far 
we have been told a lot about Harry and his off-stage 
achievements. Through this the dramatist has built up our 
expectation for Harry's appearance on the stage. For the 
first time V7e come to know from Mrs. Heegan that Harry has 
gone to play a football match. "Hours ago the football 
match must have been over, an' no vjord of him yet." Her 
anxiety, as mentioned earlier, is because of economic 
compulsions. It is for the same reason that she does not 
approve of Harry's relationship with Jessie because their 
marriage v;ill deprive her of the money ;i7hich she gets as 
maintenance allowance. 
Another facet of the sub-plot, dealing with Mrs. 
Foran and her husband, is now taken up when we hear "a crash 
IGO 
of breaking delf," on the first floor in the tenement. A 
demestic quarrel betv7een Mr. and Mrs. Foran is going on. 
Simon goes to save Mrs. Foran but he is pushed down by Mr. 
Foran and Simon flees from the room. Mrs. Foran takes 
refuge under the bed with Sylvester in his room. Mr. Foran 
claims his rights as£a husband and blames Sylvester and 
Mrs. Foranifox adulterous relationship. In anger he smashes 
the wedding bowl of Mrs. Foran which is analogus to Harry's 
breaking of the silver cup towards the end of the play. The 
breaking of the wedding bowl has symbolical implications. 
It symbolises the rupture in the matrimonial relationship 
between Foran and his wife and destruction of any hope for 
happiness in their relationship. The whole situation is 
serious with a strong comical leaven. The boasting of 
Sylvester, "He was a little cow'd, I think, when he saw me," 
is an instance of it. 
Now the kaleidoscopic focussing moves to Harry. His 
earlier narrated physical heroism is visually realised v/hen 
he puts in his first appearance with his fans, "carrying him 
on their shoulders." "Others are carrying Jessie Taite too, 
holding a silver cup in her hands," While Susie admires 
Harry she is highly critical of Jessie, "oh, look at the 
shameful V7ay she's showing her legs to all who like to have a 
look at them!" Harry is acclaimed by the crowd with shouts-
"up the Avondales!"; "up Harry Heegan and the Avondales!" He 
IGI 
is v;elcomed by everybody as a hero and is praised for his 
achievements 5 which is completely reversed towards the end 
of the play. Finally, Harry enters into the room, "with his 
arm around Jessie, V7ho is carrying a silver cup joyously, 
rather than reverentially, elevated, as a priest would 
elevate a chalice." Harry is very much excited at his 
achievement in the sport. 
To complete the process of exposition and 
introduction of the characters in Act I 0'Casey, in his 
stage-direction introduces three more important characters 
of the play, two of which have partially been described 
earlier. He gives a full description of Harry, Jessie and 
Barney Bagnal. 
Harry's excitement is the most emphasised to present 
him as a symbol of physical prowess, vitality and joy. The 
following exclamation is an evidence of this: 
VJon, v;on, won, be-God; by the odd goal in five. Lift it up, 
lift it up, Jessie, sign of youth, sign of strength, 
11 sign of victory! 
Thus we see that the silver cup is the symbol of 
strength vjhich becomes clear towards the end of the play 
when Harry, in despair, breaks the cup, thus symbolising the 
10. Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
11. Ibid., p. 26. 
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breaking up of strength and youth. Mrs. Heegan seems to be 
unconcerned with Harry's victory. She is packing up for the 
journey of Harry. But Harry, in his excitement, is not in a 
hurry to go. He entertains his friends and relatives in a 
leisurely manner. His excitement is punctuated by his 
mother's anxious reminding him of his return. "Watch your 
time, Harry, watch your time." But Harry is rapt in the 
match he has just won. "Grousing the whole time they were 
chasing the ball; an' when they lost it, 'Referee, offside 
referee... foul there; ey' open your eyes, referee!" in 
which Jess,ie also joins, "And we scream'd and shouted them 
down V7ith 'play the game, primrose Rovers, play the game'. '^  
Amidst the -anxiety of his mother and Mrs. Foran, Harry 
continues his boastful description of his superb performance 
in the football match. Harry is annoyed by being repeatedly 
reminded of his return by his mother, "oh, damn it, woman, 
give your wailin' over for a minute." He now arranges a 
drinking session and proposes to drink wine from the silver 
cup. "Out with one of them wine-virgins V7e got in 'The Mill 
in the Field,' Barney, and we'll rape her in a last hot 
13 
moment before we set out to kiss the guns!" Here we see 
that the religious symbol of the redemptive cup is 
blasphemed and the consequence of blasphemy is that Harry is 
12. Ibid., p. 27. 
13. Ibid. , p. 29. 
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destroyed as it were for defiling the cup. The ecstasy of 
the celebration is conveyed through sexual symbolism which, 
though blasphemous, is a pointer to the intensity of living 
at the physical plane: 
Barney, (taking a bottle of wine from his pocket). Empty her 
of her virtues, eh? 
Harry. Spill it out, Barney, spill it out....(seizing Silver 
Cup, and holding it towards Barney) Here, into the cup, 
be-God. A drink out of the cup, out of the Silver 
Tassie! 
Barney. (v7ho has removed the cap and taken out the cork). 
Here she is now....Ready for anything, stripp'd to the 
skin!^^ 
Susie objects to their blasphemous words which is overruled 
in a violent manner in Harry's lifting Jessie's skirt and 
exposing her leg. Barney, too, tries to do the same trick 
15 
on Susie, which the latter rejects rather roughly. Her 
reprimanding of Barney acquires a satire significance when 
in Act III she goes over to Surgeon Maxwell because of her 
sexual attraction. Like, Jessie, Susie is also worshipper 
of physical vitality and youth. Her holding of Harry's gun 
upright earlier in the scene supports our statement because 
here the gun is an overt phallic symbol. 
Now the members of Harry's football club and his 
14. Ibid. 
15. Ibid., p.30, 
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admirers are awaiting outside the room to see him off. The 
boat is ready. But Harry pursued his friends to stay for 
sometime more, because the excitement had not cooled down 
yet. But subsequently all of them emphatically say, first 
single and then in a chorus that he must not miss the boat. 
This symbolically conveys the message of how Harry has been 
trapped in a compulsive situation which will eventually 
bring his disintegration. At this time "The ship's siren is 
heard blowing." Before going, Harry drink his last drink 
from the silver cup and sings lines from a Scottish ballad, 
"The Silver Tassie" by Burns. Barney also joins Harry. 
Simon, Sylvester and Susie go out. The voices from outside 
call Harry in a chorus: 
Come on from your home to" the boat; 
Carry on from the boat to the canp. 
The first Act ends with Mrs. Foran's symbolical remark: 
Every little bit of china I had in the house is lyin' 
above in a mad an' muddled heap like the flotsum an' 
1 fi jetsura of the sea shore! 
The symbolic implication of "flotsum an' jetsum" appears in 
an almost unbearable form tov^ ards the end of the play when 
Harry and Foran actually appear as such before their final 
exit. 
16. Ibid., p.34. 
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Thus we see that Act one which is largely acclaimed 
to be realistic, is strongly interwoven with symbolic 
details. As we have said earlier, in the very opening 
Susie's holding the rifle, in the context of the authorial 
description of her vivacity, and of Simon-Sylvester's 
conversation about her sexuality deliberately hidden in the 
garb of her religiosity, is a phallic symbol. The insignia 
in terms of medals and other items associated with Harry 
long before his appearance is a non-realistic device of 
exposition of regard to introducing a character. The sexual 
symbolism of drinking from the Silver Tassie and the 
symbolic anticipation of disintegration in the breaking of 
the marriage bowl have already been mentioned. The chanted 
exhortation to Harry to rush to board the boat- first in a 
single utterance then joined by two and eventually lilted by 
the whole gathering- is patently non-realistic and points in 
the direction of expressionism. The off-stage symbolism of 
the partially visible mast of the boat assumes terrible 
implication with reference forward to what happens to Harry 
eventually. Finally, the last utterance of Mrs. Foran about 
the soldiers as "the flotsum an' jetsum of the seashore" is 
steeped in terrible dramatic irony as Harry and Teddy, like 
many soldiers, return home completely crippled. 
As the largely realistic Act one is thickly textured 
.^'ith non-realistic dramatic conventions and devices, the 
18; 
professedly expressionlstlc.second Act is subtly interwoven 
with realistic strands. Characters who appeared 
individualised in the first Act have been replaced by 
dehumanised, vague figures huddled together. 0'Casey 
exploits heavily both visual and auditory symbolism and 
deliberately reduces characters to abstractions. He does 
this in order to present the essence of the impact of war 
upon the humans. It is an enormously ambitious job for the 
dramatist to present the distilled essence of the impact of 
war on human life at all levels- physical, emotional and 
spiritual. Had 0'Casey remained exclusively expressionistic 
in the use of technique the scene would have become too 
abstract, vague, ambiguous and dull. He, therefore, uses 
overtly realistic warp in which other non-realistic devices 
are interwoven. 
The poening stage-direction of Act EL is crucial to our 
understanding of 0'Casey's technical strategy. We need to 
quote it in full detail to be able to comment on it 
comprehensibly: 
In the war zone: a scene of jagged and lacerated ruin of 
what was once a monastery. At back a lost wall and 
window are indicated by an arched piece of broken coping 
pointing from the left to the right, and a similar piece 
of masonry pointing from the right to the left. Between 
these two lacerated fingers of stone can be seen the 
country stretching to the horizon where the fornt 
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trenches are. Here and there heaps of rubbish , mark 
where houses once stood. From some of these, lean, dead 
hands are protruding. Further on, spiky stumps of trees 
which were once a small wood. The ground is dotted with 
rayed and shattered shell-holes. Across the horizon in 
the red glare can be seen the criss-cross pattern of the 
barbed wire bordering the tenches. In the sky sometimes 
a green star, sometimes a vjhite star, burns. Within the 
broken archway to the left is an arched entrance to 
another part of the monastery, used now as a Red Cross 
Station. In the wall, right, near the front is a 
stained-glass window, background green, figure of the 
Virgin, white-faced, wearing a black robe, lights inside 
making the figure vividly apparent. Further up from 
this window is a life-size crucifix. A shell has 
released an arm from the cross, which has caused the 
upper part of the figure to lean forward with the 
released arm outstretched tovjards the figure of the 
Virgin. Underneath the crucifix on a pedestal, in red 
letters, are the V70rds: PRINCEPS PACIS. Almost opposite 
the crucifix is a gunwheel to which Barney is tied. At 
the back, in the centre, where the span of the arch 
should be, is the shape of a big howitzer gun, squat, 
heavy underpart, with a long, sinister barrel now 
pointing towards the front at an angle of forty-five 
degrees. At the base of the gun a piece of wood is 
placed on v^ hich is chalked, HYDE PARK CORNER. On 
another piece of wood near the entrance of the Red Cross 
Station is chalked, NO HAVfKERS. OR STREET CRIES PERMITTED 
HERE. In the near centre is a brazier in which a fire is 
burning. Crouching above, on a ramp, is a soldier v;hose 
clothes are covered with mud and splashed ulth blood. 
Every features of the scene seems a little distorted 
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from its original appearance. Rain is falling steadily; 
its fall worried now and again by fitful gusts of a cold 
wind. A small organ is heard playing slow and stately 
17 
note as the crutain rises. 
The realistic basis of the set is obvious with 
clearly marked items of the scene to which a specific 
locale, Hyde Park Corner, has been assigned. The panorama 
of physical ruin is comprehensibly but precisely captured 
visually. Some of the props have both realistic and 
symbolic statuses simultaneously. Obviously the 
participants in the war are the worshippers of the big 
howitzer gun. But symbolically beside it a life-size 
crucifix, one arm of which has been released by shell, shows 
the irrelevance and helplessness of religious can.ons in the 
face of what Juno says "the stupidity of man". The crucifix 
is not only partly dismembered but it is pathetically 
leaning towards the figure of the Virgin with the released 
arm outstreched towards it. This is a vivid visual 
realization of the futility of Christ's crucifixion as a 
mean of redemption of man and the Saviour's helplessness and 
shame. 0'Casey in..this Act alternates and sometimes shows 
simultaneity of the function of the realistic details and 
their symbolic features. This has enabled him to transform 
his vision of the immediate experience of war into its 
17. Ibid. , pp. 35-35. 
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timeless perspective. Along with the realistic details, he 
uses colour symbolism. "Across the horizon" there is "red 
glare" which symbolises the shedding of blood in the 
battle-field. "Princeps Pacis" is also painted in red 
colour. In the red horizon "sometimes a green star, 
sometimes a white star, burns" which indicates the confused 
situation in the battle. The Virgin's face is white which 
symbolizes her shock and her wearing of a black dress is 
also symbolical of death and mourning. These colour symbols 
are repeated again and again throughout the second Act. 
Then playcards bearing the warning on the entry of hospital, 
"NO HAVfiCERS OR STREET CRIES PERMITTED HERE," is an ironical 
contrast to the war situation where cries and moanings are 
the common rhythm of life. realistic details are not to be 
photographic details but they are distorted: "Every feature 
of the scene seems a little distorted from its original 
appearance." This is the dramatist's manifesto about the 
strategies he has worked out in the scene. 
" O 
The Act begins with Croucher intoning a biblical 
passage of destruction. Against his intoning, the voice 
praying for God's mercy is heard from the monastery, which 
appears as a terrible contrast. The Mass and the Croucher's 
prophecy of death are ironically juxtaposed which heightens 
the blasphemous inversion of life-giving religious faith in 
15 0 
the deliberate pursuit of war. God has not v;ithdrawn 
Himself from us. His mercy prevails everywhere. The voice 
from the monastery "Gloria in excesis Deo et in terra pax 
hominibus bonae voluntatis," confirms faith in God. A group 
of caricatured soldiers appear in the subsequent scene. 
After the hard labour of twelve hours on the front they are 
"bunched together around the brazier" in utter fatigue, 
trying to breathe some rest. Their vague words used in a 
quick succession produce, both visually and verbally, the 
concretised image of weariness. "The sullen-faced, wetten 
cold" group of soldiers, in a condition of complete 
exhaustion and looking like and apology for human life, 
appear soniewhat positively bizarre. Ue tend to critically 
distance ourselves from their "flotsum and jetsum" 
predicaments. The isolation of their world from the human 
v;orld is reduced by the author's making the soldiers 
reminicence their domestic life and in their hallucinatory 
18 
vi sualization of some of the usual domestic cores. The 
soldiers' longing for home establishes their link vjith the 
outside world and also relieves their burden for the time 
being. The following lines tend to introduce the element of 
sentimentality: 
I sees the missus paryding along \Jalham Green, 
Through the jewels an' silks on the costers' carts, 
18. Ibid. , p. 38. 
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Ernie a-pulling her skirt an' muttering, 
"A balloon, a balloon, I wants a balloon", 
The missus a-tugging 'er on, saying, 
"A balloon, for shime, an' your father fighting: 
19 You'll wait till 'e's 'ome, an' the bands a-plying!" 
But in this starkly expressionistic context this little 
freak of sentimentalism only infuses some human elements in 
the situation. Sentimentalism here only adds to the 
grimness of the predicament where soldiers do not know vjhy 
they are here on the fr'ont. If the reason is nationalism or 
patriotism it comes under 0'Casey's satiric whip because no 
ideology can compensate for the sacrifice of human life. 
However, this view point of the dramatist is reversed in The 
Star Turns Red. In Act II soldiers have been reduced to 
mathematical numbers as well as functional catagories, such 
as 1st soldier. Visitor, Croucher, Staff-wallah etc. only 
Barney's name is not changed. This is to remind us that the 
characters of Act I are present here so that a link may be 
established between Act I and Act II. There is no mention 
of Harry in Act II. This shows that 0'Casey is not 
interested in a central character but in human predicament 
as a consequence of war. 
The appearance of Visitor and Corporal on the scene is 
19. Ibid. 
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satirical. They are caricatured. They have not been 
described as they are but they have been seen from the eyes of 
the soldiers. The Visitor represents the outsiders, 
non-combatants who are not taking part in the war and who 
have stayed at home. The visitor is not concerned with the 
fate of the soldiers on the front. He also does not 
understand the situation on the front. His language is full 
of hypocritical understatements and shows • his selfish 
detachment: 
Yes, to-morrow, I go a little further. Penetrate a 
little deeper into danger. Foolish, yes, but then it's 
an experience; by God, It's an experience. The military 
authorities are damned strict - won't let a ... man... 
1 t20 
plunge! 
There is an ironic contrast between Visitor and the 
soldiers. The soldiers are constantly staying on the front 
and facing continuous danger to th«ir life but the Visitor 
considers his short stay on the front a dangerous adventure 
and hides his fear behind orders of the authorities. He 
merrily moves here and there and reads out senseless orders 
and disappears with the soldiers. In the war zone, "He 
takes a match from his pocket and is about to strike it 
carelessly on the arm of the crucifix," but the soldiers are 
20. Ibid. , p. 40. 
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afraid because they understand the reality that the glow of 
light will attract the enemy's soldiers and so "the 1st 
Soldier, with a rapid frightend movement, knocks it out of 
his hand." Secondly the soldiers are afraid of sacrilege to 
God, "There's a Gawd knocking abaht somewhere." This shows 
that they have not lost faith in God. But the words of the 
Visitor shows that he is unaware of these ideas: 
Sorry put it across you. (To Corporal) Too much time to 
think. Nervy. Time to brood, brood; bad. sap. sap. 
sap.(walking towards where he came in) Must return 
quarters; rough and ready. Must stick it. There's a war 
on. Cheerio. Straight down road instead of round hill: 
Shorter?^^ 
The Visitor also acts as a link between the soldiers and the 
outside world. The rather well shaped language of the 
Visitor is also an ironic contrast to the murmurings of the 
soldiers. Thus we see that Act II of the play is full of 
varied symbolism. Even the stealing of a cock by Barney 
symbolically anticipates his stealing his friend's financee' 
in Act III. 
The fate of the soldiers in future has been hinted at 
by bringing into the Stretcher Bearers who carry the wounded 
soldiers to the hospital. The chanting of the wounded 
21. Ibid., p. 47. 
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soldiers shov7S the helplessness of ordinary soldiers in war 
22 
and its dehumanising effect upon them. Through the songs 
of the soldiers 0'Casey achieves his intended effect- to 
intensify the effect of war upon the human beings. The 
hatred of the soldiers has been repeated again to emphasize 
the contrast betvjeen the fate of the soldiers and the 
officials: The Stretcher Bearers express their hatred 
23 
against the officers in a language of non-communication. 
The bringing of the post from home by the Corporal 
serves as a further link betvjeen the soldiers and the 
outside \7orld. But this link underlines the lack of 
understanding of the real situation on the front by those 
who are at home. IJhile the soldiers Vizish to have cigarettes 
and cards they receive prayer books and balls v^ ith a 
sarcastic note, "To play your V7ay to the enemies' trenches 
\/nen you all go over the top Mollie." 
In a characteristic expressionistic manner the scene 
does not have much action, logically developed. The 
dramatist is interested in presenting a vivid panorama in 
\7hich he succeeds superbly. But there is a certain movement 
of an inner action. It is the vascilation among the 
soldiers between their faith in religion as their saviour 
22. Ibid., p. 48. 
23. Ibid., p. 49. 
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and means of human dastruction as their protector. That the 
soldiers have not forsaken their faith in Christ, v;e' have 
mentioned earlier. But V7hen faced vi7ith the catastrophic 
situation they svvitch on to the other side. It is this 
V7hich is presented as the climax of the whole situation 
towards the end of the Act. The Corporal announces the 
attack on them by the enemies, "They attack. Along a v^ ide 
front the enemy attacks. If they break through it may reach 
us even here." The soldiers prepare themselves for the 
fight and under the guidance of the Corporal, they with 
"their forms coruched in a huddled act of obeisance," 
assemble to worship the gun: 
Corporal. Let us honour that in vjhich we do put our trust. 
Soldiers (in chorus): 
25 That it may not fail us in our time of need.. 
Thus v;e see that the gun ironically replaces their 
faith in God. Their repeated declaration that "vje believe 
in God and V7e believe in thee" shoves that God and gun have 
taken equal ranks. Due to their stupidity men look forv^ ard 
to gun rather to God. It is because of this that even God 
seems helpless. The colour symbolism towards the end of the 
Act conveys the concluding significance of the Act: 
The sky has become vexed vjith a crimson glare, mixed 
24. Ibid., p.53. 
25. Ibid., p.55. 
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with yellov? streaks, and striped v;ith pillars of rising 
26 brown and black smoke. 
ActlUcfThe Silver Tassie returns to the conventional 
realism of Act I. But, as in Act I, it has got props with 
symbolic significance. The three major symbols, crucifix, 
fireplace and the protrait of the Virgin, are significantly 
present in this Act also. Then there are colour symbols. 
The colours are red, vjhite, black and green. All these 
realistic and symbolical props, V7hich were also present in 
Act I and Act II and as v;e will see in the final Act as 
well, underscore the unity of the play. Now the action of 
the play is set in "The upper end of an hospital v^ ard." The 
props in the ward give an impression of a v7ell established 
hospital. The props are 'beds', 'quilt', 'discs', 'medical 
charts', v^ hich hang on the vjall, 'a fireplace', 'a statue of 
the Blessed Virgin', 'an easy-chair', 'rugs', 'a table on 
which there are medicines, drugs, and surgical instruments', 
'a vase of flower', 'a locker', 'a small chair', 'electric 
lights', etc. The device of the use of double-stage 
continues here as well. From the hospital ward outside 
garden is seen through the door. The door opens on to the 
ground and from "one of the doors... a lovely September sun, 
which is setting, gives a glow to the garden." And, 
26. Ibid.5 p. 55. 
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"Through the door tvjo poplar trees can be seen silhouetted 
27 
against the sky." The expressionistic technique continues 
in this realistic scene, too. For example, the patients in 
the hospital v;ards have been reduced to mathematical 
numbers. It indicates the loss of their identity which is a 
continuation of the similar method followed in the 
preceeding Act. As v;e will see below in this Act 0'Casey 
has employed the technique of juxtaposition and contrast to 
intensify the effect of V7ar upon the different sections of 
the society. 
Like Act I, Act III, too, begins with Sylvester and 
Simon with their humorous interaction which reaches its 
climax when Sylvester is physically pushed into the bathroom 
for a v;ash. The Sylvester- Simon situation is not 
integrally connected with the main theme or the plot. Even 
the nature of their ailment warranting their hospitalization 
is not clarified. This bit of the situation seems 
superfluous. However, it enlivens the otherwise depressing 
atmosphere of the hospital v^ ard^  dominated mostly by Harry's 
present predicament. Besides this comic function, the 
situation also shows the contrasted concerns of those who 
participated in the war and the others vjho stayed behind. A 
number of reversals characterize the present Act. For 
example, there is a complete change in Susie. She is now 
27. Ibid. , p.57. 
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"fashioned like a Queen of Sheba." This is a contrast with 
her appearance like a nun in Act I. Now she is interested 
in Surgeon Maxwell as contrasted with her earlier 
infatuation for Harry in Act I. Mrs. Foran is altogether 
changed. In the first Act she vjas estrangled from her 
husband and had wished to live by herself. But now her 
attitude towards him is that of a guide and caring vjife 
because Teddy has lost his sight in the V7ar. Similarly 
Teddy Foran, her husband is completely changed. He is now a 
meek person to be led by his v/ife which is contrasted with 
his rough and almost beastly behaviour with his ;;ife, in 
Act. I. Sylvester, Harry's father is also changed in this 
Act. Now, he, who was fijlL.of praise for his son, does not 
show any interest in his crippled son. His attitude towards 
his son is that of indifference. When Harry v7heels himself 
up to the ward "Sylvester slides down into the bed, and 
29 Simon becomes interested in a book...." This shoves their 
changed attitude towards Harry. There is also a radical 
change in the attitude of the other major character, i.e. 
Jessie. Jessie, as we have seen in Act I, V7as very intimate 
V7ith her hero, Harry. But now she even does not V7ant to go 
to the hospital to see Harry after his being crippled. She 
has shifted her interest to Barney. This shov7S that Jessie's 
28. Ibid., p. 71. 
29. Ibid. , p. "50, 
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love for Harry V7as not based on emotion or sentiment but on 
Harry's physical and manly strength. VJe see that" the 
radical change in the attitude of the two girls, Susie and 
Jessie, tovjards Harry may appear initially repulsive if we 
apply emotional can.ons of judgement. But the practical 
explanation of the harsh reality comes from Teddy: 
I'm afraid he'll have to put Jessie of his head, for 
30 
when a man's hit in the spine.... 
Barney is now adorned with a Victoria Cross medal for 
his bravery in rescuing Harry from fire whereas the heroic 
Harry, who has suffered the direct impact of v;ar in his 
person is condemned to vjheel himself in the hospital ward. 
Barney, on behalf of Jessie, brings Harry's ukelele pointing 
to her complete withdrawal from Harry. The bunch of flower 
sent by Jesie to Harry is unemotionally left by Barney on 
the v;ard bed of Harry. This has a terrible symbolical 
implication. The offering of the flowers ironically means a 
similar ritual observed in keeping with custom to pay 
conventional respect to a person buried after death. To 
both, Barney and Jessie, Harry is dead for all meaningful 
purposes in life. Harry's emotional disturbance at Jessie's 
refusal to come up to meet her earlier hero is 
31 
understandable. 
30. Ibid., p. 73. 
31. Ibid., pp. 74-5. 
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Like the other non-combatant people of Harry, his 
professional friend Barney, too, is changed. He v;as an 
insignificant soldier and a meek follower of Harry in Act . 
I. But now he emerges as an important person honoured with 
Victoria Cross for doing almost nothing. He is also full of 
confidence now. 0'Casey, by making Barney a significant 
person, wants to show how blindly war chooses its victims. 
Barney was lucky in returning safe from the front. Harry 
also emerges as a completely changed person. He, the 
exuberant hero, is now completely broken down emotionally as 
well as physically. He v/as praised for his physical 
strength and youth in Act I by everyone. He was coveted by 
the two girls. But now he has lost all his physical 
strength. He has become crippled, so he has been deserted 
by everybody. VJhen betrayed by life, he has naturally 
32 become peevish and ifritatable. 
However.,^ . a ray., of hope. . is built up through the 
optimistic result tenuously expected of the proposed 
surgical operation on Harry. But Harry knows it too V7ell 
33 that he is past retrieval. 
The above changes have not been brought out 
dramatically because the dramatist is not interested in 
32. Ibid., p. 64. 
33. Ibid., pp. 64-5. 
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the process of psychological trauma but in highlighting the 
terrible impact of vi7ar on both the combatants' and 
non-combatants. The only character, who is not changed at 
all is Harry's mother, Mrs. Heegan. She is a pitiable 
picture of economic survival. For her, the reality of life, 
bread and butter, alone is of importance. She sees life in 
the realistic terms of survival at the minimal level which 
is contained in her remarks: "Even at the V7orst,he'll never 
be dependin' on anyone, for he's bound to get the maximum 
allowance." Her concern throughout has been along this 
line. 
The technique of juxtaposition is also used in 
presenting the freelance behaviour of Maxv7ell and Susie 
V7hich is characterized by their crude sexual animality. 
This. '.;- contrast makes Harry's predicament of denial of 
35 this power more pathetic. In this situation v/e discern 
the pathetic juxtaposition of life and" death. The 
brutalizing and dehucanizing effect of v^ ar on Harry is 
evident in the strong bitterness he expresses in religious 
terms against life of all kinds: 
I'll say to the pine, 'Give me the grace and beauty of 
the beech'; I'll say to the beech, 'Give me the strength 
and stature of the pine'. In a net I'll catch 
butterflies in bunches; tvjist and mangle them between my 
34. Ibid., p. 73. 
35. Ibid., pp. 57-8. 
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fingers and fix them wriggling on to mercy's banner. 
I'll make my chair a Juggernaut, and wheel it over the 
neck and spine of every daffodil that looks at me, and 
strew them dead to manifest the mercy of God and the 
justice of man! 
Maxwell is the only character in the vjhole play who is 
overtly satirized by the dramatist because he compromises 
with the medical ethics in his indifference to his patients 
and devoting more attention to his grossly crude sexual 
interest than in attending to his professional duties. 
The final Act of The Silver Tassie is a continuation 
of the realistic pattern of Act I and Act III. Like these 
Acts here also symbolic overlaying is, discernible. The 
setting is "The dance hall of the Avondale Football Club." 
Curtains are hung on the entrance with "Crimson and black 
stripes"- the colours indicating co-existence of life and 
death. Then we have "apple-green casement curtains on the 
tall window vjhich opens to the garden, in which the shrubs 
and sycamore trees can be seen." The colour symbolism is 
further elaborated in the "red and black ribbon tied on the 
v/reath of laurel underneath the Roll of Honour," containing 
the names of the five menbers of the club killed in the v;ar. 
Significantly the name of Harry is prominently present by 
its absence, because as Me. ' will see below, Harry too, is 
36. Ibid., p. 77. 
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'dead' or rather worse than dead- a life in death. Then vje 
have "a long table, covered with a green cloth" and there 
is "a brov7n carpet which covers the floor." Crimson, red, 
green and brown colours dominate the set and these colours 
brings out the black colour into a bolder relief. As in the 
earlier Acts here also we have 'a fireplace' and an image of 
the crucifix constituted by the hanging lanterns from the 
37 
ceilings. "The hall vividly decorated v/ith many coloured 
lanterns, looped v/ith coloured streamers", gives a festive 
look to the place v^ hich is full of life and vitality, 
indicated by the "band playing a fox-trot" and youthful 
lovers in each other's arms. Jessie with Barney holding her 
hand can be seen through the curtains, "v;alking rapidly to 
the table v;here the wine is standing." Menace to this 
youthful vitality is its being chased by death or negativism 
represented by Harry, V'^ho is seen following Jessie and 
Barney. The stage-direction also points to a complete 
reversal of roles we saw in Act I. In Act I it V7as Harry's 
uniform and other paraphernalia of physical victory and 
prowess which \7ere emphasised and Barney was relegated to 
the position of no significance. In this scene, "Barney is 
wearing a neat navy blue suit, vjith a rather high, stiff 
coller and black tie. Pinned on the breast of his vjaistcoat 
38 
are his vjar medals, flanked by the Victoria Cross." 
37. Ibid., p. SO. 
38. Ibid. , p.81. 
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The scene opens vjith Jessie's and Barney's irritated 
conversation on their being continuously followed by Harry, 
interrupting their joyous mood: 
Jessie (hot, excited, and uneasy, as with a rapid glance 
back she sees the crutains parted by Harry). Here he 
comes prowling after us again! His wathcing of us is 
pulling all the enjoyment out of the night. It makes 
me shiver to feel him wheeling after us. 
Barney. VJe'll watch for a chance to shake him off, an' if he 
starts again we'll make him take his tangled body 
39 somewhere else,.... 
Here v;e note the reversal of situation of Act I. In Act I 
Barney V7as a meek follower of Harry and was inferior to him 
but here v;e see . that Barney has become bold and is now 
superior to Harry. He even flirts with Harry's previous 
girl friend before his eyes and, as vje will see later on,he 
even,, tries to seduce Jessie in the presence of Harry and 
when interrupted he tries to even strangle Harry. Thus we 
see that he hurts Harry emotionally as v;ell as physically. 
This reversed situation in Act IV intensifies the pathos and 
suffering of Harry and through him the terrible effect of 
war and its. result on the nature of humans. 0'Casey, in The 
Silver Tassie has abundantly used contrastive technique not 
to analyse characters so much as to shov; the impact of v;ar 
39. Ibid. 
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which brings in change in human attitudes and relations. In 
Act I, it was Jessie and Harry drinking wine together but 
here it is Jessie and Barney drinking together because Harry 
has now become an invalid. He is neglected and ignored by 
Jessie and Barney who v?ere, in Act I, great admirers of 
Harry. This further intensifies the isolation of Harry. 
Barney's and Jessie's and other's changed attitude is not 
criticised by the dramatist. In fact, they are not to blame 
for their changed attitude because it is natural in such a 
situation. Nobody can redeem Harry because there is no 
solution to the terrible effect of war. Harry's bitterness 
is contrasted V7ith his earlier genial sense in Act I. VJhen 
Jessie propses Barney to dance, Harry bitterly remarks: 
To the dancing, for the day cometh vjhen no man can play. 
And legs were made to dance, to run, to jump, to carry 
you from one place to another; but mine can neither 
walk, nor run, nor jump, nor feel the merry motion of 
dance. But stretch me on the floor fair on my belly, 
and I will turn over on my back, then vjriggle back again 
on to my belly; and that's more than a dead, dead man 
can do! 
Harry's pathos reaches its climax when he tries to dance but 
he cannot. He tries to establish a connection between his 
previous life and the present life by trying to dance, but 
he fails. He slov;ly starts to acquiesce into his 
40. Ibid., p. 82. 
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predicament: 
For a spell here I will stay, 
Then pack up my body and go -
For mine is a life on the ebb. 
Yours a full life on the flow! 
Susie, v/no acts as the mouthpiece of the dramatist, rightly 
remarks: 
... Teddy Foran and Harry Keegan have gone to live their 
own way in another world. Neither I nor you can lift, 
them out of it. No longer can they do the things we do. 
We can't give sight to the blind or make the lame 
walk.... 
There is lack of understanding and communication betv7een the 
tv70 worlds! In the comic telephone scene this lack of 
communication is emphasised when the conversation on the 
phone is not clearly heard. The other contrastive technique 
of 0'Casey is found in Act IV when Harry physically quarrels 
v;ith Barney. Uhen Barney tries to seduce Jessie, Harry 
cannot tolerate it because he takes it as a mocking of his 
incapacity in indulging in sex: 
So you'd make merry over my helplessness in front of my 
face, in front of my face, you pair of cheats! You 
couldn't vjait till I'd gone, so that my eyes couldn't 
41. Ibid. , p. 93. 
42. Ibid., p. 103. 
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see the joy I wanted hurrying av^ ay from me over to 
another? Hurt her breast pulling your hand quick out of 
43 her bodice, did you? 
The situation becomes ironically contrasted when Harry,, 
addressing Barney, tells him about his previous affairs with 
Jessie, which is, in fact in the strain of self-pity: 
.. . Going to enjoy yourself on the same little couch 
where she, before you formed an image in her eye, acted 
the part of an amateur wife, and I acted the part of an 
anateur husband- the black couch with the green and 
crimson butterflies, in the yellow bushes, where she and 
ne often tired of the things you're dangling after nov;! ^  
Thus V7e see that the celebration in the club shows Harr^ '^s 
pathetic situation in ifhe" raid'st" of festive and joyous 
activities in which he cannot participate. 
Contrary to the technique of contrast, the technique 
of parallelism is used to connect the fate of Harry and 
Teddy to show that only Harry is not a victim but there are 
many other victims of V7ar, too. VJhile Harry is crippled 
Teddy has become blind, both the victims of V7ar. Their 
stylized conversation V7hich increases each other's pathos, 
shov:s the widespread effect of war and rings like their 
litany of desperation: 
43. Ibid., p. 99. 
44. Ibid. 
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Harry. I can see, but I cannot dance. 
Teddy. I can dance, but I cannot see.... 
Harry. The rising sap in trees I'll never feel. 
Teddy. The hues of branch or leaf I'll never see.... 
Harry. I never felt the hand that made me helpless. 
Teddy. I never saw the li/ind that made riic blind. 
Harry. Life came and took away the half of life. 
Teddy. Life took from me the half he left with you. 
Harry. The Lord hath given and the Lord hath taken away. 
Similarly, the seduction scene between Barney and Jessie in 
the celebration club parallels the seduction scene between 
Surgeon Maxwell and Susie in the hospital ward scene. 
0'Casey has introduced a comic scene in Act IV which 
is very effective. It is introduced to provide a relief to 
the audience responding to a gloomy situation with Harry in 
the centre. Simon and Sylvester are unable to handle the 
telephone which shows, as we have indicated earlier, their 
lack of communication. This scene has been given a handsome 
space in the play. For the time being we forget the pathos 
of Harry and the terrible effect of war upon humans. 
Act IV ends with the condemnation of war by Susie who 
seems to be the mouthpiece of the dramatist. Her criticism 
of war is too pronounced and is in the nature of propaganda: 
It is the misfortune of war. As long as wars are waged,' 
we shall be vexed by woe; strong legs shall be made 
45. Ibid. , pp.94-5. 
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useless and bright eyes made dark. But we, who have 
come through the fire unharmed, must go on living. 
Thus the play appears to be a propaganda against war but no 
solution has been offered. After the propaganda is 
announced the play finally ends with Mrs. Foran's pathetic 
remarks for Harry: 
It's a terrible pity Harry was too weak to stay an' sing 
his song, for there's nothing I love more than the 
ukelele's tinkle, tinkle in the night-time. 
The propagandist ending is not artistically achieved 
here as it is done in Juno and the Paycock. It is because 
in the case of Juno the conclusion results from her direct 
suffering whereas in Susie's case it acts as a duex machina. 
46. Ibid., p. 103, 
47. Ibid., p. 104 
CHAPTER - VII 
KATHLEEN LISTENS IN 
Kathleen Listens In is considered 0'Casey's weakest play 
during his Irish phase. The dramatist himself was not very 
enthusiastic about this play. Though written in 1923 the 
play was available to readers only when it appeared in fifth 
volume of 0'Casey's Collected plays published by Macmillan 
in 1904. The play was performed on 1 October, 1923 at the 
Abbey. At its premiere it was not well received by the 
reviewers. Studies on O'Casey's plays have paid a rather 
scanty critical attention to it. Critics like Raymond 
Williams, John Gassner, Robert Hogan and Ronald Ayling have 
almost ignored this play in their studies. Only those 
studies which are aimed at working out ideas in O'Casey's 
play have made certain passing references to this one acter 
only to demonstrate how O'Casey remained obssessed with 
Irish themes and settings throughout his whole dramatic 
career. The play is scanty no doubt and has an overt 
propagandist element and is deficient in solid dramaturgical 
elements of characterisation, plot construction and dialogue! 
But if we look at the technique of the play, which has a 
morality pattern, O'Casey's deft craftsmanship is evident. 
The argument that O'Casey himself had a lukewarm interest in 
the play in pushing it upon the stage or getting it published 
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soon after it was finished, Iience the technical weakness of 
the play, is not convincing. It is h^ f^ ause even in this 
short composition 0'Casey has used his favorite devices of 
presenting anti-.heroes, by not concentrating on a single 
central character. Though Kathleen is present from the 
beginning until the end of the play but she is not a 
dramatic character but only a central symbol, and appears 
only briefly on the stage. In the characteristic Chekhovian 
manner O'Casey presents the responses of the representatives 
of the various groups of the people to this central symbol. 
The sacrifice of individualized character in favour of 
collective characters is what O'Casey has used time and 
again in most of his plays. 
The background of the play is the political scnerio 
of Ireland soon after its independence in December 1921. 
That the play is a direct satire on all the factions of 
Irish politics is too pronounced to be overlooked. The play 
has a strong echo of The Harvest Festival in regard to its 
background and anticipates O'Casey's later plays like The 
Star Turns Red, Purple Dust, and The Drum of Father Ned so 
far as the thematic issues are concerned. In regard to its 
technique it has its pr Iccessors in The Shadow of a Gunman 
and successors in The Dc^ i^nnlnp, of the End and The Bod Time 
Story. Uhat distinguishes this play from the rest of 
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0'Casey's V70rks during the Irish phase of his dramatic 
career is the deliberate use of abstraction and rejection of 
realistic dramatic conventions to which he had remained 
rooted in all his plays inspite of his strong protest 
against naturalistic technique. The other dramaturgical 
point which entitles this to be grouped under 0'Casey's 
Irish plays is the dramatist's presentation of chaos and 
anarchy. We find that chaos or "the state of Chassis." is a 
predominant vision in all the plays of this phase. In his 
earlier plays 0'Casey has concentrated on the vices of 
individuals. Here he has taken the vices at the level of 
societal sections. But O'Casey's characterization which has 
been his strong point is discernible even in his abstract 
creation. Since the play is professedly a phantasy, 
rationality and structural logic have naturally not been 
followed strictly. 
The story of the play is scanty. It is about 
Kathleen who is wooed by a number of lovers. Everyone tries 
to win Kathleen to his side expressing his strong love for 
her, and in this way bothers and disturbs her. Kathleen is 
not feeling well and she rejects all of her lovers for the 
time being. In rying to win the favour of Kathleen her 
lovers fight among M»cmr,elves creating a lot of (J 1 sLu rbance. 
KhaChleen -bGconiGG I.iint due to the disturbance created by 
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her lovers. Finally the wooers are advised to go av;ay 
because doctors have recommended complete rest for Kathleen 
who may take long before recovering fully. 
Thus we see that the story of the play is scanty but 
it has got symbolical significance. Symbolically Kathleenv 
represents Ireland, which is disturbed and economically 
broken down, and her lovers represent the various sections 
and groups of the country which show their excesive and false 
love for their country, which is only a garb to hide their 
motives of self-aggrisement. The quarrel over the winning 
of Kathleen's favour is a satire on their sham nationalism 
and their disunity which has created chaos and disorder in 
Ireland. The play has a moral theme- the theme of the 
desirability of unity among the various political groups for 
the development of Ireland. The dramatist here seems to 
plead to the various political groups to be united; then 
only Ireland may develop; "can't yous be united if it was 
only for five minutes an' give little Kathleen a chance." 
Kathleen Listens In is a political allegory which has 
a temporal and topical setting with direct satire on the 
various political factions of that time. Every element in 
this play- the setting, characters, plot, conflict- refers 
1. Kathleen Listcms In, 0'Casey: Collected TMoys, Vol. 5 
(tiacmillan, London, 1984) j p.^ i94. 
All subscqucnU textual rcfctcnccG nro J.roiii 'Ms cUiti^ .n. 
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to the realistic situation of the Ireland of 1923. The 
dramatist has exaggerated these elements in the play with a 
satirical intention. Like all the plays of O'Casey's Irish 
phase this play, too, conveys ideas with the help of 
allegorical references to and satire on the Irish polity. 
O'Casey has used many non-naturalistic devices in this play. 
He has juxtaposed short and long scenes,, and small and large 
groups of characters to achieve liveliness in the play. He 
does not motivate the apprearance of his characters on the 
stage but only prepares for their appearance through having 
them discussed by the previous group of the characters in 
order to avoid the obscurity of the allegorical references 
of the play. In order to avoid the static movement of the 
play, the dramatist adopts the device of sudden changing of 
the topic of discussion and also the action of the play. 
The whole play may be divided into three sections. Each 
section is independent and represents different situations 
in the play which expose the attitude of the different 
political and non-political factions. But all the three 
sections are united by the symbolical Kathleen who is the 
personification of Ireland. 
The setting of the play is "The garden beside the 
house of the 0'Houlihan family." The outdoor setting of the 
play allov7s more freedom of the movement of characters 
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across the stage. The setting of the play is realistic but 
at the same time symbolical also. The garden and the house 
symbolically represent Ireland. The church-like windows oJ: 
the house symbolise the clerical past of Ireland. The 
broken panes of the windows of the house symbolise the 
destructive effect of the Civil VJar on Ireland and a 
tricolour flag flying on "a flagstaff" points to the time 
of the Civil War in Ireland, i.e.- December, 1921. The empty 
stage and "Loud and angry voices which are heard inside the 
house" symbolise the state of disturbance, chaos and 
disorder in Ireland as it symbolises in the final scene of 
Juno and the Paycock. 0'Casey has used here, as in other 
plays, an interaction between on-stage and off-stage action. 
Due to this dual stage technique, simultaneous happening of 
events, economy and precision in action, and maximum 
dramatic and theatrical effects have been achieved. 
The opening of the play gives an impression of the 
chaos and disorder in Ireland, which has been the consistent 
vision in all O'Casey's Irish plays. The play opens with a 
hot conversation betv;een Miceawl, the owner of the house, 
and Joey and Johnny, the two sham nationalists who demand to 
see Kathleen. But they are denied and then create 
disturbances and even try to damage the house by throwing 
stones. This indicates the damage done by the nationalists 
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themselves to their country. Joey and Johnny, the two 
representatives of redical Republican movement ask Miceawl 
to throve out poppies and the British Coat of arms, the 
symbols of Ireland's allegiance to the Crown of England, 
from his house and advise him to sing the new national 
anthem before and after meals and to read a chapter of 
Mitchel's Jail Journal before going to sleep: 
2nd Han. Are you goin' to take them poppies out o' th' pot, 
or are you not? Are you goin' to pull down that Lion 
an' Unicorn that's hangin' over th' fireplace, jeerin' 
at everybody? 
1st Man. Are you goin' to sing Th' Soldier's Song before an' 
afther meals, an' read a chapter o' Mitchel's Jail 
2 
Journal every night before goin' to bed? 
All these political references expose Joey and Johnny 
as sham nationalists and identify them as the 
personification of the radical Republican movement. Their 
demand to Miceawl, "yous'll grow shamrocks or yous'll grow 
nothin'!" shows their narrow-ttiirded nationalism which has 
nothing to do with the development of their country. They 
pose to have excessive love for their country but they 
ignore the real needs and advantages of their allegedly 
beloved country: 
2. Ibid., pp.475-75. 
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Ue think V7hat we thought, we say that we said, we stand 
v;here we stood seven hundhred years ago; the world may 
3 
change but Ireland'11 never alther. 
O'Casey's predilection for abstraction in the cxpressio-
nistic mould is clear in the very beginning of the play 
where the two nationalists are kept annonymous and are 
mathematically numbered. Even when they are identified as 
Joey and Johnny their individuality has not been worked out 
and they remain representatives of an identifiable section 
of the society. 
Contrasted with their shallow nationalism is 
presented Miceawl's realistic views towards the present 
situation of Ireland. Miceawl has commonsense, and 
understands the reality that in the present situation of 
Ireland, economic measures are more important than political 
ideology. His answer to the two nationalists' advice, "I'm 
busy now with th' plans for th' electhrification of the 
Shannon an' Suck, th' Lee an' th'"Liffey th' Bann an' th' Boyne 
an' th' Tolka, so I'll have to say tooraloo,"'" shows his 
realistic understanding that even after independence the 
connection with England is necessary for the development of 
Ireland. The electrification of the house symbolises the 
economic measure which needs to be taken . for the 
3. Ibid., p.47G. 
4. Ibid. 
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reconstruction and development of Ireland which has been 
devastcd economically by slavery and the prolonged Civil War 
and other disturbances during the freedom struggle. The 
hypocrisy of and idealization of Ireland by the members of 
the radical Republican movement becomes the traget of 
O'Casey's satire when they do not accept the deteriorated 
economic condition of Ireland and ignore its . future 
development for their idealised politics: 
1st Man. Oh, Joey, Joey, Joey, an' me afther me keepin' th' 
house in repairs for years without assin' a make, an' 
yesterday he had a man mendin' th' roof that wouldn't do 
a tap for him a few weeks ago- oh, Joey, Joey, wasn't I 
th' right mug! 
2nd Man. An' Johnny, Johnny, look at th' years I spent there 
paintin' life size pictures for him, without takin' even 
time to run house for me meals- Sarsfield in th' kitchen, 
Robert Emmet in th' drawin'-room, an' VJolfe Tone on th' 
5 
ceilin's - Oh, wasn't I th' right mug too! 
VJhen Miceawl finally forces Joey and Johnny out of 
the room and shuts the door behind them, they soon try to 
get into the room again and create a lot of noise and 
disturbance. They even try to damage the house, symbolical 
of Ireland, by throwing stones and breaking the windows 
panes. Miceawl becomes the mouthpiece of the dramatist when 
he says to Joey and Johnny, "there's enough damage done to 
5. Ibid., pp. 476-77. 
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th' house without yous . startin'." Joey and Johnny give 
reference to their participation in the Eastern Rising of 1916 
to justify their daniand to see Kathleen, "The pair of us 
went to school with Kathleen; we learned our first lesson 
together in Easther week." The authorial rejoinder to 
their harping on the past comes from Miceawl when he says 
that the idealization of the past of Ireland is not goin to 
help. The concern should be with the future development of 
the country which can be achieved only by hard labour. 
Miceawl's answer to Joey and Johnny is a bitter satire on 
the idealized politics: 
Yous all went to school with Kathleen; people that don't 
know how to read an' write went to school with Kathleen! 
You learned your first lesson in Esther VJeek! Well, 
she's learned a lot since then. She's studyin' 
mathematics now; she can't be always stuck at her ABC. 
Here the Irish government itself has been criticised. 
Ireland, after Its independence, started taking interest in 
the world politics ignoring the native and domestic 
problems. While there are a number of problems in the 
country to be solved, the government of the newly freed 
state wants to enter upon the scene of world politics. This 
satire on the Irish government becomes more bitter when 
6. Ibid., p.479. 
7. Ibid. 
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Kathleen herself sends away her two Republican suitors 
because she is busy preparing herself for an international 
leap into the world politics, "Oh, for God's sake go away, 
an* done be annoyin' me. I have to practice me Fox Trots 
and Jazzin' so as to be lady-like when I make me dcboo into 
the League o' Nations." Amidst the conversation between 
Joey, Johnny and Miceawl, 0'Casey presents the socialistic 
view in Jimmy whose discontent with the present situation is 
directly a topical reference to the rejected lot of the 
working class in Ireland. His repeated discontent with the 
present situation and threat to migrate to Russia are also 
topical: 
I'll not stick this much longer, so I won't. Th' 
hardest worked an' th' worst fed in th' house- I'll 
9 
emigrate to Russia, so I will! 
The satire on the Irish polity is interrupted by the 
appearance of Tomaus Thornton who is the next talking 
partner of Miceawl. "lie is a middle-aged man. His 
countenance is one of quiet cunning security.... He is 
dressed in working clothes, which bears no marks of work." 
His description in the stage-direction reminds us of Jack 
Boyle and Joxer Daly in Juno and the Paycock. He is an 
ideal conversation partner of Miceawl because, like that of 
8. Ibid., p.479. 
9. Ibid., p.477. 
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Seumas Shields in The Shadow o£ a Gunman, his opinions are 
critical of the situation of Ireland which are relevant 
although they are spoken by a blatherer. The main topic of 
their conversation is the effort to make Gaelic the official 
language of the country. Here the Gaelic League is made a 
target of O'Casey's satire for its non-sensical attempts to 
translate Tomaus' name into Gaelic: 
A couple o' them kcm to me t' other day-I heard afther 
that they wanted me to change me name from Thornton to 
Drineen dhoun, or somethin'; they kep talkin' an' 
talkin' for hours and hours, an' divil a bit o' me knew 
a word they were sayin'- ah, I wouldn't be botherin' me 
1 0 head about them at all. 
Parallel to the satire on the Gaelic League 0'Casey 
has also presented other aspects of Irish life through 
sustained allegory. The nationalists have created chaos and 
disorder in Ireland and have_ destroyed the country 
completely due to.the conflicts and' disunity among themselves. 
The different groups of the nationalists do not have any 
care for Ireland. Tlieir main concern is with their 
supremacy for which Izhey fight among themselves. The 
conversation between Miccawl and Tomaus vividly exposes the 
destructive role o* the different group of the nationalists 
which serves as a satire on thcLr sham nationalism: 
Ibid., p.401 
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Miceawl. Ah, the house is hai lly worth livin' in, Tomaus; 
hardly worth livin' in. The inside's in a shockin' 
state! That rowdy Dawn o' Liberty Fife an' Drum Band is 
afiher puttin' the fitiishin' touch on it. 
Tomaus. I always had me own opinion about that same band. 
There's too many bandmaster in it! Playin' an' playin' 
th' one tune, till everybody was fed up with it. 
Howsoever, nobody'11 'le able to hear much of them now 
since you've got yours Brass Band. 
Miceaw. Ah, I dunno, I dunno; me heart's brunk tryin' to 
keep them together. To other band'11 play the one tune, 
but every member in ours wants to play a different tune, 
11 
an' the big drummer only wants to hear himself."-
The Man in the Kilts brings the element of grotesquery 
in the play. He is the allegorical representative of the 
Gaelic League. In him O'Casey has presented the very old 
aspiration for the development of Gaelic as the official 
language of Ireland. Miceawl's remarks, "oh, the fella that 
was always in the house- he was born in it an' I suppose 
he'll die in it. • The Man in the kilts, you know."-^  
O'Casey's reference to Gaelic League's cautious neutrality 
in all the conflicts which led to the establishment of 
the Free state is a bitter satire on Gaelic League, "you 
could hardly get him to speak before the house was me 
own, an' now, he'll hardly let anyone else speak! I 
don't think he's right in the head. I'll never give yous 
11. Ibid., pp. 481-82. 
12. Ibid., p.482. 
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1 3 
a bit o' peace 'says he, 'till yous all talk Irish.'" 
Before the Irish independence the Gealic League was silent 
on every issue but after the independence it adopted a shape 
of movement to popularise the Gaelic Language and even 
forced the people to learn it in their zeal for jingoism. 
The Man in the Kilts has become a real burden for all 
Irishmen. Miceawl's doubt that he is slightly mad is 
proved by many of his actions. He has decorated his room 
with curious relics of the Irish past. He advises Kathleen 
to read nothing but only the Book of Kells which is shocking 
for Toraaus who expresses his shock, "God, I'd rather even 
read The Lives o' th' Saint- an' that's bad enou.-^ h-.... .,14 
o"-
He wants to "knock the house down," and rebuild it on the 
legendary Hill of Tara: 
An' he's always blatherln' about the harp, an' he 
couldn't play as much as a note o' Home Sweet Home on a 
tin whistle. An, he's had everybody plagued, for he's a 
very freemakin' fella, interferrin' with everyone that 
comes into the house, an' forcin' thera to sit on an oul' 
Stone that he says was the throne of the oul' kings to 
Ireland. 
Toraaus' unconcerned attitude towards the Gaelic League 
represents the common Irish men's disinterest in the revival 
13. Ibid. 
14. Ibid., p.483. 
15. Ibid., pp.483-84. 
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of the Gaelic cultural tradition. Cut inspite of the 
absurdities of the Man - in the Kilts everybody is afraid of 
him. \Jhen Miceawl and Tomaus talk into English, Mrs. 
0'Houlihan v;arns them, "will the pair o' yous not be' • 
talkin' so much Bayurla! If yous don't mind, the Irish 
speakin' lodger'11 hear yous! Even the PP(Parish Priest) 
and the school teachers are afraid of him. IJhen the Man in 
the Kilts finally appears in his ridiculous dress, "Miceawl 
and Tomaus at once stand to attention, and vjear a 
reverential look," and follow him in reciting a Gaelic Stanza. 
Tomaus even flatters him which exposes his hypocrisy like 
that of Seumas Shields, in being a coward before the 
authority ' in spite of his so called hatred for the 
authority. Here the voice of the Man in the Kilts is on the 
pattern of poetic verse, which is in keeping with 0'Casey's 
use of the technique of chanted lines for contrast or 
ridicule. O'Casey has been aversed to the sentimental or 
jingoistic clinging to the past. This is why he has 
presented the Man in the Kilts as a ridiculous caricature. 
This theme of nosialgia for the past versus life in the 
immediate present has been effectively brought out in 
O'Casey's Purple Dust. 
After the Gaelic League issue O'Casey now again takes 
up the problem of political situation of Ireland. tliceawl is 
16. Ibid., p.482. 
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clearing the room and painting the doors green, the colour 
V7hlch symbolises prosperity, l^ 7hile his V7ife is busy all the 
time washing and cleaning the dirt, symbolising the evil 
V7hich has inroaded upon the Irish political scenario during 
the Civil VJar. She meekly says, "I don't think there's a 
house in the vjhole wide V70rld that there's so much washin' 
17 to be done as there is in this house." This has a far 
reaching implication as regards the present national 
predicament of Ireland. Kathleen has meanv^ hile v;ithdrav7n 
herself from the work and is taking rest for the restoration 
of her health, "I don't knov? what's comin' over her- she 
V70un't do,, a ban's turn since she started that bloody 
1 R listenin' in!" The Christians are also satirised for 
their unchristian attitude during the V7ars who did a lot of 
damage to Ireland for their ov?n benefit. Mrs. 0'Houlihan's 
remark is a bitter satire on the unchristian attitude of 
many christians: 
Me thought that because they were like church v7indov;s 
they'd respect them, but they didn't leave one that they 
didn't put in.... Indeed I thought the childer about 
here were betther reared; servin' at the altar an' a 
minute afther firin' a stone at you- I have lump on me 
19 head yet as big as a duck egg from a skelp I got. 
17. Ibid., p. 4o&. 
18. Ibid. 
19. Ibid., pp.485-37 
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This is a si3nificant comment from a minor character. As in 
other plays, in this play too, 0'Casey makes minor 
characters draw our attention and puts into their mouths 
some significant comments on the situations and events. 
Nov7 in the middle of the play, 0'Casey brings in the 
main plot of the play, the selling of the cov;, the symbol of 
economic advantage, by Miceav;l and buying a house of his 
own, v\?hich symbolises economic independence of Ireland. 
0'Casey has done so in order to follow the usual technique 
of a short one Act play. 
In the final section of the play, the dramatist 
criticises the disunity among the political factions of 
Ireland and the failure of the nationalist movement, which 
was dominated by the middle class, in winning over the 
v^ orking class. The working class has been dissociated from 
Ireland. Jimmy, the representative of Ireland, demands his 
rights but his demand is neglected. How the v7orking class 
was dissociated from Ireland is made clear in the remarks of 
Sheela, Miceawl's v;ife, and her husband: 
Sheela. An' there's Jimmy, the general labourer, commencin' 
to grouse as well; sayin' he has as much right to the 
house as anyone- an' more. 
Miceav?l. An' we afther sellin' the only cow vje had to buy it, 
Sheela. Sure he can't expect to get as good grub as v^e get. 
nicea;>7l. If the house wasn't here he V70uldn't get any at all, 
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Sheela. VJhat ud the pair o' yous do without me, says he. 
Miceawl. If you don't like it you can go somev;here else, 
says I. 
Sheela. From the sun down to the centre the place is me own, 
says he. 
The middle class dose not understand the love of the working 
class for Ireland. This led to the strike by the working 
class V7hich is a hint at the coming chaos and disorder in 
Ireland. The solution to this chaos is given in The Star 
Turns Red in which the working class emerges as victorious. 
Here 0'Casey sympathises V7ith the working class and 
satirises other classes for their selfishness. In the final 
section of''the play when Jimmy's demand is not fulfilled he 
goes on strike with a radical demand that, "I want the house 
painted red!" which the dramatist achieves in The Star Turns 
Red. 0'Casey here touches the most serious problem which 
the newly independent Ireland had to face: the nationalists 
did not have any perfect plan for the improvement of the 
social and cultural conditions of the working class for 
which he satirises the nationalists, but he does not suggest 
any specific solution immediately. 
Now 0'Casey brings in a scene v;hich refers to the 
complexity of the Irish political situation in 1923. The 
20. Ibid., pp. 487-88. 
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representatives of various factions, the Republincan, the 
Freestater, the Farmer and the Busninessraan come to the 
house and alongwith Jimmy, the workman, try to win the 
favour of Kathleen. They all have brought a present for 
Kathleen which they announce in a quick succession in a 
mechanical manner. The Republican has brought "a picture I 
painted of herself in 1916 in everlastin' oils." The 
Freestater gives "a Manual on the Government of a house 
according to a constitution," which is in keeping with the 
spirit of the Freestater. The Farmer and the Businessman 
have brought "a bag o' self-raisin' flour," and "a little 
clock-work motor car" respectively. Jimmy also joins them 
and declares, "An' I'd love her more for an increase in 
wages." Their announcement of gifts in a quick succession 
is stylized and shows that these characters and gifts have 
allegorical implications. VJhen finally Kathleen comes out 
to meet them, all of them demonstrate their so called love 
for her in the clic'hes of romantic nationalism: 
The Republican. Me ovm svyeet, little red little rose! 
The Freestater. Me own fair, little Drimin Bonn Deehlish! 
The Farmer. Me clusther o' little brovm nuts, me heart's 
longin' for you. 
The Business Man. I'll crown thee with gold an' I'll crovyn 
thee v;ith silver, sweet little beautiful pulse o' me 
heart I^-*-
21. Ibid., p. 490. 
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All of them sing a chorus in the praise of Kathleen 
to win her but she understands their so-called selfless love 
and is now fed up with their sham nationalism, "Oh, I've 
heard this too often, ma; I'm gettin' sick of it;... it's 
22 
all codology! Their declaration to Mrs. 0'Houlihan that 
"we all love Kathleen too much to do anything that ud go 
23 
agen her" proves to be false later on. The nature of 
their so-called selfless love for Kathleen is revealed when 
Kathleen asks them to bring a chair. They start a physical 
quarrel over the bringing of the chair. They break the 
furniture and create a lot of noise and disturbance in the 
hosue: 
The Freestater (inside). Ay, leggo ou' o' that - I'm well 
able to carry it meself! 
The Republican (inside). Give it to me or I'll smash over 
your head, you gang o' hypocrites, perjurers an' 
job-hunthers! 
The Business Man (inside). You ignorant country boor, how 
dare you jostle me; how dare you, how dare you, sir! 
The repeated question of Miceawl to Tomaus at this stage, 
"which o' them, now, would you vote for? and Tomaus' answer, 
"I wish to God that they didn't love Kathleen as much as 
they do," serves as an ironic commentary on this scene. In 
22. Ibid., p. 491. 
23. Ibid., p.490. 
24. Ibid., p.492. 
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fact 0'Casey in this scene refers to the parliamentary. 
election of August 1923. In the election the candidates 
were proposed by the ruling government of Ireland. There 
were in fray, the Republicans, the Farmers' party, the 
labour party and many other independent candidates. During 
the election there was a bitter enemity among the various 
factions. The deteriorated economic as well as social 
condition of Ireland is represented by the poor health of 
Kathleen. The irony is that the political groups displayed 
disunity and enemity among themselves inspite of the bad 
situation of Ireland. Instead of unity they developed 
disunity and hatred neglecting the present need of the 
country. In this way, by giving the topical and temporal 
references, 0'Casey criticises the various political parties 
which represented the different section of the society for 
their sham and narrow-minded nationalism. 
As the demonstration of enemity and hatred among the 
political parties continues, the Man in the Kilts appears 
and the suitors of Kathleen become silent for a moment and 
begin to sing a Gaelic stanza. But with his going out the 
dispute among them is again resumed. The Freestater asks 
Kathleen for a kiss but the Republican V7arns her by saying, 
"it's the kiss o' Judas." At this juncture the doctor comes 
in and advises Kathleen to go to bed for complete rest. The 
doctor tells the real situaion of Ireland and also suggests 
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a solution which is 0'Casey's own: 
She's very weak, but she'll pull round afther a bit, if 
she gets perfect quietness. A whisper may prove fatal-
she '11 need perfect peace and quietness for the rest of 
25 her National life. 
The suggestion offered by" the doctor for the cure of 
Kathleen is also a solution for- the development of Ireland 
which also needs perfect peace for its development. As a 
result, all the political factions unanimously declare that, 
"what we're all lookin' for- unity an' peace," yet 
ironically they try to "form a kind o' coalition Committee." 
The Freestater suggests "Now let us all thake a solemn an' 
sacred oath," but it is opposed by the Republican who 
declares, "I won't, I won't, I won't, I'll not take no oath 
27 for nobody, so help me God." Thus unity and peace in 
Ireland, which are the needs of the time, remain far away 
from Ireland. The final scene comes to an end with an 
external threat to unity of Ireland in the person of the 
Orangeman, beating a drum and singing a song in the praise 
of VJilliam Orange. Finally the play ends with the regret of 
Miceawl for not having peace in Ireland, "Holy God, are we 
27 
not goin' to be let get even one night sleep in peace!" 
Kathleen's predicament here is what Seumas Shields has said 
in The Shadow of a Gunman, "Oh Kathleen ni Houlihan your V7ay 
25. Ibid., p.495. 
26. Ibid., p.494. 
27. Ibid., p.495. 
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is a thorny V7ay." 
Thus we see that, as in The Harvest Festival, in the 
present play too, 0'Casey conveys an idea to his audience. 
The plot, characters and setting are made subservient to the 
proposed idea. The play contains a didactic intention of 
0'Casey. He has used satire throughout the play with the 
intention that it v;ill change the attitude of the divided 
and disunited political factions of Ireland. He pleads for 
the social equality for the workers, the re-orientation of 
Gaelic League and a constructive attitude towards the Gaelic 
national heritage. Thus we see that throughout the play, 
the satire is the chief element in the play, because of 
which there are no consistent story and no dominant 
character in the play. Kathleen is the central character of 
the play around whom the whole action moves. But she is a 
character without flesh and blood and operates only as an 
abstraction. She does not speak much. Throughout the play 
she speaks only six sentences. But she is spoken about 
throughout the play. She is the central character of the 
play also because all the discussions take place about her 
and every character v;ants to see her. She is the unifying 
factor who combines the various political factions in the 
play. There is no conflict in the play. So there are no 
systematic plot and dominant characterization in the play. 
In this play 0'Casey, as usual, has used the technique of 
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dual stage to expose the attitude of the characters towards 
the present situation of Ireland. He has also used the 
allegorical technique to convey didactic lesson in the play 
through satire. He has also used symbols in this play but 
they are not subtle symbols. The songs sung by individual 
characters as well as in chorus contribute to the mood of 
the play. Thus we see that in this one-Act play 0'Casey has 
used many non-realistic technical devices with reference to 
realistic situations. 
One important technical point which is quite often 
overlooked by an unwary reader is 0'Casey's symbolic use of 
Kathleen as a central point on which all the attitudes of 
the different factions converge. In the characteristic 
Chekhovian manner different groups of character respond to 
Kathleen to make their attitude, intention and predicament 
clear. This is done within the structural framework of a 
morality play where temptations come one after the other. 
But unlike a morality structure each temptation is not 
disposed off for good but is temporarily dismissed to remain 
in suspended animation. It is towards the end that all the 
temptations symbolised by the different groups are deftly 
huddled together to create a pandemonium and utter anarchy 
to finally visualise the hopless predicament of Ireland. 
The other technical innovation V7hich 0'Casey has used in his 
other plays is collective characterization to replace 
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individualized dramatic personae. But whereas in other 
plays he has used highly individualized characters who also 
constitute the group ethos, here the characters remain at the 
level of abstraction. This non-realistic device is further 
supplemented by a non-realistic use of language in as much 
as they are a combination of highly racy colloquialism and 
chanted lines. On the whole, the play has primarily topical 
appeal so far as the theme is concerned. But at the same 
time it demonstrates 0'Casey's continuing concern with the 
blending of naturalism and expressionism with intermittent 
symbolic overtones and undertones. 
CHAPTER - VIII 
NMTWIE'S NIGHT OUT 
Nannie's .Nl^ ht Out \7as first performed at the Abbey Theatre 
on 29 Septeinber, 1924 but it was not published until 1963. 
Just like Kathleen Listens In, this play also was not held 
in any worthy esteem even by the dramatist himself. This is 
the only play v^ here background situations or eve nts are not 
used to interact with the events on the stage. It is 
becasue of this that the play lacks complexity, and the 
elements of conflict, irony, contrast and juxtaposition are 
missing. The play on the surface of it attempts a farcical 
portrayal of rather petty events. It exploits the 
Baucicaultian tradition of using slapstick theatricality. 
O'Casey's lukewarm interest in the play is also discernible 
in his allov/ing different versions of the ending of the 
play. The play has an echo of the braggarts v7ho appeared in 
O'Casey's earlier plays such as Grigson, Peter, Covey, 
Seumas Shields and it looks forward to the farcical hilarity 
of The End of the Beginning, A Pound on Demand and' The Bed 
Time Story. Nannie's predicament anticipates the more fully 
v;orked out character of Jannice in VJithin the Gate. 
O'Casey's notable technical innovation in this play, which 
he has not repeated elsewhere, is his use of a choric 
commentator in the character of the Ballad Singer. His 
characteristic device of using dual stage is used here also 
in a very effective manner. The off-stage action concerns 
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the opening ballad sung by the Ballad Singer before the 
curtain rises and the intermittent noises made by Nannie 
throughout the play. 
The play has been ignored by 0'Casey's students 
because it does not have any properly developed plot and 
lacks solidity of Characterization and does not have any 
apparent serious dramatic intent. But as our analysis below 
will demonstrate 0'Casey, even in this small piece, has 
exploited his experimental acumen. We have seen that in all 
the plays of 0'Casey's Irish phase, or even those of his 
later career,comedy or farce intervenes and punctuates the 
serious action. Here the technical premise has been 
reversed. It is the serious vmich intervenes- the farcical 
situation. To say that the play does not have serious 
dramatic purpose is unfair because, as we have political 
criticism and satire at the core of Kathleen Listens In, we 
have here social criticism subtly integrated in the story of 
Nannie. Nannie's situation also recalls Rosie's situation 
in The Plough and the Stars. Rosie may well be developed 
into the dissipated Nannie because of social and economic 
compulsions. In fact Nannie is envisioned into the image of 
Kathleen (Ireland), which too have become destitute and is 
collapsing economically, socially and politically after its 
independence in 1921. Thus the contemporary historical 
background, though not explicitely brought into the play is, 
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in a subtle manner symbolically hinted at. 
The play begins with an interaction of nostalgia for 
the past nature and beauties of Ireland contained in the 
ballad's following lines: 
For Ireland is Ireland Ihro' joy an' throu' tears. 
Hope never dies throu' they long V7eary years; 
Eage age has seen countless, brave hearts pass av;ay, 
But their spirit still lives,, on;in they men of to-day l"*" 
The singing of the Ballad Singer takes place off-stage. The 
nostalgic song is contrasted with the setting of the play 
which is realistic: 
A small dairy and provision shop in a. working-class 
district. The shop is about as large as a fairly sized 
room; a small counter, on which are a crock of milk and 
a butter-weighing scales. At Back, a window filled v^ ith 
a medley of sv;eets, soap, penny toys, cigarettes, sauce, 
balloons, etc. At the end of counter. Right, is a 
railed-in till; on this is hanging a notice: "No Credit 
Given". Beside; the notice is a price list, v;ritten 
with coloured chalks on black millboard. At Back, in a 
2 
prominent position, are some small dressed dolls. 
The opening stage-direction gives an impression of 
the realistic atmosphere of the play. The singers do not 
appear on the scene but their presence is felt by their 
1. Nannie's Night Out in Sean O'Casey's Collected Plays, 
Vol. b (Macmiilan, London, 1984), p. 503. 
All subsequent textual references are from this edition. 
2. Ibid. 
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songs. wlien the Ballad Singer appears on the scene even 
then the ballad continues to be heard sung by the woman 
Ballad Singer. 0'Casey has used the technique of dual stage 
to represent the two worlds of the play- the lower middle 
class, represented by the shop and Joe-, Johnny, Jimmy and 
Mrs. Pender and the other world which exists no more and can 
atmost be recalled in the nostalgic singing of the Ballad 
Singer first off-stage and later on stage. Mrs. Pender is 
the central character in the outer drama. Joe: , Jimmy and 
Johnny appear one after the other in the manner of the 
structure of interruptions. Here we find parallelism 
between the theme of Nannie's Night Out and The Shadov? of a 
Gunman. As in the latter play Donal Davoren is interrupted 
by a series of apparently disconnected happenings, Mrs. 
Pender also in Nannie's Night Out is bothered one after 
another by her three lovers. 
The play has two strains of plot- one cor.iic and the 
other tragic. These two strains develop independently 
towads the end of the play. The story of the play is 
comical. It is about the romance of three old men, oul' 
Johnny, oul' Jimmy and oul' Joe , with the equally old 
widow, Mrs. Pender, who is the owner of a provision stor e 
in the tenements. All the three old men want to marry her 
and so in order to win her love they behave comically as 
youthful lovers by dressing themselves in a ridiculous 
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manner and presenting flov;ers to their beloved with the 
conventional compliments of young lovers. They criticise 
each other for the demerits v;hich all of them have. In 
order to win her favour each of them talks boastfully about 
himself before their beloved and tries to outwit his rivals. 
But their hypocrisy and cowardice are exposed when a robber 
suddenly appears and tries to rob the old woman before their, 
eyes. Comically all".of them demonstrate their cowadice and 
surrender to the robber. Suddenly Nannie, a drunkard and 
semi-mad woman, v;ho has just come out of jail, grips the 
robber, fights with him and finally makes him to flee. 
Consequently all the three suitors are rejected by their 
sv7eet heart who decides to live alone for the rest of her 
remaining life. Nannie, who demonstrates her bravery 
unknov^ingly in the outdoing of the robber, dies towards the 
end of the play due to a heart attack. 
The outer drama concludes in Mrs. Pender's deciding 
to live single. Mrs. Pender's peace is restored through the 
sequence of comic happenings of the lovers whereas Donal 
Davoren's (The Shadow of a Gunman) eventual security is 
attended through a series of serious and even tragic 
debacles. We find that O'Casey is capable of transforming a 
tragic situation into an utterly comic situation. But the 
serious thrust of the play is the story of Nannie whose 
significance in the structure of the play has been ignored 
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by the critics. The deeper drama, in fact, deal.s with 
Nannie's story which has not been dramatised systematically 
by 0'Casey because he has interfused it in the comic 
structural pattern of the play. 
The stage-diection introduces the two major 
characters of the main plot of the play, Mrs. Pender and 
Johnny. Mrs. Pender, a widow, "is a tall, straight, briskly 
moving woman, of about fifty; age hasn't yet taken all the 
3 
f riskiness of.-youth out of her." One of the three lovers, 
Johnny, "is an elderly, stout, rubicund visaged man 
approaching sixty; his skin is tight on the body, like the 
tensely drawn head of a drum. His moustache is closely 
cropped. He is in' his shirt sleeves, and is wearing a jerry 
hat." We see that 0'Casey has brought into the elements of 
the grotesque in the description of the v/ooers. The other 
tV70 suitors of Mrs. Pender have also been ridiculled by 
O'Casey in their description. 
The action of the play begins without exposition with 
an element of suspense. Johnny asks Mrs. Pender, "An' she 
shot you right between th' tv70 eyes V7ith it".?/ This suspense, 
is revealed later on and then we know the story of a petty 
quarrel between Mrs. Pender and Doran, a customer over the 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid., pp.503-4. 
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rotten egg. Now Johnny and Mrs. Pender indulge in a 
romantic talk. Johnny suggests Mrs. Pender to marry him, so 
that she feels secured. He says, "As long as they know 
you're a lone v;idda, they'll stop at nothin'. The sooner 
you get buckled, polly, th' betther." From romantic talk 
they pick up politics as the topic of their conversation. 
They talk about the differences among politicians in the 
Dail (the Irish parliament) over different issues. The 
Irish government v;ants to introduce the new Divorce Bill in 
the Dail. But Mrs. Pender does not understand politics. 
She disinterestedly says, "I don't knov; vjhat th' Doyle is 
doin' at all; ah, I suppose th' only thing to do. is to put 
our trust in God." Here we see that 0'Casey,in the very 
opening of the play, has introduced romance, politics and 
religion in the play. As Johnny goes out, the off-stage 
voice of the Ballad Singer is heard. The stage-direction 
gives an impression of the impoverished condition of the 
Ballad Singer. "The under life of his profession has soiled 
hin a good deal; he has all the cuteness of his class; there 
is a week's growth of beard on his chin.... He wears a 
heavy, tattered top coat." He requests Mrs. Pender to give 
him something but his request is rejected which is a 
criticism on the bourgeois class v/iio have no care; for the 
poor. The Ballad Singer gives a vivid picture of the poor 
5. Ibid., p. 504. 
6. Ibid., p. 505. 
7. Ibid. 
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economic condition of the slum-dwellers and its cause: 
Eleven o' them me an' me Mot has ... eleven chiselurs to 
keep... eleven livin' an' two dead... now if it was only 
two livin' an' eleven dead, I'd have an aysier 
8 
conscience. 
Thus here V7e see, and also will see later on, that the 
Ballad Singer serves as a commentator on the social, 
economic and political conditions of Ireland. Amidst his 
comical groaning of his life, the voice of Nannie is heard 
outside in the distance which is full of life. Her 
appearance on the stage is brought suddenly without any 
previous hint. Her sudden appearance on the stage 
interrupts the conventional plot of the play, because it is 
Nannie now who dominates the stage. As we proceed we find 
that the main thrust of 0'Casey in this play is social 
criticism. Through Nannie's condition he criticises the 
society which is responsible for the present condition of 
Nannie. We come to knov; at her first appearance on the 
scene that she has just come out from the 'Joy' (Mount Joy 
jail) where she was for tv;o months fo assaulting a policeman, 
The society , following the conventional moral standards of 
the time, has labelled her as outcast. Now Nannie, out of 
jail, V7anders here and there for v^7ant of a home. VJhen 
advised by Mrs. Pender to go home to take rest she bitterly 
remarks: 
8. Ibid., p. 506. 
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Nannie's no home.... VJan place is as good as another to 
Nannie. When Nannie was a chiseiur any oui' haii" she 
could find was Nannie's home- afther gettin', maybe, a 
morguein' from her oul' vjan. Sleep? What does Irish 
9 
Nannie want with sleep? 
She beats her only crippled child, commits thefts, smashes 
windows and drinks cheap alcoholic drinks which has dammaged 
her health. Inspite of all these habits of Nannie, v^e have 
our sympathy and pity for her because we do not hold her 
responsible for her bad habits but the society which has 
done nothing for her. O'Casey here shows that Nannie is a 
victim of the circumstances into which she has been living. 
The society has made her what she is at present. She is not 
independent to shape her way of life but she is controlled by 
the society. Her present predicament ov^ es to social 
factors. The reference to the rather scanty details of her 
early life gives us ample glimpse of hov; she has lived in 
poverty and starvation without having any home to live in-
Her life has been full of struggle against the circumstances 
of her existence. Her husband, who v;as a docker, met vjith 
an accident while working in the dock, in which his spine 
was broken and consequently he died after two years. Nannie 
looked after her crippled husband for tv?o years and tried to 
keep her family going on: 
9. Ibid., p.509. 
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...ketp her crippled oul' fella for two years... a jib 
of crane fell on his back v^ orkin' on th' docks,- an' 
smashed his spine; tvjo weeks' half pay he got from th' 
stevedore, an' then th' bastard went bankrupt... an' 
Nannie kep' him for two years an' he lyin' on his 
b a c k . . . . . 
Later on she had to take care of her crippled father for 
years and so she was forced to earn money by any means: 
...Nannie kep' her oul' father for years, an' he lyin' 
stretched out not able to stir a hand or foot... good 
money she earned for him, when it was to be got; an' bad 
11 
money when there was nothin' else knockin' about.... 
The unfavouable circumstances of Nannie's life made 
her an addict to alcoholic drinks and have almost deranged 
her mentally. Instead of helping her the society draws 
amusement from her condition. When Nannie star-^teddtinking 
alcoholic drinks she was encouaged by the people who used 
her as a source of amusement. The Ballad Singer comments 
upon it towards the end of the play. His comment directed 
towards the society serves as a social criticism: 
Yous gang o' hypocrites! VJhat was it made Nannie what 
she was? VJas it havin' too much money? VJho gave a damn 
about her? It was only when she was dhrunk an' mad that 
any v^ an took any notice of her! VJhat can th' like o' 
them do, only live any V7ay they can? Th' Poorhouse, th' 
10. Ibid., p. 514. 
11. Ibid., p. 522. 
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Prison an' th' morgue- them is our palaces! I suppose 
yous vjant us to sing "Home' Sweet Home," about , our 
tenements? D'ye think th' blasted kips o' tenement 
houses v^e live in '11 breed Saints an' Scholars?... It's 
a long time, but th' day's comin'... th' day's is 
12 
comin'... Oh, it's cruel, it's cruel! 
Finally, when her wildness increased, the society 
defended itself against her by sending her to prison. 
Nannie is illiterate but she has a feeling that there is 
someone in the society who is responsible for her present 
condition. She finds him in the manifestation of power and 
so she attacks the police whenever, she sees them. She has 
not left the - society herself but the society has rejected 
her. Thus we see that through Nannie's condition the 
dramatist accuses the society which has made her what she is 
in the present state of degradation. But Nannie has shown 
her courage to live. Inspite of her bitter circumstances she 
has lived life joyously. She has accepted life's battle but 
never yielded to it. She is alvvays dancing and singing 
which shows her style of care-free life and courage to face 
difficulties boldly: 
It's merriment Nannie wants... singin' an' dancin' an' 
enjoyin' life.... What's the use o' bein' alive if 
you're not merry? (Screaming.) Merriment, merriment, 
13 
merriment! 
12. Ibid., p. 532. 
13. Ibid., p.509. 
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This and her repeated v7ords "a short life an' merry V7an," 
show that Nannie is symbolic of life in the midst of chill, 
poverty and beggary. She knows that she may die any time 
because the alcoholic drinks have damaged her health. But 
even after that she does not have any fear for death and 
enjoys the life v^ hich is the main characteristic of the 
Dublin slum-dwellers: 
I'm dyin' on me feet... th' spunk has me nearly done 
for.... Th' prison docthor told me th' oul' heart was 
crocked, an' that I'd dhroo any minute... I'm afire 
14 inside... no-one cares a curse about Irish Nannie.... 
The above lines indicate her optimistic view of life vAich 
is heightened by her occasional burst, "I'll die game, I'll 
die game," which is her only defence against death. Her 
courage is evident in the scene in vjhich she grips the robber 
and forces him to dance with her. The robber has a revolver 
and he could have shot her. But she is not afraid of death, 
represented by the robber. Instead, she dances with him 
which is symbolical of dancing vjith death. Here her courage 
is contrasted with the cowardice of the three men v;ho 
are trembling due to the fear of the robber. Although she 
is a drunkaid, addicted to alcohol and has bad habits, v;e 
have our sympathy for her due to the quality of her courage. 
The tv;o lines of her songs may be appropriately adopted for 
he r: 
14. Ibid., pp.508-9. 
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Tho' she vjears no fine clothes, nor no rich silken hose, 
15 Still there's something that makes her divine,... 
Like Kathleen in Kathleen Listen§In, Nannie is the 
personification of Ireland. But unlike Kathleen she is a 
character of flesh and blood and does not operate in 
abstraction. She represents the reality of Ireland- dirt, 
chill, poverty and beggary as opposed to the idealized 
vision of Ireland by the sham nationalists. Her repeated 
song, "oul' fashioned mother o' nine," refers to Ireland. 
This play demonstrates O'Casey's experiment both in 
theme and structure which he follows in some of his later 
plays. Nannie's character is projected in The Plough and 
the Stars in the image of Bessie Burgess v7ho is also vulgar 
and quarrelsome, and given to drinks. Like Nannie she, too, 
is thoroughly humanised. Further both the characters die in 
the same circumstances. In IJithin the Gates the fate of 
Nannie is repeated in the fate of Jannice, the young 
prostitute in the play. Like Nannie, Jannice has also grown 
up in a bitter and economically reduced situation without 
parents and home. The bitter circumstances of her 
surroundings are also responsible for making Jannice what 
she is. It is the society v;hich has forced her to become a 
postitute. Like Nannie, Jannice also dies a young death and 
that too by heart attack. Like Nannie, Jannice is also not 
15. Ibid., p. 507. 
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responsible for her fate. Dance and songs have also been 
used as symbols of optimistic ;Vi.e>7 and affirmation of -life 
in some of O'Casey's later plays, especially in Red Roses 
for Me and Cock-a-doodle-Dandy. But we see in the technique 
of drawing th'e predicaments of Nannie that her predicament 
is not systematically developed. The details of her 
previous life is not adequate and is not given in a 
systematic order. 
The Ballad Singer plays a very important role in the 
play. Through hira 0'Casey has dual dramaturgic function in 
the play. His dual dramatic function is evident in his double 
role as a character in the play and as Ballad Singer in his 
own right commenting on the story. From the comical 
and pitiable character in the beginning, he rises to the 
status of the mouthpiece of the dramatist in Criticising 
the society towards the end of the play. He acts as" a 
chorus or coraEientator commenting on the society in the play. 
In drawing the character of the Ballad Singer 0'Casey has 
used the most important technique of modern drama. He has 
made the Ballad Singer a chorus as well as the stage manager, 
a technique v;hich vje find most appropriately used in 
Thornton Wilder's play, Our Tovm. Like the Stage Manager in 
Thornton's play, the Ballad Singer in this play acts as a 
bridge between the characters of the play and the audience. 
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As the Stage Manager, after.the conclusion of a scene, comes 
on the stage and comments on the characters and their roles 
in the play, the Ballad Singer in Nannie's Night Out 
comments on the roles of the characters in order to criticise 
the society. But 0'Casey did not use this technique of the 
Stage Manager deliberately and he never used this technique 
again in his future plays. As a mouthpiece of the dramatist 
the Ballad Singer appears in many of O'Casey's later plays 
in the image of the Dreamer in Within the Gates, the 
Messenger in Cock-a-doodle-Dandy and Father Boheroe in The 
Bishop's Bonfire. The prayer which he says at the death of 
Nannie reminds us of the moving prayer of Juno in Juno and 
the Paycock: 
May God look down on th' spirirt of our poor sisther, 
that, feelin' th' wind, may be got no message from it; 
that, lookin' up at th' sky, may be seen no stars; that, 
lookin' down at th' earth, may be, seen no flowers,. 
Renemberin' th' bittherness of th' shocks her poor body 
got, may God give th' soul of our sisther th' svjeetness 
1 fs 
of eternal rest! 
His words after the death of Nannie, which we have .-cquQted 
earlier in this chapter, is a bitter criticism of the 
present situation of the society. He criticises the upper 
middle class of the society v;hich are responsible for the 
fate of Nannie. But he does not direct his criticism to any 
16. Ibid., p.531. 
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character of the play but addresses it to the audiences. 
The same social criticism v^e find in 0'Casey's later plays 
in The Star Tuns Red and Hall of Healing. The vague 
reference of the Ballad Singer, "It's a long time but th' 
day's comin'... th' day's comin'..." is a hint, as we have 
seen in The Harvest Festival, of a radical change in the 
society vmich is achieved in The Star Turns Red and Purple 
Dust. Besides the social criticism, we also find some hint 
of political criticism in this play. Referring to the 
crippled condition of the Robert, Nannie's son, Mrs. Pender 
directs her criticism to the Government and the Gaelic 
League: 
He couldn't be anything else; he lives on th' streets. 
When he was three or four he fell down a stairs an' 
hurted his back.... It's a wondher they wouldn't do 
something for poor little kiddies like him, instead o' 
17 thryin' to teach thera Irish. 
Joe 's reply to this is comical, but it exposes the 
hypocrisy and hollowness of the nationalists: 
Oh, we've bigger things than that to settle first, we 
have to put th' Array on a solid basis, an' then th' 
Boundhary Question has to be settled too- in 
compariseraent with things like thera, a few cripples o' 
chiselurs is neither here nor there. 
17. Ibid., p. 522, 
18. Ibid. 
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Instead of solving the Internal problems of the nation and 
improving the condition of the poor, the nationalists are 
busy in settling the external affairs. In the beginning of 
the play we find that there is a quarrel in the 'Doyle' 
among its members on petty issues. This shows that still 
there is disunity among them which we found in the 
preceeding play, Kathleen Listens In. All these situations 
give an impression that the period of the play is the same 
as that of Kathleen Listens In. The chaos and disorder 
after the war have just been normalised but still there are 
differences among the political factions. Republicans and 
the Free Staters are still quarreling over petty issues. 
This is made clear by Nannie's hatred for them, "Republicans 
an' Free Staters- a lot of rubbidge, th' whole o' yous! The 
19 poor Tommies was men!" But the political criticism has 
not been taken at large in this play as it was done in 
Kathleen Listens In. 
In Nannie's Night Out we also find O'Casey's use of 
the technique of absurd drama. The characteristic of this 
technique is evident in the conversation between the Ballad 
Singer and Mrs. Pender. There is lack of communication in 
their conversation which reminds us of Samuel Beckett's 
Waiting for Godot. While the Ballad Singer continues to beg, 
19. Ibid., p.515. 
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he narrates his pitiable condition. Mrs. Pender does not 
response to him and starts telling Nannie about her quarrel 
with Doran over the rotten egg while she continues her 
drunken talks. Thus we see that their conversation is 
vague and there is complete lack of communication in it. 
This technique is also evident in the description of the 
habit of Johnny who pulls his coat and says 'ayee'. This 
technique of absurd drama is also scatteredly found in 
0'Casey's other plays of the Irish phase. But unlike an 
absurd dramatist, 0'Casey has not developed this technique 
in his plays. Thus, Nannie's Night Out is full of comic 
situations. 0'Casey himself has given the sub-title of the 
play 'A Comedy in one Act' . The comic situations in the 
play, sometimes become farcical. But unlike in other plays 
the technique of farce in this play, as mentioned earlier, 
has been reversed. 
CHAPTER IX 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The foregoing analysis of the plays amply demonstrates that 
0'Casey's experimentation with dramatic technique does not 
begin with The Silver Tassie, as has been argued by a host 
of O'Casey critics. In fact, seeds of experimentation, and 
the major dramatic devices he used throughout his life, are 
discernible right from the very beginning, i.e. his first 
available play. The Harvest Festival. The second conclusion 
that we propose to tentatively draw is; that O'Casey's plays j 
from The Harvest Festival to The Silver Tassie contain all 
those devices V7hich he kept on repeating later selectively, 
depending upon the thematic exigencies of the plays, from 
VJithin the Gates to Cock-a-Doodle Dandy. We will have 
occasion to eleborate this point later in the present 
section. It will be relevant here to recapitulate the 
generalizations in regard to O'Casey's dramatic technique 
based on the analysis of his full length as well as one-act 
plays upto his unfortunate departure from Dublin to England. 
VJhen we say unfortunate we do not wish to repeat or support 
the regrets of many a critic that after O'Casey left Dublin 
he lost touch v>7ith stage and, hence, his dramatic efforts 
were not successful. In fact, while in England O'Casey 
never, for a minute, forgot the milieu and the stage which 
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had nourished his dramatic talent during the early phase of 
his play-writing. The truth is that when he attempted his 
pen at portraying an alien life, mood, atmosphere and ethos, 
like those in Within the Gates, or Oak Leaves and Lavender 
he was not a theatrical success. The same thing can be said 
of his handling of the two British characters-Stoke and 
Poges in Purple Dust. Based on our study of 0'Casey's 
entire dramaic output we can affirm that 0'Casey eventually 
came to acquire for himself a rich stock of dramatic 
conventions and devices from which he drew eclectically 
whatever suited his dramatic intention in a particular play. 
0'Casey has consistently blended naturalistic and 
non-realistic techniques in all his plays. Most of the 
critics in their studies believe that 0'Casey used 
expressionistic technical devices only from' The Silver 
Tassie onwards. But, as we have shown in our foregoing 
analysis of his Irish plays, seeds of expressionism existed 
earlier in O'Casey's boldly symbolical representation of his 
vision of life even in the Dublin plays. The uniqueness of 
O'Casey's dramatic technique lies in the fact that he 
blended naturalism and expressionism in a subtle way in his 
plays from the very beginning of his dramatic career. Of 
course, the use of expressionism is in subdued form in the 
earlier plays, like The Shadow of a Gunman and Juno and the 
Paycock, but its presence cannot be totally denied even in 
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these plays. Seumas's superstitious belief in the tapping, 
foreboding some inexplicable disaster, and the last tableux 
in Juno and the Paycock, representing the bizarre bordering 
on the mysterious, the irrational and the abstract, which 
can be said to be the dramatist's seminal inclination 
towards suggestiveness- an important ingredient of 
expressionism— are only a few of the many examples even in 
these two plays. In the last play of the trilogy. The 
Plough and the Stars, the blending of naturalism and 
expressionism is quite conspicuous. In fact, the blending 
of naturalism and non-realistic devices is the cornerstone 
of O'Casey's dramaturgy in the Trilogy as well as in the 
later plays. All of O'Casey's plays are basically realistic 
in nature in regard to setting, characters, themes and 
language, which we have pointed out in our analysis in the 
foregoing pages. The symbolic and expressionistic 
interweaving takes place in most of these plays. Some of 
such examples, which are discussed during the analyses of 
the plays in the preceeding chapters, are the Votive light 
episode in Juno and the Paycock, the Silhouette scene in The 
Plough and the Stars, the whole of Act II of The Silver 
Tassie, by and large the entire drama of Within the Gates, 
the apocalyptic vision of the rise of the red star in The 
Star Turns Red, the concluding scene of Purple Dust, the 
visionary Liffey scene, in Red,Roses for lis, the.Prelude, and postli-ide, 
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of Oak Leaves and Lavender-, the highly suggestive use of 
auditory and visual details in The Drum of Father Ned ^  and 
Bishop's Bonfire, and the mysterious appearance and 
disappearance of the cock in Cock-a-Doodle Dandy. Even in 
his one-act plays this technique is evident, such as 
Nannie's final dancing scene in Nannie's Night Out, the 
mysterious automatic opening and closing of the gate of the 
post office in A Pond on Demand, the invisible presence of 
the heifer in The Beginning of the End, the bizarre setting 
and atmosphere of the Hall of Healing and the mystery 
surrounding Kathleen's self-alienation from the outside 
world of reality in Kathleen Listens In. Even the farcical 
details of the one-act plays, for want of apparent logical 
connections, acquire expressionistic overtones. 
The use of the mixture of naturalism 
and non-realism embraces almost all the dramaturgical 
elements of 0'Casey's plays, such as settings which have 
realistic and symbolic details; characterization where 
characters behave naturalistically and quite often 
irrationally, like Mrs. Gogan; certain episodes, like the 
Pub scene activity, punctuated by the rhetoric of the Figure 
in The Plough and the Stars; the telephone incident in The 
Silver Tassie; the appearance of the cow's head, mistakenly 
taken to be that of a bull, in Purple Dust; the 
simultaneous, malignant behaviour of a number of inanimate 
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objects in The Beginning of the End, etc. Even in a 
patently expressionistic scene the setting is a subtle 
mixture of realistic and non-realistic details, such as we 
have noticed in Act II of The Silver Tassie. Like-wise, 
O'Casey, even in his profesedly realistic setting, has used 
props with symbolic dimensions, such as the figure of the 
i 
cross, v;hich has been visually manipulated in the first, 
third and fourth Acts of The Silver Tassie and the 
professedly realistic pub scene in The Plough and the Stars, 
punctuated by the intermittent silhouetted Figure's 
appearance. For symbolic purposes visual and auditory 
sources have been carefully selected and exploited in 
O'Casey's plays. As pointed out earlier, deliberate 
disconnectedness and looseness of structure, v^ hich has found 
disfavour with a number of O'Casey critics, ii largely drawn 
from Chekhov's technique. Under the influence of Chekhov, 
in order to avoid the pitfall of uncritical empathy of the 
illusionist theatre, O'Casey has constantly used the 
technique of 'alienation' which has lent complexity and 
depth to his art of characterization. For example, even 
0'Casey's most roundly sketched character, Juno, who draii^ s 
our admiration for her heroism and broad humanity, has been 
shown, sometimes, as snobbish, selfish and even cruel. 
O'Casey's presentation of his favourite hero, Jim Larkin as 
Red Jim, in The Star Truns Red, shows him sometimes as 
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dictatorial, tyranical and quite often insensitive to human 
feelings. The same technique operates in his delineation of 
Jack's mother in The Harvest Festival, the despicable 
incapacity for action of his poet protagonist, Davoren, in 
The Shadown of a Gunman, Bessie Bergess' fanatical 
bitterness towards the heroes of the Irish nationalistic 
freedom struggle in The Plough and the Stars. The most 
likeable Fluther Good, too, has not been spared in this 
respect. It is relevant to point out here that in 0'Casey's 
most autobiographical play, Red Roses for Me, Mrs. Breydon 
has been portrayed as an ideal lady on the pattern of 
0'Casey's own mother. She is an ideal mother, a practising 
protestant christian and an extremely kind neighbour. But 
0'Casey does interweave in the fabric of her personality 
tiny, scattered threads of narrowness and even certain 
amount of religious intolerance. The most sympathetic, 
broad-minded and tolerant Rector in the same play has been 
shown for a brief moment in the Liffey scene as disdainful 
of the common, miserable and suffering humanity, represented 
by the shabbily dressed women hawking their wares and the 
depressed loungers along the parapet of the bridge. 
Upto The Silver Tassie O'Casey seems to be anti-hero. 
In his plays there is not a single hero around whom the 
vjhole plot moves but there is a group of characters who 
equally draw our attention, sympathy or alienation. But in 
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some of his later plays like The Star Turns Red and Red 
Roses for Me there is a radical change in his technique. In 
the above mentioned plays there is a single hero each who 
draws most of our attention, and who dominate the entire 
dramatic actions of the plays. But this is not to say that 
0'Casey has abandoned his dramatic interest of group or 
collective characterization which he started with. In most 
of his later plays, too, he followed the same technique of 
anti-hero. In fact, solidity of characters was here 
forshaken but he remained anti-hero throughout his dramatic 
career. We do not fully sympathise with any characters in 
his Irish plays. Of course, we are, sometimes, attracted 
towards a character but very soon we withdraw our sympathy 
from him or her because of their hypocrisy, selfishness or 
such other weaknesses. 
Upto The Silver Tassie 0'Casey seems to be a 
pacifist. For him the loss of the life of one individual is 
more important and of greater concern than the loss of an 
ideology or defeat of a struggle. He condemns war of all 
types. But in his later plays. The Star Turns Red and Red 
Roses for Me this pacificism is abandoned and militancy and 
sacrifice of individuals for ideology have been presented 
with approving assertion. But this is not because of a 
radical change in his vision of life. The militancy V7as 
favoured even in The Harvest Festival, his earliest play. 
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O'Casey, in fact, remained all his life a strong believer in 
the natural and instinctive joys of life and opposed all 
negative factors obstructing freedom and fullness of life. 
Within the Gates, Red Roses for Me and Cock-a-Doodle Dandy 
professedly treat this vision, which constitutes the 
conclusion of The Silver Tassie. Sussie's assertion of life 
is characteristically O'Caseyan: 
... Teddy Foran and Harry Heegan have gone to live their 
own way in another world. Neither I nor you can lift 
them out of it. No longer can they do the things we do. 
We can't give sight to the blind or make the lame walk. 
We would if we could. It is the misfortune of war. As 
long as wars are wged, we shall be vexed by woe; strong 
legs shall be made useless and bright eyes made dark. 
But we, who have come through the fire unharmed, must go 
on living. (Pulling Jessie from the chair) Come along, 
and take your part in life! (To Barney) Come along, 
Barney, and take your partner into the dance! 
O'Casey from the very beginning until the end of his 
dramatic career is in favour of the positive forces of life 
and against all negative forces like ideology, state, church 
etc. This point has been upheld upto The Silver Tassie and 
becomes the central thematic concern of his major plays like 
Purple Dust) The Drum of Father Ned and most prominently of 
Cock-a-Doodle Dandy. 
O'Casey's drnmaturyical experimentation had a' lost 
been completed upto The Silver Tassie. In his later plays 
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the earlier structural devices have been eclectlcally used 
with, of course, sometimes pronounced emphasis on 
unrealistic devices which we find in Within the Gates and 
Cock-a-Doodle Dandy. But there is no significant addition. 
Sometimes bold emphasis has been given to the element of 
fantasy which reaches the realm of supernaturalism in Purple 
Dust and Cock-a-Doodlo Dandy, where the river the cock 
acquire supernatural dramatic functions. Symbolism which 
has been used by 0'Casey right from the first play onwards, 
has been used throughout but It Is given a special emphasis 
in The Star Turns Red, Red Roses for Me and Cock-a-Doodle 
Dandy. The star, red roses and the cock are the pervasive 
symbols in these plays which run through the fabric of the 
plays. Besides being factual objects, they have been 
endowed with symbolic Implications which lend meaning to the 
themes and characters of the plays. But we notice the same 
dramaturgical stock-in-trade in O'Casey's earlier symbolic 
titles. The harvest festival, Juno, the plough and the 
stars.', the silver tassie, Kathleen are all symbolically 
impregnated while they retain, at the sametime, their status 
of factual objects or probable humans. 
The other significant technical device which O'Cnscy 
has used in his Irish plays is the use of the background 
actions which are mostly relp'ed to violence and 
destruction. The panorama of c ..oas and anarchy which 
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emerges from the background action Is pre-domlnant in almost 
every play of 0'Casey. As we have seen, the background of 
The Shadow of a Gunman is the Irish war of Independence in 
1920, the background of Juno and the Paycock is the Civil 
War .of 1922, the background of The Plough and the Stars is 
the Easter Rising of 1916 and the background of .The Silver 
Tassle is the first World War. The background of Kathleen 
Listens In is the post independence Ireland and the fight 
among the. various groups to acquire supermacy and power. 
The background of The Harvest Festival is the preparation 
for the annual harvest festival as thanksgiving to God at a 
time when social unrest is round the corner. Only in 
Nannie's Night Out there is no apparent political 
background. But Nannie's impoverished condition is the 
result of the economic depression in Ireland after its 
independence. 
0'Casey has exploited background variously in l>is 
different plays. For example in The Harvest Festival the 
background situation of the preparation for celebrating the 
annual harvest festival has been used for ironic 
counterpointing with the preparation' of the strike by the 
workers for a reasonable living. The same pattern of 
satiric counterpointing seen in this play, is the ringing of 
the church bell to announce the commencement of the festival 
with the simultaneous chanting of the prayerful", song of Jack's 
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funeral. The background event of The Shadow of a Gunman, 
too, is to satirically expose false nationalism, hypocrisy 
and cowardice. The background event of Juno and the Paycock 
throws light on the inhumanity and folly of the participants of 
vainly conceived ideologies. Similarly the background 
situations of The Plough and the Stars satirically 
counterpoints foolish and vain patriotism with despicably 
ignored human demands. All these backgrounds are of violent 
and destructive nature which culminate in the international 
catastrophe which had overtaken the whole world in the form 
of the first World War v;hich is the background of The Silver 
Tassie. The first World War also provides background for 
Purple Dust, and its aftermath, the period of depression, 
provides back'^ round of Within the Gates. Even for his red 
plays, The Star Turns Red and Red Roses for Me, written 
in 1942,0'Casey goes back to the Irish political background 
of the 1913 strike of the General Transporters' Unio^. 
Like-v7ise his Oak Leaves and Lavender has the second World VJar 
as . its background. One significant thing to note is that 
except for The Silver Tassie, Within the Gates, Purple Dust, 
and Oak Leaves and Lavender., 0'Casey uses only Irish 
political, economic or social background as his canvas on 
which he presents not so much the slice of Irish life as 
his vision of human life. 
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Some of the staple dramatic devices used by 0'Casey 
in his Irish plays,which he kept on repeating throughout his 
dramatic career and which we have elaborated in the 
preceeding chapters, are: juxtaposition and contrast; 
simultaneous use of on-stage and off-stage actions; the 
intrusion of the coraic in the serious and a prismatic formal 
patterning of events where Kaleidoscopic focussing on 
disparate situations and objects is manoeuvred; use of dance 
and song for heightening dramatic effect and intensifying 
meaning besides denoting a departure from naturalism; 
suggestiveness and symbolism; structural inversion where the 
sub-plot gets primacy over the main plot; group or 
collective characterization; satire and irony, etc. In a 
nutshell we can say that 0'Casey is the very epitome of 
almost all modern dramatic techniques and conventions. 
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